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ABSTRACT: Heat is an abundant but often wasted source of energy. Thus, harvesting just
a portion of this tremendous amount of energy holds significant promise for a more
sustainable society. While traditional solid-state inorganic semiconductors have dominated
the research stage on thermal-to-electrical energy conversion, carbon-based semiconductors
have recently attracted a great deal of attention as potential thermoelectric materials for low-
temperature energy harvesting, primarily driven by the high abundance of their atomic
elements, ease of processing/manufacturing, and intrinsically low thermal conductivity. This
quest for new materials has resulted in the discovery of several new kinds of thermoelectric
materials and concepts capable of converting a heat flux into an electrical current by means
of various types of particles transporting the electric charge: (i) electrons, (ii) ions, and (iii)
redox molecules. This has contributed to expanding the applications envisaged for
thermoelectric materials far beyond simple conversion of heat into electricity. This is the motivation behind this review. This work is
divided in three sections. In the first section, we present the basic principle of the thermoelectric effects when the particles
transporting the electric charge are electrons, ions, and redox molecules and describe the conceptual differences between the three
thermodiffusion phenomena. In the second section, we review the efforts made on developing devices exploiting these three effects
and give a thorough understanding of what limits their performance. In the third section, we review the state-of-the-art
thermoelectric materials investigated so far and provide a comprehensive understanding of what limits charge and energy transport
in each of these classes of materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, global electricity production largely relies on fossil
fuels (67%), water (16%), and nuclear energy (11%), while a
small but rising fraction of electricity is produced by wind (>4%)
and solar energy (>2%).1,2 However, the conversion of primary
energy sources into electricity is not always efficient (typically
35−50% for heat engines, 20% for solar thermal plants, 15−40%
for solar cells), and thus a substantial amount of energy is lost as
waste heat. While more than 50% of the available natural and
waste heat is stored in large volumes of warm fluids (T < 250
°C), no viable technology exists to produce electricity from this
low energy density heat. Efforts to adapt heat engines by
replacing water steam with organic solvent steam (organic
Rankine cycle) have enabled low-temperature operation.3

However, the conversion is less efficient, reaching approximately
15−20% with heat engines that work at Tcold = 25 °C and Thot =
150 or 250 °C.4 Another technology that can utilize this heat
resource is the thermoelectric generator (TEG). This solid-state
electronic device converts the heat flow into an electric current
without the need for maintenance because no moving
mechanical parts or fluids are present. Like all heat engines, a
thermoelectric device operates across a temperature gradient
ΔT = Thot− Tcold. Today, the efficiency of the best TEGs is 15%
for inorganic thin films prepared in a laboratory setting and 6.4%
for industrially scalable materials based on the ball milling and
sintering of bismuth telluride alloy nanoparticles (Tcold = 25 °C
and Thot = 250 °C).5 On the basis of these materials, solar
thermoelectric generators with an efficiency of 4.6% under AM1
light intensity have been fabricated.6

The first practical challenge for TEGs is the scaling up of
material synthesis. The second limitation is the high material
costs due to the scarcity of the atomic elements involved in those
exotic materials.7 Because of these challenges, it is not
straightforward for TEGs to become an economically viable
solution, outperforming heat engines in large-area energy
harvesting applications. Without breakthroughs, it is unlikely
that TEGs for low-temperature waste heat harvesting (T < 250
°C) will significantly impact the problem of CO2 emissions.8

Hence, research efforts in recent years have focused on
thermoelectric materials composed of abundant atomic
elements. In this context, widely available, although less efficient,
carbon-based thermoelectric materials, i.e., carbon nanostruc-
tures9 and conducting polymers10 or composites of these
materials,11 have become a new subject of major interest in the
scientific community. The interest in these materials is the
motivation for this review.
Because one can find heat sources practically everywhere,

TEGs are interesting power sources for many low-power
technologies. TEGs have particular advantages over heat engines
for small-scale implementations or applications, where main-
tenance is a major issue, such as powering autarkic sensor
systems in nature or satellites in space. The miniaturization of
heat engines to dimensions below 1 cm3 leads to high-speed
rotation, which wears out the cylinder piston (>10 000 rpm).
Microengines also face many challenges in combustion, among
which the main problem is the gap necessary between the piston
and cylinder. Therefore, the efficiency drops from 40% to 0.05%
when scaling down a cylinder from 10 cm3 to 1 cm3.12 In
contrast, the efficiency of TEGs remains constant from
centimeter-scale to microthermoelectric generators.13 In

addition, the efficiencies of thermomechanical engines decreases
drastically to lower power levels when scaling down,8 such that a
crossing point exists where thermoelectric devices become more
efficient.
With these scaling considerations inmind, TEGs are attractive

candidates for power sources or self-powered heat sensors for
portable electronics and the Internet of Things (IoT)
applications. For instance, in outdoor activities, TEGs are
integrated with either cooking pots (PowerPot) or boots
(Orange Power Wellies) to charge a mobile phone. Many low-
power devices, such as radiator valves (Micropelt), sensor
nodes,14 and industrial process monitoring,15 can be powered
with TEGs. Another area of major impact is robotics and
medical applications because many biosensors and medical
implants16 can be powered by exploiting body heat.17 In these
applications, the integration of TEGs on fabrics18 and flexible
substrates19 or as electronic skin20 might require various levels of
mechanical flexibility and eventually some degree of stretch-
ability. Unlike conventional inorganic thermoelectric materials,
which are brittle and nonflexible, organic semiconductors can
maintain mechanical integrity under various modes of stress and
strain. Regarding the biomedical field, thermoelectric devices
can also be integrated as self-powered temperature sensors for
continuous monitoring, which has become exceedingly critical
after the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic. These self-powered
devices could directly transmit the electrical signal without any
transduction, enabling easy integration of these temperature
sensors in wearable electronics for real-time health monitoring.
Apart from wearable applications, TE-based devices can act as

sensors in locations where solar-based energy harvesting/
sensing is not a viable solution, e.g., in critical or hazardous
areas inside buildings, pipelines, mines, aircraft, ships, and cars.
Therefore, TE sensors may potentially impact fire detection,
homeland security, and many other aspects of human life.21,22

TE-based sensors can also be employed to monitor the
environmental temperature along sections of a domestic or
industrial plant for evaluating efficiency. For all of these
applications, mechanical flexibility is a strict requirement, and
organic semiconductors, thermoelectric fluids, and gels
exploiting the thermogalvanic effect offer new opportunities in
the field of stretchable and flexible electronics.23 Finally, the
exploration of the ionic Seebeck effect through the Soret effect in
polymer electrolytes leads to a surprisingly high Seebeck
coefficient (∼10 mV K−1), promoting a new research direction
that uses this effect to charge supercapacitors with heat.24

Figure 1 summarizes the conductivity-dependent Seebeck
coefficients for various classes of thermoelectric materials. In
contrast to conductivity (σ), which is directly proportional to
the charge carrier concentration (n) in the material, the Seebeck
coefficient (S) typically decreases with increasing charge carrier
concentration. Therefore, Seebeck coefficients equal to or
higher than 1mVK−1 are likely to be found in insulator materials
having electronic structures with large energy gaps.25 However,
the low electrical conductivity of insulators (below 10−12 S
cm−1) makes reliable thermovoltage measurements very
challenging. For heat-to-electricity conversion, the thermo-
electric power factor (S2σ) is the most critical parameter, which
typically shows a maximum in the intermediate charge
concentration region corresponding to semiconducting materi-
als (10−5 S cm−1 < σ < 104 S cm−1 and 500 μV K−1 > S > 50 μV
K−1). This is because the thermal conductivity (k) of these
materials is usually below unity, mainly due to the absence of
long-range crystalline order. Thus, the phonon component is
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effectively reduced. Indeed, this behavior represents one of the
greatest advantages of organic semiconductors over inorganic
semiconductors, where most of the current research is focused
on decreasing thermal conductivity. Hence, research and
technology development on organic thermoelectric materials
has mainly focused on semiconductors and semimetals. As
shown in Figure 1, nonredox electrolytes (green symbols) and
redox electrolytes (thermogalvanics, purple symbols) can
generate larger Seebeck coefficients than electronic organic
(blue symbols) or inorganic (yellow symbols) semiconductors,
which makes them potentially suitable for thermoelectric
applications despite their low conductivity.
In this article, we review three major classes of thermoelectric

materials and devices working in the low-temperature range (T
< 250 °C) and based on highly abundant elements: (i)
thermoelectric generators based on conducting polymers,
carbon nanostructures, and their composites, (ii) thermogal-
vanic cells, and (iii) ionic thermoelectric supercapacitors/
batteries. In the first section, we present the basics of
thermoelectric phenomena. The second section reviews the
working principle behind the devices exploiting the different
thermodiffusion phenomena, highlighting the key parameters
necessary to improve their performances. Finally, in the third
section, we provide an overview of the key materials investigated
so far by the research community, and summarize the recent
efforts to produce devices employing such materials.

2. THERMOELECTRIC EFFECTS IN A NUTSHELL
Whenmobile (uncharged) particles are subject to a temperature
gradient, they undergo a steady drift toward the hot or cold side.
Typically, mobile particles at the hot end move faster than those
at the cold end. Thus, as shown in Figure 2a, the hot particles
have a larger mean free path and diffuse further than the cold
particles, leading to a high net particle density at the cold end.
This effect, observed in gaseous, liquid, and even solid systems, is
called thermophoresis (also thermodiffusion, or the Soret effect)
and has been known for a long time.26 Thermophoretic forces

have been used, for example, in the manufacturing of optical
fibers in vacuum deposition processes27 or to separate different
polymer particles in field-flow fractionation.28 Furthermore,
thermophoresis has been demonstrated as a versatile technique
for manipulating single biological macromolecules, such as
DNA, in micro- and nanochannels by means of light-induced
local heating.29

When a colloidal suspension is placed in a temperature
gradient ∇T, the particle motion can no longer be described by
Brownian motion. In the absence of an external force, particles
then tend to accumulate at the cold or hot boundary. This is
phenomenologically described by writing the particle current
density (j) as:

= − ∇ − ∇j D c D c TT (1)

where c is the particle concentration, D the diffusion coefficient
of a colloidal suspension under Brownian motion, and DT the
thermodiffusion coefficient. The two components of eq 1
represent the motion of particles under a concentration gradient
(∇c, kinetic diffusion) and a thermal gradient (∇T, thermal
diffusion).
The dispersed particles display a thermodiffusive drift velocity

v,⃗ which depends linearly on∇T with a proportionality constant
equal to DT:

⃗ = − ∇v D T ,T (2)

Depending on the sign ofDT, the particles will accumulate either
at the cold or the hot side. In a closed system, the steady state
implies zero current (j = 0), cv +D∇c = 0, leading to a stationary
concentration gradient:

∇ = − ∇c cS TT (3)

where the Soret coefficient ST =DT/D is provided by the ratio of
DT and the ordinary diffusion coefficient D. These transport
coefficients, DT and D, describe nonequilibrium properties.
Gaseous systems can be dealt with exactly in the framework of

kinetic theory. In the 1910s, Enskog and Chapman found that in
a gas mixture, heavier and larger atoms accumulate at the cold
side.30 These mass and size effects were confirmed exper-
imentally with ammonium isotopes N14H3/N15H3 and dimer
molecules H2, D2, N2, and O2.
A more complex problem is encountered in liquids because

the transport properties are strongly influenced by molecular

Figure 1. Seebeck coefficient as a function of the conductivity for
organic/hybrid thermoelectric materials (see relative section 4.1),
carbon nanomaterials (see relative section 4.2), organic nanomaterial
composites (see relative section 4.2.5), organic thermoionic materials
(see relative section 4.3), thermogalvanic materials (see relative section
4.4), inorganic thermoelectric materials (green open symbols), and
metals (gray open symbols). For the conductivity of redox electrolytes,
only the transport of ions is considered.

Figure 2. Illustration of (a) the thermodiffusion (ST > 0) of particles
and (b) three different concepts of thermoelectric effects: (1) electronic
conductors, (2) nonredox electrolytes, (3) redox electrolytes.
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interactions, such as electrostatic and dispersion forces, and the
hydrodynamic flows induced by moving particles. In many
instances, even the sign of the thermodiffusion coefficient DT
cannot be determined from simple arguments.31 Moreover, the
Soret coefficient shows an intricate size dependence. For very
small molecules, the coefficients DT and D carry the same
hydrodynamic factor, and the Soret coefficient ST = −H/kBT2 is
provided by the molecular solvation enthalpy H, which is a
purely thermodynamic quantity. However, for colloidal particles
and polymers,DT is independent of the size or molecular weight,
and instead, D decreases with the hydrodynamic radius. As a
consequence, the Soret coefficient ST increases with the particle
size, and large particles and high polymers accumulate
exponentially at the boundary.
If the particles subject to the thermal gradient are charged

(Figure 2b), the accumulation of particles at the cold end will
also produce a repulsive electrostatic force and therefore electric
potential, which pushes the charges back to the hot end. The
electric potential difference (ΔV) produced by the temperature
difference (ΔT) is known as the Seebeck effect, and the
proportionality constant is called the Seebeck coefficient (S):

Δ = − ΔV S T (4)

This Seebeck coefficient, or thermopower, is related to the
entropy of charge carriers within a material with a temperature
gradient. Carriers move from the hot side of the material (high
entropy) to the cold side of the material (low entropy),
establishing a steady-state voltage.

2.1. Electron Conductors

In electronic thermoelectric materials, charges are carried by free
electrons and holes. At the hot end of the thermoelectric
material, the number of free charge carriers is high, and
accordingly, the entropy is larger than at the cold end. As a
consequence, there is a steady flow of electrons and holes toward
the cold end, where they recombine. From a thermodynamic
point of view, the corresponding entropy flow from hot to cold
drives the thermoelectric effect. In the first approximation, these
electrons and holes behave like a gas of charged particles. Hence,
their dynamics are described by kinetic theory, for example, in a
quasi-classical approximation that keeps quantum statistics but
relies on a classical equation of motion for the carriers.32 In a
closed geometry, the Seebeck coefficient is readily obtained
from the condition that thermodiffusion and thermoelectric
currents cancel each other, J = σΔV − σTΔT = 0, where the
electronic transport is described by the conductivity σ and the
thermodiffusion coefficient σT. Analogous to the Soret effect
discussed above, the Seebeck coefficient is defined as S = σT/σ.
Whereas σ is always positive, the sign of σT depends on whether
electrons or holes dominate thermodiffusion. For a more
extensive discussion and explanation of the thermodynamic and
kinetic models underlying the Seebeck effect, we refer the reader
to the following review by Goupil et al.33

In a p-doped semiconductor, holes are the majority mobile
charge carriers; thus, a positive charge builds up at the cold end,
generating a positive potential. Similarly, when electrons are the
majority free carriers (n-type material), they will produce a
negative potential at the cold end (see Figure 2b, example 1). By
convention, the sign of the electronic Seebeck coefficient (Se) is
provided by the potential at the cold side with respect to the hot
side, thus indicating the type of majority charge carriers, i.e.,
electrons or holes, with Se > 0 for p-type semiconductors and Se
< 0 for n-type semiconductors.

In a metal, electronic transport properties are intimately
related to the electronic band structure and to the density of
states at the Fermi level EF. To determine whether electrons or
holes are the majority carriers in an electrical conductor, one
needs to look at the density of states N(E) in an energy window
kBT centered at the Fermi level EF. If N(E) is constant in this
range, the electron contribution to the thermodiffusion current
cancels that of the holes, Je + Jh = 0, as shown schematically in
Figure 3a together with the Fermi−Dirac distribution f(E) = 1/
[e(E−EF)/kBT + 1]. If, on the other hand, the density of states
increases with energy, dN(E)/dE > 0, there are more carriers
with E > EF than “holes”, resulting in a net charge current J. In a
closed geometry, this results in a polarization field and a
thermoelectric potential with a negative Seebeck coefficient, Se <
0 (Figure 3b). By the same token, if the density of states
decreases with energy as in Figure 3c, there are more “hole”
carriers below the Fermi level, resulting in a positive Seebeck
coefficient Se > 0.
These qualitative considerations can be made rigorous in

terms of a Sommerfeld expansion,32 which results in the Mott
formula34,35
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This simple expression rationalizes two important features of
the thermoelectric effect. First, noting that the last factor is of the
order of the inverse Fermi level, one finds Se(EF)∼ (kB/e)(kBT/
EF), which is smaller, by a factor of kBT/EF, than the result from
classical Drude theory. Second, the Seebeck coefficient may be
observed to have a negative sign, e.g., for bismuth, nickel, and
alkali metals, whereas classical theory always predicts Se > 0.
These features highlight the quantum nature of the thermo-
electric effect.
Organic semiconductors are generally crystalline or amor-

phous materials with weak intermolecular interactions. This
weak coupling leads to narrow electronic bandwidths. Unlike
nearly perfect crystals where the electronic states are delocalized,
charge carriers in organic semiconductors are usually localized
over spatially and energetically distributed transport sites. The
widely accepted transport mechanism is that the charge carriers
hop from one localized state to another within a lattice of
molecular sites. In general, the Seebeck coefficient of conducting
polymers varies broadly, ranging from <10 μV K−1 for highly
doped polymers up to 1000 μV K−1 for lightly doped polymers.
The dramatic reduction of Se at high doping levels arises from EF
moving into the conduction band where the number of
electronic states above and below EF are equivalent.

36

2.2. Nonredox-active Electrolyte

Similar to electrons, when ions in an electrolyte are subject to a
thermal gradient∇T (Figure 2b, example 2), they thermodiffuse
from the hot side to the cold side, inducing a concentration
gradient ∇c/c = −ST∇T (Soret effect) and an internal electric
field E = −Si∇T (Seebeck effect).
These effects result in entropy flow through a nonequilibrium

system,26 and the underlying thermodynamic forces on small
ions are provided by gradients of the Massieu−Planck entropy
potentials −μ±/T. Because the chemical potentials μ± (T,c±)
depend on both temperature T(r) and concentration c±(r), the
thermodynamic forces comprise gradients of both quantities, f±
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= H±∇T/T − kBT∇c±/c±, where the first term drives
thermodiffusion with the solvation enthalpy H± and the second
term drives the usual gradient diffusion. Imposing zero ion
currents and Gauss’ law, one readily obtains the steady-state
Soret coefficient of the salt solution,37

= −
++ −S

H H
k TT

B
2

(6)

and the electrolyte Seebeck coefficient,

=
−+ −S

H H
eT2

.i (7)

Measured ionic enthalpies are generally negative and on the
order of kBT,

38 such that the Soret coefficient is positive. The
Seebeck coefficient may take either sign with absolute values on
the order of kB/e ∼ 100 μV K−1. The thermoelectric field often
dominates thermophoresis in colloidal suspensions. Because of
the different ion enthalpies, the Seebeck field is expected to
change its sign upon varying the composition x of mixed
electrolytes, such as NaClxOH1−x.

39 This effect has been
confirmed for suspensions of nanomicelles40 and micrometer-
scale colloidal particles,41 which is in quantitative agreement
with the measured enthalpies.38 As a caveat, note that eq 6
applies to small ions only, the size of which is small compared to
the Debye screening length. In regard to ions larger than the
Debye length, such as polyelectrolytes, the Seebeck coefficient
takes a more intricate form.42

Ionic enthalpies arise from complex water−ion interactions
that are comprised of electrostatic, dispersion, and hydration
forces. To date, there is no satisfactory theoretical framework for
calculating enthalpies from first principles. More recently,
nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations were used to
study the Soret coefficient of alkali halide solutions and showed
that the ordering of water around alkali cations impacts the Soret
coefficient of the salts43 and that the thermal polarization of free
water affects the thermoelectric behavior of the solution.44

Experimentally, the Si of a nonredox-active electrolyte
sandwiched between two electrodes is defined as the ratio
between the open-circuit potential (ΔV) and the ΔT between
the hot and cold sides (compared to the ionic Seebeck
coefficient, the Seebeck coefficient of the metal electrodes is
small (<10 μV K−1) and can be neglected). A survey of
nonredox-active electrolytes of interest for ionic thermoelectric
applications is presented in section 4.

2.3. Redox-active Electrolyte

When the electrolyte subjected to the thermal gradient is also
redox active, it undergoes an electrochemical reaction at the hot
and cold electrodes (Figure 2b, example 3):

+ −Ox e RedF (8)

Upon electron transfer, the reaction releases or requires free
energy (ΔG) expressed as entropic (ΔS) and enthalpic (ΔH)
contributions:

Δ = Δ − ΔG H T S (9)

As a consequence, the concentrations satisfy the mass action
law:

φ= =−Δ −n e n nG k T
ox

/
red

1
red

B (10)

The temperature difference at the electrodes results in a spatial
variation of the fugacity φ, which in turn imposes gradients of
oxidant and reductant,

φ φ∇ = ∇ + Δ ∇− −n n n
H

k T
T

Tox
1

red
1

red
B (11)

In addition to eq 10, the stationary state satisfies the condition of
zero current of each ion species Ji = 0, and Gauss’s law.
Proceeding as in ref 45, one finds a potential difference between
hot and cold electrodes,ΔVredox =−SredoxΔT, where the Seebeck
coefficient is given by the reaction enthalpy:

Figure 3. (a) Case of a constant density of states N(E). The left and
right sides correspond to the cold and hot ends of the material. The
Fermi distribution (green curves) is plotted for the two temperatures
(T = 0 K and T > 0 K). (b) Case of a linearly increasingN(E) with a net
electron current and a negative thermopower. (c) Case of a linearly
decreasing N(E) that is specific to conductors with a positive Seebeck
coefficient.
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= Δ
S

H
eTredox (12)

Taking the sum of the thermodiffusion and redox
contribution, we have:

= +S S Si redox (13)

As a caveat, we note that the two terms are not additive in
general.

3. THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE CONCEPT

3.1. Thermoelectric Generators (TEGs)

The fundamental element of a TEG is a thermocouple consisting
of p-type and n-type TE material that are connected electrically
in series and thermally in parallel, having an internal electrical
resistance (Rpn = Rp + Rn, without considering the metallic
electrical interconnections) and subjected to a temperature
gradientΔT =TH−TC. Assuming that heat propagates from the
hot to the cold side only through the thermocouple, then the
losses through the metal contacts, due to their high thermal
conductivity, can be neglected. This configuration is exploited to
maximize the electrical output by creating a unidirectional
charge flow inside the device by summing the thermovoltage

contributions from the two materials (S = Sp− Sn). The thermal
energy flow consists of three contributions (Figure 4a): (i) the
rate of Peltier heat absorbed from the hot side due to the
thermogenerated current I (QPeltier = STHI), (ii) the Joule
heating emanating at the hot side due to the thermogenerated
current I (QJoule =

1/2I
2R), and (iii) the heat flux crossing the leg

(KΔT) in the absence of an electrical current (K is the thermal
conductance of the thermocouple). At the hot junction, the
thermal input power can be expressed as:

= − + −Q ST I RI K T T
1
2

( )H H
2

H C (14)

The electrical power output of the TEG when the current passes
across a load resistance (RL) is:

=P VI (15)

with an open-circuit voltage:

= ΔV S T (16)

and a current:

= Δ +I S T R R/( )L (17)

The efficiency Φ of the TEG is the ratio between the electrical
power output P and the thermal power input QH:

Figure 4. (a) Sketch of the different thermal energy fluxes passing through a thermoelectric leg subjected to a temperature gradient. Adapted with
permission from ref 49. Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Representation of a standard power output vs load resistance for TEG. (c)
Classical thermoelectric modules, based on n- and p-legs, interconnects, and ceramic plates. Reproduced with permission from ref 49. Copyright 2012
Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Woven-yarn structure to integrate TEG into textile for fibers. Reproduced with permission from ref 50. Copyright
2020 Nature. (e) Sketch of a planar thermoelectric module on a flexible substrate. Reproduced with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2011 IOP. (f)
Unipolar thermoelectric generator, with a planar structure. Reproduced with permission from ref 47. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Φ = Δ
− + Δ

S TI
ST I RI K T( )H

1
2

2
(18)

By adjusting the dimensions of the thermocouple elements, it is
possible to match the internal resistance Rpn and the load
resistance RL. Thus, the maximum efficiencyΦmax can be written
as46

Φ = Δ + −
+ +

T
T

ZT
ZT T T

1 1
1 / H

max
H C (19)

=Z
S

K R

2

pn pn (20)

where ZT is the dimensionless figure-of-merit for the
thermocouple and expresses the conversion efficiency of the
thermocouple. From this parameter, another parameter (zT)
has been derived, which is based on the thermoelectric
properties of a single material (S, k, σ):

σ=zT
S
k

T
2

(21)

The regimes of operation at maximum efficiency and maximum
power output differ. At maximum power, the external load
resistance equals the internal resistance of the device RL = Rpn
(Figure 4b). The output voltage is half of the open-circuit
voltage V = Voc/2, so that the maximum power generated is:

= =
−

P
V

R
S T T

R4
( )

4max
oc
2 2

H C
2

(22)

The Seebeck voltage produced by a single thermocouple is
too small (S∼ 200 μV K−1) to power any application; therefore,
to reach suitable power outputs, the strategy is to connect
multiple thermocouples electrically in series and thermally in
parallel in a high-density configuration to maximize the power
extraction per unit area. Finally, the thermoelectric module is
sandwiched between ceramic plates to ensure good thermal
exchange with the surroundings and to avoid short circuits
between the metal contacts. The design of OTEGs varies in
shape and size. In addition to the typical vertical geometry,
which includes bulky pellets of active materials, OTEGs can also
be manufactured as flat plates for thin films or woven-yarn
textiles for fibers (Figure 4d,e). Using only one thermoelement,
unipolar OTEG can sometimes be fabricated (Figure 4f).47,48

Moreover, OTEG can be manufactured by low-cost, low-
temperature, and large-area techniques such as printing and
drop casting.
3.2. Thermogalvanic Cells (TGCs)

A thermogalvanic cell consists of two electrodes at different
temperatures in contact with an electrolyte containing a redox
couple. The redox electrolyte contains the reductant (red) and
the oxidant (ox) of one electrochemical half-reaction.
Importantly, the electron transfer of this half reaction at the
electrode must be reversible. As illustrated in Figure 5, the
thermogalvanic cell is an electrochemical thermoelectric
generator that produces a difference in electric potential when
a temperature gradient is set across the two electrodes. Because
the redox electrolyte will transport an electric current through
molecular shuttles by convection, diffusion, and migration
between the two electrodes, a constant power can be extracted
by connecting two electrodes to an external RL.

52

The equivalent electrical circuit of a TGC (Figure 5b) is a
generator composed of an ideal potential source (Seebeck
voltage) in series with an internal resistance R. The current−
voltage characteristics follow that of a Thevenin generator:

= −V V RIoc (23)

= − ΔV S Toc redox (24)

The internal resistance is provided by the slope of the I−V
characteristic, while the intercept with the V-axis is the open-
circuit voltage VOC, and the intercept on the I-axis is the short-
circuit current ISC (Figure 5c). The power varies quadratically
with the thermogenerated current (Figure 5c):

= = −P VI V I RIoc
2

(25)

The conditions for maximum power are found on the I−V
characteristics as the largest area under a rectangle determined
by the point (ISC/2, VOC/2):

=P
V I

4max
oc sc

(26)

The maximum power corresponds to a choice of load
resistance that is equal to the internal resistance (eq 24 and eq
16). Three types of resistive phenomena contribute to the
internal resistance: (i) mass transfer resistance, (ii) ohmic
resistance, and (iii) charge transfer resistance.53−55 The ohmic
resistance originates from the resistance due to the electrical
connections to the external circuit, the bulk electrolyte
resistance, and the electrode resistance. Often, the dominant
phenomenon is the ionic resistance of the electrolyte (RI):

σ
=R

L
AI (27)

where A is the cross-sectional area defined by the geometry of
the two electrodes, and L is the separation distance of the two
electrodes. For noninteracting ions, the ionic conductivity σ is
approximated by:

∑σ = F
RT

D c z
i

i i i

2
2

(28)

Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram and (b) equivalent circuit of a typical
thermogalvanic cell. (c) I−V and P−V curves of a thermogalvanic cell.
Reproduced with permission from ref 52. Copyright 2018 Linköping
University Press.
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where Di is the diffusion coefficient of ion i, ci is the ionic
concentration, and zi is its charge.
Hence, reducing the internal resistance is possible by

increasing the concentration of the redox electrolyte and
increasing the diffusion coefficient. In the Stokes−Einstein
model, the ionic diffusion coefficient is a function of the viscosity
γ of the solvent and the hydrodynamic radius rH of the ions:

πγ
=D

k T
r6

B

H (29)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature. Hence, small, solvated ions in a low viscosity
solvent are two factors minimizing the internal resistance of the
TGCs.
The rate of the electron transfer reaction at the electrode/

electrolyte interface is related to the exchange current, I0, which
is characterized by the charge transfer resistance RCT:

=
| |

R
RT

AnF ICT
0 (30)

whereA is the area of the electrode andR is the gas constant. The
exchange current is provided by the Butler−Volmer expression
of the electrochemical current (Tafel equation):

α η= −I I
nF
RT

ln( ) ln( )o (31)

where η is the overpotential and α is the charge transfer
coefficient. RCT can be as small as 1 Ω in a good TGC, e.g., the
electron transfer at the platinum electrode for a ferric/
ferrocyanide redox couple in salted water.56

The mass transport resistance, i.e., the transport of reactants
from the solution to the electrode is governed by three main
processes (migration, diffusion, and convection) that limit the
current Ilim:

55

=
| |

R
RT

nF Imt
lim (32)

If the steady-state current |Ilim| is limited by the diffusion of
reactants, it can be written as:

δ
=I

nFADc
lim (33)

whereD is the diffusion coefficient of the electroactive species, A
is the active electrode area, c is the concentration of the redox
species, and δ is the thickness of the diffusion layer at the
electrode, which theoretically is the maximum of the
interelectrode distance. In practice, δ is smaller than the
interelectrode distance because of convection.55

The thermoelectric figure-of-merit ZT (eq 19) cannot
provide a simple expression for thermogalvanic cells because
several resistive contributions might limit the thermogenerated
current. Because those contributions can be seen in series,
depending on the geometry of the cell and its constituents
(electrolyte, redox species, electrode), one resistive contribution
can be dominant, and a simplified expression can be extracted. In
many cases, the Rmt is larger than (i) RI with high salt and redox
couple concentrations and (ii) RCT using conventional metal
electrodes. In that case, Abraham et al. proposed the following
expression:55

κ
* =ZT

z F
R

S
D c2 2

redox
2 limi

k
jjjj

y
{
zzzz

(34)

where z is the charge of the ion, F is the Faraday constant,Dlim is
the limiting diffusion coefficient, c is the concentration of the
redox couple, κ is the thermal conductivity, and R is the gas
constant. The power conversion efficiency is the ratio between
the output electric power and the input thermal power in the
thermogalvanic cell:

Φ =
electrical power
thermal power (35)

The input thermal power depends on the geometry of the cell
defining the thermal conductance but also the thermal contact
between the various materials and the thermal conductivity of
each material (ceramic, metal, electrolyte, separator). By
neglecting the small thermal contributions, the rate of heat
flow from the hot electrode to the cold electrode is dominated by
the heat transport through the electrolyte and the rate of heat
transfer induced by the electrochemical current.57

Figure 6. Thermoelectric effects with (a) electronic charge carriers (electrons or holes) in a semiconductor and (b) ionic charge carriers in an
electrolyte. Reproduced with permission from ref 64. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH.
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= Δ + ΔQ
T

kA
T

d
IT S

nF
d
d (36)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the electrolyte, A is the
electrode cross-sectional area, ΔT is the temperature gradient
between the two electrodes separated by a distance d, I is the cell
current, and ΔS is the entropy of the cell reaction. In practice,
the second term can be neglected because it is only a few percent
of the total expression. Within these approximations, the total
efficiency at maximum power is written as:54,58

Φ = Δ
V I

KA4 T
d

oc SC

(37)

where ISC is the short-circuit current limited by themost resistive
phenomena (RET, RI, or Rmt). To compare the efficiency Φ of
different devices working at different temperatures (TH is the hot
electrode temperature), the relative conversion efficiency Φr is
determined as the ratio of the total efficiency to the Carnot
efficiency ΦC.

Φ = Φ
Φr

C (38)

Φ = ΔT
Tc

H (39)

For the redox couple ferric/ferrocyanide and a flat platinum
electrode,Φr is approximately 0.50%.59,60 Increasing the surface
area of the electrodes is a strategy to increase efficiency. Indeed,
multiwalled carbon nanotube electrodes61 achieve Φr = 1.4%,
while electrodes made of composites of single-walled carbon
nanotubes and reduced graphene oxide electrodes reach Φr =
2.6%;62 finally, platinum nanoparticle-decorated carbon aerogel
electrodes reach a record high efficiency of 4.0%.63

3.3. Ionic Thermoelectric Supercapacitors

While ions can diffuse along the temperature gradient as
electronic charge carriers, they cannot pass through a metal
electrode to generate an external current (as illustrated in Figure
6). Instead, ions will accumulate at the interface between the
metal electrodes and the electrolyte acting as an electric double

layer (EDL), which induces a transient current; additionally, the
charge stored in EDL capacitors can be represented by
integrating the current.64,65 Therefore, the ionic thermoelectric
effect is not suitable for typical thermoelectric generators under
continuous operation. Alternatively, when using high capaci-
tance electrode materials, such as carbon nanotubes and
conductive polymers, the amount of accumulated charge can
be greatly enhanced, and electrical energy can be harvested by
charging supercapacitors (the so-called ionic thermoelectric
supercapacitor ITESC)24,66,67 or batteries. In this way, thermal
energy is converted into stored electrical energy through the
ionic thermoelectric effect and can be consumed upon
discharging.
The basic operational protocol of an ITESC is illustrated in

Figure 7a.24 (i) First, a ΔT is established between the two
electrodes separated by an electrolyte, and after a certain
stabilization time (tst), a thermovoltage reaches Vthermo = SiΔT.
(ii) The two electrodes are connected through a load resistance
and Vthermo charges the supercapacitor. The charge Qch stored at
the electrodes of the ITESC can be obtained by integrating the
current during charging. (iii) When the device is fully charged,
the external load resistance is disconnected (open circuit), and
the heat source is turned off. The thermovoltage decays to zero
without ΔT, and the open-circuit potential is mainly dependent
on the stored charge at the electrode/electrolyte interface. (iv)
Finally, the device is discharged by connecting the two
electrodes through an external circuit. The amount of charge
Qdis equals the integration of the discharge current. Ideally, the
maximum stored electrical energy is described as:

= = ΔE CV C TS
1
2

1
2

( )ich thermo
2 2

(40)

which quadratically increases with the Seebeck coefficient of the
material. Figure 7b displays the electrical energy stored in a
supercapacitor versus both voltage in the case of electrical
charging and temperature in the case of thermoelectric charging.
An ITESC is suitable for harvesting energy from intermittent
heat sources, namely, the sun. During the daytime, ITESCs can
be charged by being heated by the sun, and during the night, the
stored electrical charge can be utilized by discharging the device.

Figure 7. (a) Full charge and discharge cycle of the ionic thermoelectric supercapacitor (ITESC). (i) Establishing an ionic thermovoltage while aΔT is
applied to the device, (ii) thermoelectric charging of the supercapacitor, (iii) cooling to reach equilibrium atΔT= 0, and (iv) discharging. (b) Electrical
energy stored in a supercapacitor upon either electrical charging with an external applied Vcharging or thermoelectric charging (temperature gradient)
through the electrolyte of the supercapacitor. Reproduced with permission from ref 24. Copyright 2016 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Recently, Kim et al. developed an ITESC with a polystyrene
sulfonic acid (PSSH) electrolyte and observed almost no leakage
current, showing that the stored electric energy could be
maintained for more than 24 h.66 As the temperature changes,
the equilibrium condition at the solid−liquid interface is
disrupted, and the ion density varies, affecting the interfacial
potential. The role of the electrode material work function68 was
systematically studied: by changing the temperature, the charge
motion creates a varying potential difference across the double
layer at the electrode−electrolyte interface such that a direct
relationship between temperature sensitivity and work function
of electrode potential could be shown. In addition, other studies
were conducted to investigate the role of ion concentration69

and ion size:70 the results showed that the ions size is the main
factor affecting the voltage generation (the bigger the ion, the
lower the voltage generated for the same ΔT), while the ion
concentration seemed to play a secondary role.
The efficiency of the heating−cooling cycle in ITESCs could

be derived from the ratio of the produced electrical energy and
the thermal energy passing through the device.64 The maximum
charging efficiency (ΦΔTch) of an ITESC can then be expressed
as:

Φ = Δ
+ − Δκ

σ
Δ

T
T T2

T

S

ch
H

10 1
2i i

2 (41)

The maximum charging efficiency is closely related to the key
material parameters, i.e., σi, Si, and k, which are gathered to
define the ionic thermoelectric figure-of-merit of an electrolyte
zTi:

σ
=zT

S
k

Ti
i i

2

(42)

Similar to classic electronic materials, the efficiency will
increase for electrolytes with high ionic conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient and low thermal conductivity. They also
directly derived Φch based on ZTi:

Φ = Δ
+ − Δ

T
T
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ZT ZT2
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T
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ch
H

10 1
2H H (43)

Compared with electronic thermoelectric materials, electro-
lytes have a higher Seebeck coefficient and lower thermal
conductivity. However, because of their relatively low ionic
conductivity, the zTi values and efficiencies are lower than those
of good electronic thermoelectric materials (Figure 8a). Note
that the efficiency evaluation here only considers the charging
process and neglects the heat used to warm up the materials,
which is proportional to the mass and heat capacitance of the
electrodes and electrolyte. In a first approximation, this
contribution to thermal energy is assumed to be similar for an
ITESC and for a supercapacitor that is charged by a TEG.
Importantly, the comparison of zT between an electronic
conductor and an ionic conductor has meaning only if the
electronic conductor is considered for a TEG coupled in series
with a supercapacitor. Indeed, this circuit is an equivalent circuit
of an ITESC. Despite the relatively low efficiency of ITESC, it
shows one key advantage compared to a TEG coupled with a
supercapacitor. At comparable temperature differences, elec-
tronic thermoelectric materials having good performances (e.g.,
Bi2Te3 alloys) possess a lower Seebeck coefficient (∼200 μV
K−1) than ionic thermoelectrics (up to 10000 μV K−1). As a
result, the stored energy in the same supercapacitor (C = 1 mF)

charged by ionic thermoelectric materials is many orders of
magnitude larger than that charged with an electronic material,
as illustrated in Figure 8b.

4. STATE-OF-THE-ART MATERIALS

4.1. Organic TE Materials

The versatile chemical synthesis, low-cost solution process-
ability, and exclusive mechanical robustness endow organic
conductors with broad appeal in thermoelectric applications.
However, the limited solubility of organic conductive materials
is typically a drawback with regard to building vertical legs
(thickness of 10−100 μm) in the traditional architecture of a
thermoelectric module. One must also consider the anisotropy
of charge transport in organic materials, especially in the
electrical conductivity where the difference between the in-
plane/cross-plane σ can reach very high values (105 S cm−1 in
PEDOT:PSS).71 Processing powder into the shape of pellets,
such as typically employed for inorganics, is of course a possible
alternative.
Despite their low solubility, solution-processable organic

conductors can form thin films, which provide new oppor-
tunities by enabling the design of OTEGs in various shapes and
sizes, e.g., flat plates for thin films or woven-yarn textiles for
fibers.72 Ultimately, OTEGs can be manufactured by low-cost,
low-temperature, and large-area techniques, such as printing and
drop casting. Although the power density is relatively low,
OTEGs provide the possibility for a variety of novel low-power
applications.73 Because the main effort in OTEGs is to optimize
the thermoelectric properties of materials, we review the
milestones with regard to material development and under-
standing.
The molecular structures of some typical organic electronic

(semi)conductors explored for thermoelectric applications are
shown in Figure 9. The performance of materials with a zT value

Figure 8. (a) Efficiency vs zT of typical electronic and ionic
thermoelectric materials (ΔT = 10 K). (b) Stored energy in a
supercapacitor with a capacitance of 1 mF as a function of the Seebeck
coefficient of different thermoelectric materials at ΔT = 10 K. Adapted
with permission from ref 64. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH.
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larger than 0.1 or a PF larger than 100 μW m−1 K−2 are
summarized in Table 1.
4.1.1. p-Type TE Polymers. Since high conductivity was

discovered in I2-doped polyacetylene (PA), many different
conducting polymers, such as polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene
(PTh), polyaniline (PANi), and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene) (PEDOT), have been designed and synthesized,
spurring the development of organic electronics.100−111

Typically, conducting polymers have relatively low thermal
conductivity (0.1−0.7 W m−1 K−1). Thus, they are expected to
be good candidates for organic thermoelectric applications if
their Seebeck coefficient can be improved in their highly
conducting state. Because conducting polymers are typically
formed as thin films (<1 μm in thickness), it is experimentally
challenging to accurately measure their out-of-plane thermal
conductivity. For that reason, not all polymers are fully

characterized. However, the numerator of zT, which is the
power factor (PF), enables the first comparison of the
thermoelectric performance of various polymers:

σ=PF S2 (44)

The conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and thermal con-
ductivity of a conductive polymer are interrelated and each
exhibit a different dependence on carrier density. Hence, the
maximum zT is usually found for a specific carrier density. Other
parameters also affect the transport properties, such as the
regioregularity of the polymer chains112 and the distribution of
molecular weight,113 which depend on the chemical synthesis,
molecular disorder, nanomorphology obtained upon film
formation, and fabrication methods.88

4.1.1.1. Doping/Dedoping. The use of chemical doping for
the optimization of OTEmaterials dates back to as early as 1980,

Figure 9. Chemical structures of the typical conductors and dopant molecules used in OTEGs.
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when the Seebeck coefficient of undoped trans-PA was
measured (equal to 900 ± 50 μV K−1). Indeed, the possibility
of reaching electrical conductivities exceeding 45000 S cm−1 in
heavily doped PA films represents an interesting opportunity for
the development of a new family of thermoelectric materi-
als.114,115 The reported maximum PF of PA is as high as 900 μW
m−1 K−2 when doped with iodine and 180 μW m−1 K−2 when
doped with FeCl3.

74,116 However, the application of PA as a
thermoelectric material has been limited by its insolubility and
poor stability in air and even in an inert atmosphere.
A major breakthrough in organic thermoelectrics was made in

2011 by Crispin et al.,10 in which PEDOT-Tos was chemically
polymerized by using iron(III) tris-p-toluenesulfonate as the
oxidant; the resulting film had a conductivity as high as 300 S
cm−1 and a moderate Seebeck coefficient (40 μV K−1) at room
temperature. The oxidation state of the polymer was altered
through reduction with strong amines such as tetrakis-
(dimethylamino)ethylene (TDAE) in an inert atmosphere,
yielding PF values that ranged from 38 μW m−1 K−2 for the
pristine doped polymer to 324 μW m−1 K−2 at an optimum
oxidation level of 22% (Figure 10a). With a lateral thermal
conductivity of 0.37 ± 0.07 W m−1 K−1 measured through the
3ω technique, the zT value of PEDOT-Tos reached 0.25 (Figure
10b). Furthermore, the PEDOT-Tos films were stable in air at
the optimum oxidation level. A vertically structured prototype of
a completely organic TEGwith 55 legs wasmade, in which the n-
legs were composed of a blend of TTF-TCNQ in PVC, and the

p-legs were vapor-polymerized PEDOT-Tos. At a ΔT of 10 K,
the extrapolated power density was 0.128 μW cm−2. Recently,
Villalva et al. investigated poly(ethyleneimine)-ethoxylate
(PEIE) as work function modification agent for nitric acid
(HNO3) doped PEDOT:PSS as well as an encapsulation agent,
preventing HNO3 evaporation from the PEDOT:PSS film:82

indeed the presence of PEIE contributed to avoid the drop of
electrical conductivity after air exposure by forming a barrier
preventing the escape of nitric acid from the PEDOT film. In
addition, PEIE ethoxy groups enhance charge carrier extraction
through the modification of PEDOT work function, which,
together with the lower ordering in the PEIE-coated films, might
be responsible for the increase in S: the result is an increase in PF
from 72 to 168 μW m−1 K−2. Other examples of doping/
dedoping processes, especially regarding PEDOT:PSS, to
optimize both S and σ can be found in literature achieving
high PF (>100 μW m−1 K−2), showing that the tuning of the
doping level is a crucial strategy to maximize the TE properties
of organic semiconductors.76−80

In addition to chemical doping, the oxidation level of
conducting polymers can be easily tuned by electrochemical
doping/dedoping processes.117 This fine-tuning of the elec-
tronic properties of a polymer allows theoretical studies to be
carried out to obtain a better understanding of the doping effects
from a molecular level, which can guide the future development
of OTE materials.118 We send the reader to other reviews
covering all of this progress in detail.119−123

Table 1. Summary of Reported Organic Thermoelectric Materials with PF Values above 50 μWm−1 K−2 or zT Values above 0.1.

materials doping/treatment S (μV K−1) σ (S cm−1) PF (μW m−1 K−2) k (W m−1 K−1) zTa ref

P-type
PA I2 28.4 11110 900 74
PA FeCl3 15.3 7530 180 74
PEDOT:Tos TDAE 200 80 324 0.34 0.25 10
PEDOT:Tos DMF 55 1500 454 75
PEDOT-Tos-PP 117 923 1270 76
PEDOT BTFMSI ∼37 ∼1070 147 0.19 0.22 77
PEDOS-C6 103 335 354.7 78
PEDOT:PSS EG 62 900 350 0.37 0.28 79
PEDOT:PSS EG/DMSO 73 880 469 0.33 0.42 79
PEDOT:PSS TSA/DMSO N2H4/DMSO 49.3 1310 318.4 0.3 0.31 80
PEDOT:PSS/Te nanorod (NR) 163 19.3 70.9 0.22−0.30 0.1 81
PEDOT:PSS HNO3/PEIE 32 2700 168 82
PEDOT/Bi2Te3 ∼165 ∼500 1350 0.7 0.58 83
P3HT TCB ∼50 320 62.4 0.23 ∼0.1 (365 K) 84
P3HT 56 509 160 85
P(EtOPV-co-PV) Mo(tfdCOCF3)3 47 349 78 86
(BTBT)2AsF6 15 4100 88 87
PBTTT F4TCNQ 42 670 120 88
PBTTT FeCl3 9.4 2 105 ∼2000 89
PANi/Te NR 102 102 105 0.21 0.156 90
PDPP-g32T0.3 FeCl3 56 360 110 91

N-Type
poly[Kx(Ni-ett)] −151.7 64 147 0.31 0.20 (440 K) 92
poly[Kx(Ni-ett)] electrochemical ∼-150 ∼310 ∼670 0.84 0.32 (400 K) 93
Ni NR/PVDF −27 3000 220 0.55 0.15 (380 K) 94
PTEG-2 N-DMBI ∼-250 ∼13 ∼80 <0.1 0.3 (393 K) 95
UFBDPPV TAM −198 22.5 80 96
FBDPPV TAM −32 21 51 97
TDPPQ Bi −585 3.3 113 0.23 (333 K) 98
A-DCV-DPPTT N-DMBI −666 4.9 217 0.34 0.23 (373 K) 99

aThe temperature for the summarized PF or zT values is room temperature unless otherwise stated.
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4.1.1.2. Morphology Control. Upon solvent evaporation and
film formation, conducting polymers do not form single crystal
structures, but instead form amorphous, paracrystalline, or
semicrystalline structures. Charge carrier transport, dominated

by interchain coupling, is therefore dramatically affected by the
morphology of the film. Moreover, chemical defects, including
twisted and kinked chains, are responsible for decreasing
intrachain charge carrier mobility. Hence, the higher purity

Figure 10. (a) Electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and PF and (b) zT of PEDOT:PSS at different oxidation levels after TDAE treatment. (a−
b) Reproduced with permission from ref 10. Copyright 2011 Nature. (c) Seebeck coefficient vs electrical conductivity of different PEDOT derivatives
and (d) Temperature dependence of electrical conductivity (normalized to 300 K) for the different PEDOT-Tos and PEDOT-PSS samples. (c−d)
Reproduced with permission from ref 75. Copyright 2014 Nature. (e) Scheme of the morphology of TCB-treated P3HT films, and PF of TCB-treated
P3HT films vs (f) the measurement direction and (g) temperature. (e−g) Reproduced with permission from ref 10, 75, and 84. Copyright 2016
Nature.
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and crystallinity are expected to improve the TE properties.
Regarding PEDOT:PSS, for example, treatment with high
boiling point solvents, such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and
ethylene glycol (EG), results in greatly improved electrical
conductivities and zT > 0.1, with record values of zT estimated
to be 0.42 at room temperature (note: thermal conductivity was
measured in the out-of-plane direction, while σ and S were
measured in the in-plane direction).79 The use of these solvents,
in a process that is typically referred to as secondary doping,
enhances the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS film by removing
the excess PSS and assisting the formation of an interconnected
three-dimensional PEDOT network.
This morphology optimization of PEDOT-based conductors

leads to the observation that the highly doped conducting
polymer shows semimetallic character.75 As shown in Figure
10c, different PEDOT samples with conductivities ranging from
10−2 to 103 S cm−1 and their corresponding Seebeck coefficients
were investigated. While keeping the oxidation/doping level
constant, the morphology is tuned from amorphous to
semicrystalline, thus simultaneously enhancing the Seebeck
coefficient and electrical conductivity. The PEDOT-Tos sample
obtained by vapor-phase polymerization using a triblock
copolymer of poly(ethylene glycol-propylene glycol-ethylene
glycol) (PEG-PPG-PEG, 58000 Mw + DMF) as a template
shows both the highest conductivity and Seebeck coefficient.
The explanation for the improvement in both the Seebeck
coefficient and conductivity is proposed as a transition from a
Fermi glass to a semimetal; this theory is supported by the
temperature dependence of conductivity (Figure 10d). The
semimetallic character that originates from the formation of a
network of bipolarons results in an empty bipolaron band that
slightly overlaps with the valence band.
Morphology control has been used to enhance the thermo-

electric properties of other doped conjugated polymers. In 2016,
Chen et al. reported highly ordered poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-
diyl) (P3HT) films prepared by the epitaxial growth method, in
which the solvent, 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene (TCB), was used as
the template.84 The molecules in the quasi-one-dimensional
(1D) P3HT film were highly oriented parallel to the fiber axis
direction (as shown in the scheme in Figure 10e) with a
decreased number of defects and enhanced carrier mobility;
thus, the conductivity (parallel to the fiber axis) was markedly
improved, reaching a maximum value of 320 S cm−1. With this
enhancement in electrical conductivity, maximum PF and zT
values of 62.4 μWm−1 K−2 and 0.1, respectively, were reached at
365 K in the direction parallel to the fiber axis (Figure 10f,g).
This result is one of the highest values reported for pure P3HT
materials. The same strategy of P3HT fiber alignment was also
applied by Untilova et al. in 2020 by using high temperature
rubbing,124 a technique enabling the preparation of highly
aligned polymer films with a thickness of a few tens of
nanometers:85 the alignment of the fibers, coupled with the
molybdenum dithiolene complex Mo(tfdCOCF3)3 as doping
specie, allowed reaching an impressive PF of 160 μW m−1 K−2.
The effect of morphology control on P3HT has been

systematically studied by Lim et al. in 2019:125 by vapor doping
with F4TCNQ, they were able to control the morphologies of
the doped P3HT films. They observed that crystalline regions
have higher doping efficiency compared to amorphous ones,
which, coupled with higher charge mobility, leads to higher
values of σ. On the other hand, S appeared to be less affected by
the morphology while instead being strongly influenced by
structural ordering, in agreement with other research group

results,126,127 while also extending what Patel et al. previously
observed with poly(2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno-
[3,2-b]thiophene) (PBTTT) vapor-doped with FnTCQ, where
a PF as high as 120 μW m−1 K−2 was achieved.128

Highly ordered PANi chains have also been reported recently,
with enhancements in electrical conductivity as well as the
Seebeck coefficient by a factor of 3.3 and 1.2, respectively.129

The use of a self-assembled supramolecule (SAS) like (3,6-
dioctyl-decyloxy-1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid) as a template
has proven to be an effective way to obtain highly ordered PANi-
SAS films, reaching a maximum PF of 31 μW m−1 K−2.129 The
importance of structural ordering has also been shown by
Brinkmann et al., who recently reported a method to obtain
highly oriented PBTTT films with high persistence length,
capable of reaching exceptional electrical conductivities larger
than 105 S cm−1 and corresponding PF of 2 mW m−1K−2.89

Thin-film nanostructuring has emerged as an alternative way
to further enhance the thermoelectric properties of conducting
polymers. For example, Sun et al. demonstrated a three-in-one
improvement in the PF of PANi when the material is organized
as nanotubes.133 The power factor of the as-synthesized β-
naphthalene sulfonic acid-doped polyaniline nanotubes was 2
orders of magnitude higher than that of pristine bulk PANi films.
The reason for this improvement was ascribed to a sharper DOS,
which leads to an increase in S by a factor of 7, an increase in
charge mobility alongside the nanotube axis (i.e., increase in σ)
and higher phonon scattering (i.e., lower lattice component of
the thermal conductivity). Subsequent studies on PPy nanotube
films and the nanostructures of other conducting polymers have
also been reported.134 Conducting multilayered polymer
structures with enhanced thermoelectric performance was
published by Jo et al.135 A 5-layer PEDOT:PSS/PANI−CSA
film with a thickness of 20 nm was prepared through layer-by-
layer deposition. The PF of the multilayer film reached 49 μW
m−1 K−2, 2 times higher than that of the single PEDOT:PSS
layer.
Another interesting strategy to control the morphology and

mechanical properties of TE conducting polymer materials
consists of realizing composites of conducting polymers and
insulators, which can contribute to improving the material
processability. For example, Yang et al. investigated the
thermoelectric properties of poly(3-butylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
(P3BT) nanowire interpenetrating networks in an insulating
polystyrene (PS) matrix.136 Because of the quasi-1D charge
transport in this bulk interpenetrated network, the P3BT/PS
blend (40−60% P3BT) showed a higher electrical conductivity
(1 mS cm−1) and lower thermal conductivity (0.2 W m−1K−1)
than neat P3BT (0.1 mS cm−1, 0.3 W m−1K−1, respectively),
without sacrificing the Seebeck coefficient (600 μV K−1). The
PF of the blend was approximately 1 order of magnitude higher
than that of the neat P3BT. Although the overall performance
was not a record, it demonstrated the possibility of improving
thermoelectric properties by blending conducting polymers with
insulating matrices.
The use of an insulating polymer as a matrix is also a possible

solution to improve the stability of the TE properties of organic
semiconductors under mechanical stress. In 2019, Baran and co-
workers demonstrated in two different works the possibility of
achieving self-healing and stretchable PEDOT:PSS based
composites with the addition of a polymeric surfactant (Triton
X-100) and ionic liquids (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cations
with 4,5-dicyanoimidazolate and dicyanamide containing nitro-
gen anions), respectively.130,131 The presence of Triton X-100
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creates a viscoelastic composite in which the PEDOT:PSS is
dispersed in the surfactant matrix which acts as a viscous fluid
and thus after a cut, it can freely flow from both sides of the
separated regions and form a physical contact, effectively
mending the “wound” (Figure 11a,b), thus allowing the
composite to recover its thermoelectric and electrical properties.
On the other hand, the use of the ionic liquids (IL) allowed
increasing at the same time both S and σ of PEDOT:PSS, by
modifying the doping level and nanostructure of PEDOT:PSS
via an ion-exchange process. In addition, the presence of the IL
resulted in the formation of PEDOT:PSS nanofibrils embedded
in a soft matrix, improving its mechanical stretchability (Figure
11c).
Recently, Kim et al. combined the two previously discussed

strategies by reporting an aqueous-processed poly(3,4-ethyl-
enedioxythiophene)-polyurethane-ionic liquid composite, hav-
ing both high conductivity (>140 S cm−1) and stretchability
(>600%),132 as shown in Figure 11d. The addition of water-
borne polyurethane and of an ionic liquid (tricyanomethanide)
not only increases tremendously the elasticity of the composite
but also helps maintaining high values of electrical conductivity.
The high conductivity of the composite is due to a smoother
morphology of the film, possessing a roughness of around 42 nm
because of the counterion exchange between the conducting

polymer and IL, which causes a morphological change in the
PEDOT:PSS toward a crystalline nanofibrillar structure, which
is beneficial not only to charge transport along the polymer
chains but also for the formation of a percolating network within
the polyurethane matrix. Finally, they realized a TEG composed
of 10 thermocouples (Figure 11e), showing a constant open
circuit voltage under different strain levels while keeping the
variation in electrical resistance below 50%, even under high
mechanical stresses (Figure 11f,g).
Apart from blending organic semiconductors with polymeric

electrolytes/matrices or IL, other methods to obtain flexible
organic thermoelectric have been reported: Kim et al. reported
the wet-spinning into sulfuric acid of PEDOT:PSS, possessing a
Young’s modules of 1.9 GPa and a σ > 800 S cm−1, that can be
integrated into textiles.137 Indeed, in a following work, they
show the possibility of integrating a TEG with a vertical
architecture into the sewing thread of a wool fabric,
demonstrating the possibility of achieving a power of 1.2 μW
with a ΔT = 65 K.138

4.1.1.3. Hybrid Composites. Organic−inorganic composites
present a unique way to optimize the zT value of thermoelectric
materials through proper molecular and interfacial designs. In
2010, a high-performance water-processable polymer−inor-
ganic hybrid TE material with a room temperature zT value of

Figure 11. (a) SEM image of the cut on the PEDOT:PSS/Triton X-100 composite film and (b) Schematic illustration for the mechanical and
thermoelectrical self-healing process of the composite film. (a−b) Reproduced with permission from ref 130. Copyright 2019Wiley. (c) Schematic of
the IL-inducedmorphological transition of PEDOT:PSS from the amorphous structure into crystalline nanofibrils inserted in IL-assisted soft domains.
Reproduced with permission from ref 131. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (d) Schematic of the stretchability of the PEDOT:PSS-
polyurethane-IL composite. (e) Photograph of a stretchable TEmodule composed of 10 legs. (f)VOC andRin vs tensile strain (ε) applied to amodule at
ΔT = 30 K. (g) Pout vs Rload under different strains at ΔT = 30 K. (d−g) Reproduced with permission from ref 132. Copyright 2020 Nature.
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approximately 0.1 was reported.81 A smooth PEDOT:PSS/Te
nanorod composite film, prepared by solution casting, had both
high electrical conductivity and a high Seebeck coefficient at
room temperature. The in-plane thermal conductivity of the
composite film, characterized by means of the 3-ω method,
ranged from 0.22 to 0.30 W m−1 K−1. This combination yielded
excellent PF (∼70 μWm−1 K−2) and zT (∼0.1) values at room
temperature, demonstrating a record for organic composites.
The same authors investigated the origin of the high
performance of these hybrid materials.139 By varying the
nanowire:polymer ratio, a maximum conductivity (11 S cm−1)
was found at an intermediate content of Te nanowires (0.86
weight fraction). They also developed a series-connected model
to explain the behavior of the composite, which emphasized the
importance of understanding and controlling the interfacial
volume in this organic−inorganic system to enhance carrier
transport in hybrid materials and devices.
In 2016, Zaia et al. developed a method to control the growth

of heterostructures within hybrid organic/inorganic nano-
composites.140 Nanoscale domains of a Cu1.75Te alloy at
different doping concentrations were grown by adding different
amounts of copper(II) nitrate hemipentahydrate to a dispersion
of PEDOT:PSS-Te NWs (Figure 12a). A 22% enhancement in
PF was achieved in the low-doping regime, with PF values
reaching up to 84 μW m−1 K−2 (Figure 12c). This approach
could be adapted to other systems for the rational design of
solution-processable TE materials. Combining transport meas-
urements with theoretical simulations, Kumar et al. further
studied the thermoelectric properties of the PEDOT:PSS-
Te(Cux) nanowire hybrid material system.88 They proposed
that the thermoelectric properties were dominated by the
polymer matrix and that the positive effect of the inorganic NWs
was due to the templating effect of the PEDOT:PSSmorphology

at the interface with the Te(Cux) NWs as well as the charge
redistribution between the two conductors.
Very impressive results have also been obtained by combining

the two most iconic organic/inorganic thermoelectric materials:
PEDOT:PSS and bismuth telluride. In 2018, flexible PEDOT/
Bi2Te3 hybrid films with monodispersed and periodic Bi2Te3
nanophases (Figure 12d) were fabricated by Wang et al.83

Periodic Bi2Te3 nanofillers could significantly scatter phonons,
resulting in an ultralow in-plane thermal conductivity of∼0.7 W
m−1 K−1, while the continuous PEDOT phase provided favored
electronic transport with an ultrahigh power factor of∼1350 μW
m−1 K−2 (Figure 12e). Consequently, a high zT value of 0.58 was
obtained at room temperature. In addition, the as-fabricated
hybrids showed superior mechanical flexibility, and their
thermoelectric properties showed negligible changes after 100
bending cycles (Figure 12f). Katz et al. reported another
PEDOT:PSS- Bi2Te3 composite with an enhanced PF.141 Both
n- and p-type Bi2Te3 particles were ball-milled, dispersed in
alcohol, and drop cast on a glass slide to form a thin layer. This
step was followed by drop casting PEDOT:PSS on top of the
Bi2Te3 particle layer. By controlling the load of PEDOT:PSS,
maximum PFs of 70 and 40 μW m−1 K−2 were achieved for p-
and n-type composite materials, respectively. This method
facilitated the development of polymer−inorganic composite
materials, and it overcame the organic−inorganic miscibility
issues typical of these hybrid materials.
Similarly, P3HT−inorganic composites have also been

studied as promising TE materials.142 Bi2Te3 was added to a
solution of FeCl3-doped P3HT and mixed via ultrasonication. A
15 μm thick composite film was then obtained by drop casting
and vacuum drying the films at room temperature. The authors
suggested an energy-filtering effect at the organic−inorganic
semiconductor interface to explain why the P3HT-Bi2Te3

Figure 12. (a) Cartoon depiction of Cu incorporation and the nucleation of Cu-Te alloy phases within PEDOT:PSS-TeNWs, and TEM images of (b)
PEDOT:PSS-Te and (c) PEDOT:PSS-Te(Cux) NWs showing a transition from straight to bent wires. (a−c) Reproduced with permission from ref
140. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (d) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a PEDOT/Bi2Te3(100) hybrid film. (e) Power
factor of the PEDOT:PSS-Bi2Te3 composite as function of nanoparticle fraction, and (f) Change in the electrical resistance of the PEDOT:PSS-Bi2Te3
composite as a function of the number of bending cycles. (d−f) Reproduced with permission from ref 83. Copyright 2018 Nature.
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nanocomposite exhibited a PF (13.6 μWm−1 K−2) more than 3
times higher than that of pure P3HT (3.9 μW m−1 K−2). The
authors suggested that this effect was due to lower energy
carriers scattering at the interface between P3HT/Bi2Te3,
contributing to increase S without significantly affecting σ.
4.1.1.4. Chemical Structure Design. In addition to the

aforementioned strategies, modification of the chemical
structures of the conducting polymer backbone or side chains
can also affect the TE properties of organic semiconductors. For
example, Leclerc et al. reported the thermoelectric properties of
a series of polycarbazole derivatives.143 By varying the side
chains both on the carbazole cycle and on the nitrogen atom of
the backbone unit, two poly(diindolocarbazole)s comprised of
thiophene units were synthesized, showing the best combination
of the Seebeck coefficient (71 μV K−1) and conductivity (0.29 S
cm−1) but with a modest PF of only 0.15 μWm−1 K−2. Later, in
2009, three different carbazole-based copolymers, namely,
poly[N-9′-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(2,2′-bithio-
phene)] (PCDT), poly[N-9′-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-
5,5′-(2,2′-(1,4-phenylene)dithiophene)] (PCDTB), and poly-
[N-9′-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5′-(4′,7′-di-2-thienyl-

2′,1′,3′-benzothiadiazole] (PCDTBT), were synthesized
through Suzuki coupling polymerization.144 After optimization,
the FeCl3-doped PCDTBT films showed a relatively high
electrical conductivity (160 S cm−1) and Seebeck coefficient (34
μV K−1), which resulted in a PF of 19 μW m−1 K−2.
Another interesting candidate for TE application is alkoxy-

substituted poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV), showing high
conductivity values >200 S cm−1 when doped with I2.

145 In
2006, Hiroshige et al. first evaluated the thermoelectric
properties of poly(2,5-dimethoxyphenylenevinylene) and its
derivatives.146 Stretched copolymers consisting of both 2,5-
dimethoxy-substituted phenylenevinylene units and unsubsti-
tuted units (P(MeOPV-co-PV)) exhibited an electrical
conductivity of 184 S cm−1 and a Seebeck coefficient of 44 μV
K−1 at 313 K upon I2 doping, resulting in a PF larger than 30 μW
m−1 K−2, as shown in Figure 13b. The same authors also
investigated the effect of different alkoxy substituents and
stretching treatments on the TE properties of copolymers
consisting of both 2,5-dialkoxy-substituted PPV units and
unsubstituted units (P(ROPV-co-PV)) (RO = MeO, EtO, and
BuO).86 Among all the copolymers, I2-doped P(EtOPV-co-PV)

Figure 13. (a) Synthetic route for the synthesis of P(MeOPV-co-PV) and (b) Temperature dependence of the PF of camphorsulfonic acid-doped
polyaniline (PANi) and iodine-doped P(MeOPV-co-PV) at a stretching ratio of 4.4. (a−b) Reproduced with permission from ref 146. Copyright 2006
Elsevier Ltd. (c) Illustration of DOS engineering to achieve a high Seebeck coefficient. Dependence of the (d) Seebeck coefficient and (e) PF on the
HOMO-HOMOoffset between the two polymer components and the offset between the HOMO of polymer A and the LUMO of the dopant. Closed
symbols correspond to the P3HT:PTB7 (circles) and P3HT:TQ1 blends (squares). (c−e) Reproduced with permission from ref 149. Copyright 2018
Wiley.
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exhibited the best overall performance at a stretching ratio of 3.1,
with a conductivity of 349.2 S cm−1, Seebeck coefficient of 47.3
μV K−1 and thermal conductivity of 0.25 W m−1 K−1 at 313 K.
The corresponding PF of 78.1 μW m−1 K−2 and high zT value
near 0.1 were records at the time for conducting polymers.
An interesting category for thermoelectric application is

represented by random copolymers: they can be considered as
irregular polymers with structural disorder along the backbone.
This disordered structure can be favorable to adjust the energy
level and the electrical properties to potentially enhance TE
behaviors.147,148 Therefore, Li et al. designed and synthesized a
series of new random copolymers by copolymerizing D−A type
and D−D type building blocks along polymer chains with the
aim of improving the TE and electrical properties:91 the tuning
of the energy levels resulted in an increased doping level while
strong D−A interchain interactions allowed obtaining a high
degree of crystallinity for efficient charge transport. The result is
an impressive PF of 110 μW m−1 K−2, due to an impressive
charge mobility 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 which leads to a σ > 300 S cm−1

without affecting the S.

4.1.1.5. DOS Engineering. In Mahan and Sofo’s pioneering
work, a Δ-shaped transport distribution above the Fermi level
was demonstrated to maximize the thermoelectric properties.150

On the basis of this idea, Sun et al. used F4TCNQ as a p-type
dopant in a mixture of P3HT and different fractions of poly(3-
hexylthiophene-thiophene) (P3HTT). It was found that the
Seebeck coefficient of P3HT mixed with 2% P3HTT increased
from ≈580 μV K−1 for pristine P3HT to 700 μV K−1, while its
conductivity remained at approximately 1.5× 10−4 S cm−1.151 Li
et al.152 expanded on these results by offering a method to
properly select the polymer blend composition to maximize PF.
On the basis of these results, Kemerink et at.149 reported a
universal method to engineer the charge carrier DOS to
maximize thermoelectric performance (explained in Figure
13d). A few conjugated polymers, namely, P3HT, poly({4,8-
bis[(2-ethylhexyl) oxy] benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′] dithiophene-2,6-
diyl}{3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl) carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b] thio-
phenediyl}) (PTB7), and poly[2,3-bis(3-octyloxyphenyl)- 5,8-
quinoxalinediyl]-2,5-thiophenediyl] (TQ1), were selected
because they had different HOMO energy levels. P3HT was
mixed with varying fractions of PTB7 and TQ1 and then doped

Figure 14. (a) Molecular structures of P(gNDI-gT2) and AFM images of (b) pristine and (c) 30% doped σ p(gNDI-gT2). (a−c) Reproduced with
permission from ref 158. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Representation of coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of n-DMBI
molecules dissolved in (d) pure N2200 side chain phase and (e) pure TEG-N2200 side chain phase. (f) Normalized number of contacts between
dopant molecules in N2200 and TEG-N2200 at different concentrations. (d−f) Reproduced with permission from ref 159. Copyright 2018Wiley. (g)
Calculated spin density distribution for BBL and P(NDI2OD-T2). Reproduced with permission from ref 160. Copyright 2016Wiley. (h) Effect of the
annealing temperature on the secondary doping of BBL using N-DMBI. Reproduced with permission from ref 161. Copyright 2020 American
Chemical Society.
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with F4TCNQ. They found that at the optimized mixing ratio,
the Seebeck coefficient of the mixture largely exceeded that of
any of the pure materials (1100 μVK−1 at P3HT0.1:PTB70.90 and
2000 μV K−1 at P3HT0.05:TQ10.95 vs 142 μV K−1, 469 μV K−1,
and 1560 μVK−1 for pure P3HT, PTB7, and TQ1, respectively),
as shown in Figure 13d,e. These observed trends in the Seebeck
coefficient were in good agreement with kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations with parameters based on experimental data. In a
following work, Kemerink et al.153 reviewed the thermoelectric
properties of conjugated blends, trying to review all the results
obtained offering guidelines to design organic thermoelectric
materials.
4.1.2. n-Type TE Polymers and Composites. Regarding

the fabrication of practical thermoelectric devices, both electron
and hole conducting materials with large PF values are needed.
Compared to their p-type counterparts, n-type conducting
polymers have shown inferior thermoelectric properties, mainly
due to their less effective and stable doping mechanisms.
Conventional conducting polymers such as PA and PANi can
behave as both p-type and n-type conductors when doped
appropriately.154,155 However, because they are typically
unstable in the n-type state under ambient conditions, their
TE performance is insufficient. Although increasing examples of
n-type conducting polymers with improved TE properties have
been reported, more effort is needed to better understand the
relationship between the chemical structure and doping of n-
type TE materials to develop efficient and stable TE devices. In
the following, we provide a few examples of state-of-the-art n-
type TE materials.
In 2014, Chabinyc et al. reported the TE properties of the n-

type polymer poly-N,N-bis(2-octyl-dodecyl)-1,4,5,8-napthale-
nedicarboximide-2,6-diyl]-alt-5,5-(2,2-bithiophene) (P-
(NDI2OD-T2)156 doped in solution with an air-stable dopant
(4-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenyl)
(N-DMBI) before film formation.157 The electrical conductivity
of the P(NDI2OD-T2) films could be varied over several orders
of magnitude by tuning the N-DMBI molar concentration. The
electrical conductivity, however, reached an unsatisfactory
maximum value of only 5 10−3 S cm−1, which was attributed
to the limited solubility/miscibility of the dopant in the
polymeric matrix. The authors suggested that only ∼1% of the
DMBI molecules introduced in solution were active and
contributed free carriers to the film, implying that only 1 in
1000 P(NDI2OD-T2) repeat units were doped.
This extrinsic limitation could be overcome by proper

engineering of the polymer backbone and/or alkyl side chains.
In two parallel studies, Müller et al.158 and Koster et al.159

showed that functionalizing the NDI-based polymer with polar
side chains (Figure 14a), such as oligoethylene glycol-based side
chains, led to a high electrical conductivity of more than 10−1 S
cm−1 for an N-DMBI due to a low segregation of the dopant
molecules (Figure 14b−f). Overall, the n-type polymers resulted
in a larger thermoelectric PF of up to 0.4 μWm−1 K−2 compared
to other NDI-based polymers functionalized with alkyl side
chains. Caironi et al. reported that, compared to nonthionated
P(NDI2OD-T2), the thionated P(NDI2OD-T2) gave rise to
higher electrical conductivity and stable operation in air due to a
deeper LUMO level, lying below the threshold for air stability at
−4 eV.162,163 Nevertheless, the thionated polymer showed a
relatively low PF (0.04 μW m−1 K−2). The same authors
reported that the incorporation of “kinked” comonomers in
NDI-based polymers enhanced dopant/polymer miscibility,
allowing for a ∼20-fold increase in doping efficiency.164

Fabiano et al. argued that the low electron conductivity
typically observed for n-type P(NDI2OD-T2)might be ascribed
to the strong charge carrier intrachain localization,160 which is a
common characteristic of donor−acceptor polymers.165 After
replacing the donor bithiophene (T2) unit in P(NDI2OD-T2)
with the more electron-deficient bithiazole (Tz2) unit (i.e.,
P(NDI2OD-Tz2)), they observed that the polymer donor−
acceptor character decreased and its electron affinity increased,
which resulted in an improved polymer doping efficiency.
Moreover, because of the far lower intrachain steric demand of
Tz2 than T2, the polymer backbone became more planar, thus
enhancing the intermolecular π−π stacking interactions, which
led to a higher electron conductivity (up to ∼0.1 S cm−1) and
increased the thermoelectric response (PF up to 1.5 μW m−1

K−2) compared to P(NDI2OD-T2).
Pei et al. synthesized a series of benzodifurandione-based PPV

(BDPPV) samples with high electron affinities (LUMO levels
deeper than −4.0 eV) and investigated their electrical
conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and PF values.166 The
LUMO levels of Cl-substituted BDPPV (ClBDPPV) and F-
substituted BDPPV (FBDPPV) were 0.29 and 0.16 eV farther
from vacuum than that of BDPPV, reaching values of−4.30 and
−4.17 eV, respectively. The electrical conductivity of the N-
DMBI-doped films increased dramatically with dopant concen-
trations lower than 10 wt %, reaching values as high as 14 S cm−1.
The electrical conductivity then decreased as the N-DMBI
content increased above 10% in the blend. The Seebeck
coefficient remained negative for all three N-DMBI doped
polymers, but the absolute value of the thermopower
continuously decreased with increasing dopant concentration.
Overall, FBDPPV showed the highest PF (28 μW m−1 K−2) at
the optimal doping concentration of 5 wt % at room
temperature. Later, Zhao et al. demonstrated that low-cost,
air-stable, and solution-processable tetrabutylammonium fluo-
ride (TBAF) could be used as an effective n-dopant for
ClBDPPV to boost the electrical conductivity of this polymer up
to 0.62 S cm−1.167 This n-doping mechanism relied on electron
transfer from the F− anions to the electron-deficient polymer
ClBDPPV via an anion−π electronic interaction. A PF of 0.63
μWm−1 K−2 was obtained at a content of 25 mol % TBAF. This
work provides an alternative air-stable dopant for high-
performance solution-processable n-type thermoelectric materi-
als. Recently, in 2021, they expanded their results by doping
donor−acceptor (D−A) polymers, with dichloro substitutions,
using N-DMBI: the Cl-substituted D−A due to the low lying
LUMO level (<−4 eV) and to the dense packing of the
hydrophobic groups, blocking O2 andH2O interactions, allowed
to maintain 31% of the original σ after 222 days of air
exposure.168

In 2016, Fabiano et al. showed that solution-processable
ladder-type conducting polymers, such as polybenzimidazoben-
zophenanthroline (BBL), were promising n-type materials for
TE applications.160 After exposure to tetrakis(dimethylamino)-
ethylene (TDAE) vapors, the electrical conductivity of spin-
coated BBL films could be dramatically increased, reaching
values as high as 2.4 S cm−1, while the Seebeck coefficient
reached a value of −60 μV K−1. Thus, by optimizing the TDAE
exposure time, the PF of the doped BBL film could be optimized
to a value of 0.43 μWm−1 K−2. Although the TE performance of
BBL was not extraordinary, its high electrical conductivity,
originating from its highly rigid and planar backbone (Figure
14g), provided a molecular-design guideline for new TE
polymers. Recently, sequential doping has proven useful to
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improve the TE properties of BBL. First, the BBL film was spin-
coated on a glass substrate and then annealed; subsequently, N-
DMBI, dissolved in an orthogonal solvent (chloroform), was
spin-coated on top of the polymer film. They reported a
maximum PF of 1.5 μW m−1K−2 with an electrical conductivity
of approximately 1 S cm−1 (Figure 14h) and a Seebeck
coefficient of −110 μV K−1, showing an improvement by nearly
a factor of 4 compared to the BBL/TDAE blend.161 The same
authors recently reported an n-type all-polymeric ink based on a
BBL:poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) blend, having an electrical
conductivity as high as 8 S cm−1, and demonstrated high
thermoelectric power output (56 nW per thermocouple with a
temperature difference below 50K) when a BBL:PEI-based n-leg
was coupled to a PEDOT:PSS-based p-leg.169

Another growing interest in the field of organic thermo-
electricity has been stimulated bymetal−organic compounds. In
2012, Zhu et al. reported the n-type TE properties of the metal
coordination polymer poly[Kx(Ni-ett)] (ett = ethylenetetra-
thiolate) with a high zT value of 0.20 at 440 K.92 The authors
synthesized a series of poly[Ax(Ni-ett)]s samples with different
counterions (i.e., K+, Na+, and Bu4N

+). By air oxidation,
poly[Ax(Ni-ett)] could be obtained as a precipitate. Among the
different samples, poly[Kx(Ni-ett)] had the best thermoelectric
performance, with an electrical conductivity of 64 S cm−1, a
Seebeck coefficient as high as −151.7 μV K−1, and a thermal
conductivity of only 0.31 W m−1 K−1 at 440 K. When the metal
ligand was changed to Cu, the resulting metal-coordinated
polymer showed p-type TE performance, allowing for the
fabrication of modules composed of 35 p−n couples. The
resulting TE module had an open-circuit voltage of 0.26 V at a
temperature difference of 80 K, and its power output was
estimated to be 2.8 μWcm−2 at a temperature difference of 30 K.

Although these metal coordination polymers showed
remarkably high thermoelectric performance, their insoluble
and infusible characteristics hindered their processability and
practical application in flexible thermoelectrics. To overcome
this problem, the same authors used polymeric matrices to
prepare solution processable composites.170 The wet ball-
milling method was employed to prepare thermoelectric
composites of poly(M-ett). By optimizing the use of different
polymer matrices, solvents, ball-milling times, weight ratios, and
drying temperatures, maximum PF values of 0.43 μW m−1 K−2

and 0.86 μW m−1 K−2 were reached at 300 K for poly[Kx(Ni-
ett)]/PVDF/NMP (n-type) and poly[Cux(Cu-ett)]/PVDF/
DMSO (p-type), respectively. To demonstrate their practical
application in solution-processable thermoelectrics, a flexible
device made of six inkjet-printed thermocouples was fabricated
on a PET substrate.
In 2016, the same authors reported flexible, high-performance

poly[Kx(Ni-ett)] films prepared by electrochemical deposi-
tion.93 Thin-film samples, prepared by applying a potential of 0.6
V (vs Ag/AgCl), showed better performance than the
aforementioned pellets. The Seebeck coefficient of the poly-
[Kx(Ni-ett)] films was similar to that of the pellets, but its
electrical conductivity (>300 S cm−1) was several times higher.
Therefore, even though the thermal conductivity was slightly
higher than that of the pellets (0.84Wm−1 K−1 at 400 K for thin
films vs 0.28 W m−1 K−1 at 400 K for pellets), the zT value of
poly[Kx(Ni-ett)] films at 400 K could reach 0.32, a new record
for n-type organic thermoelectric materials (Figure 15b). Later,
Yee et al. systematically studied the reaction conditions of
poly[Kx(Ni-ett)], such as the counterion, nickel equivalency,
and oxidation extent, to reliably and reproducibly synthesize
poly[Kx(Ni-ett)]/PVDF in large quantities of up to 15 g. After
optimization, the PF of the poly[Kx(Ni-ett)]/PVDF composite

Figure 15. (a) Image of the poly[Kx(Ni-ett)]/PVDF composite on PET substrate. (b) ZT value versus temperature. (c) Top-view and (d) cross-
section SEM images of poly[Kx(Ni-ett)]/PVDF films. Reproduced with permission from ref 93. Copyright 2016 Wiley.
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film improved to 23 μW m−1 K−2.171 Furthermore, thermal
annealing was also investigated as an effective posttreatment
process to simultaneously enhance the conductivity and
thermopower of poly[Kx(Ni-ett)]/PVDF composite films.172

Organic/inorganic composites have also been investigated for
use as n-type thermoelectric materials, where the organic
insulating polymers act as the polymeric matrices to effectively
decrease the thermal conductivity and the inorganic semi-
conductors/metals function as the active thermoelectric ma-
terial. For example, very recently, n-type composite thermo-
electric materials with remarkable TE properties have been
prepared by simply blending an insulating polymer together with
metallic nanowires.94

Drop-cast Ni-NW/PVDF films, manufactured with the Ni-
NW content in the composites varying from 20 to 80 wt %, show

electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient increasing with
the Ni-NW content and reaching maxima of 4701 S cm−1 and
−20.6 μV K−1 at 80 wt % Ni, respectively. The temperature
dependence of the conductivity of the Ni (80 wt%)/PVDF
nanocomposite film showed typical metallic behavior, i.e.,
decreasing with increasing temperature, while the absolute value
of the Seebeck coefficient showed the opposite trend. As a result,
the PF of the composite film increased with temperature, from
200 μW m−1 K−2 at room temperature to 220 μW m−1 K−2 at
380 K. Combined with the low and nearly constant thermal
conductivity of 0.55 W m−1 K−1 over the whole temperature
range, a high zT value of 0.15 was achieved for the Ni (80 wt
%)/PVDF composite film at 380 K.
A final mention must be made regarding the development of

new dopant molecules to increase the efficiency of the doping

Figure 16. (a) Schematic of the crystal structure (BTBT)2XF6 and (b) Seebeck coefficient of (BTBT)2XF6 as a function of temperature. (a−b)
Reproduced with permission from ref 87. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (c) SEM image of TCNQ:TTT thin films with TCNQ:TTT
molar ratio of 18.6 and (d) PF dependence TCNQ/TTT molar ratio. (c−d) Reproduced with permission from ref 180. Copyright 2017 Wiley. (e)
Schematic of themeasurement setup for the simultaneousmeasurements of S and σ of individual Sc3N@C80molecules and (f) Histograms of S (green)
at first contact for Sc3N@C80 compared to the values for C60 (in gray). (e−f) Reproduced with permission from ref 182. Copyright 2016 Nature. (g)
σ, activation energy of conductivity (Ea), and S (α) of a C60 thin film as a function of temperature. The sign of all plotted S values is negative.
Reproduced with permission from ref 183. Copyright 2015 Japan Society of Applied Physics. (h) Schematic representation of PTEG-2 molecular
packing, as atomistically resolved by molecular dynamics simulations, with the unit cell highlighted in blue. (i) zT of PTEG-2 as a function of
temperature, showing the record for an n-type solution processable organic semiconductor. Reproduced with permission from ref 95. Copyright 2020
Nature.
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process in n-type organic semiconductors. Saglio et al.
synthesized benzimidazoles with different linear and branched
alkyl substituents and observed a clear dependence of the nature
of the alkyl substituent on dopant intercalation into the
semicrystalline morphology.173 It was found out that increasing
the length or the steric hindrance of the alkyl substituents, the
miscibility between dopant and copolymer is enhanced, leading
to an increase by a factor of ≈7 in the electrical conductivity.
Following this idea of optimizing the dopant specie, Yang et al.
recently reported a DTF calculation-based method which led to
the synthesis of a triaminomethane-type dopant (TAM),
exhibiting high stability and strong hydride donating property
due to its thermally activated doping mechanism. Thanks to this
approach, they were able to efficiently dope fluorinated
benzodifurandione-based poly(pphenylene vinylene)
(FBDPPV), enabling it to reach an impressive value of n-type
conductivity for an organic semiconductor (21 S cm−1) and a PF
of 51 μW m−1 K−2 even in films with thickness above 10 μm.97

Finally, they reported one of the first examples of all-polymer
TEG, with a power output of 77 nW atΔT≈ 50 K. On the basis
of these impressive results, Lu et al. tried to investigate the role of
molecular dopant cations on carrier transport by comparing two
n-dopants, TAM and N-DMBI-H.96 The weak π-backbone
affinity of TAM cations, coupled with the spatial screening of the
Coulomb potential thanks to its side chains, allows negligible
perturbation of the polymer backbone conformation and
microstructural ordering, thus resulting in a σ ≈ 22 S cm−1

and a PF of 80 μW m−1 K−2. Apart from the impressive results,
this work provided a successful strategy, applicable to other
polymers, to increase the efficiency of the n-type doping process.
4.1.3. Small Molecules. In addition to conducting

polymers, the thermoelectric properties of small molecules
such as pentacene, fullerene, and phthalocyanine (Pc) have also
been investigated. Theoretical studies have shown, for example,
that Pc crystals can be excellent thermoelectric materials when n-
doped, with the highest thermoelectric zT value of 2.5 in
NiPc.174 Compared to conducting polymers, small molecules
can be easily purified and crystallized, yielding well-defined
structures that allow the establishment of structure−property
relationships. In the following, we will examine some of the
recent progress in small-molecule thermoelectrics.
4.1.3.1. Charge Transfer Salts. TTF-TCNQ is a well-known

charge-transfer salt with a room temperature conductivity as
high as 500 S cm−1 in a single crystal. Its Seebeck coefficient and
thermal conductivity have been reported to be −28 μV K−1 and
1 W m−1 K−1, respectively. Although the calculated zT value of
TTF-TCNQ is only on the order of 10−2, it was used for the
fabrication of prototype thermoelectric devices early on, mainly
due to the lack of high-performance n-type materials at that
time.10 Polycrystalline films of TTF-TCNQ show a much lower
electrical conductivity (5−30 S cm−1) than single crys-
tals.175−177 Using N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) as the
solvent, a drop-cast TTF-TCNQ polycrystalline film can be
prepared with a high density of TTF-TCNQ nanofibers. The
obtained film shows an improved electrical conductivity of up to
58 S cm−1, while its Seebeck coefficient is 32.3 μVK−1, similar to
the reported values for typical TTF-TCNQ polycrystalline films.
Thus, a maximum PF of 6.05 μWm−1 K−2 at room temperature
is achieved.178 In addition to TTF-TCNQ, the TE properties of
other similar charge transfer complexes have also been
evaluated. Evaporated films of TMTTF-TCNQ and HMTTF-
TCNQ (TMTTF, tetramethyl-TTF; HMTTF, hexamethylene-
TTF) and solution-processed nanoparticle films of (TTF)[Ni-

(dmit)2]2 (dmit: 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolato) were
systematically investigated by Mori et al., with the (TTF)[Ni-
(dmit)2]2 single crystals showing the highest PF of 29 μW m−1

K−2 at room temperature.179 In 2016, Mori et al. reported the
thermoelectric properties of another system, benzothienoben-
zothiophene (BTBT)-based molecular conductors.87 Different
charge transfer complexes of (BTBT)2XF6 (X = P, As, Sb, and
Ta, structure in Figure 16a) were prepared, and their
thermoelectric performances were characterized at room
temperature. All the charge transfer complexes showed a similar
Seebeck coefficient of approximately 15 μV K−1, while
(BTBT)2AsF6 possessed the highest electrical conductivity of
4100 S cm−1. Thus, a PF as high as 88 μWm−1 K−2 was achieved
for (BTBT)2AsF6, while all the other complexes had similar
values (<50 μW m−1 K−2) (Figure 16b).
Both p-doped and n-doped tetrathiotetracene (TTT) thin

films were reported by Pudzs et al.180 p-Type TTT2I3 thin films
were obtained by vacuum deposition or the postdeposition of
iodine (I2), yielding an electrical conductivity of 1.3 S cm−1, a
Seebeck coefficient of 63 μV K−1, and a PF of 0.52 μWm−1 K−2.
For vacuum codeposited n-type TTT-TCNQ films, an electrical
conductivity of 0.57 S cm−1, a Seebeck coefficient of −75 μV
K−1, and a power factor of 0.33 μWm−1 K−2 were obtained at an
optimized ratio of 1:2 (Figure 16d). A prototype thin-film TE
generator based on both n- and p-type TTT complexes was also
built as a proof of concept. Efforts have also been made on the
development of metal−organic complexes such as Pc−metal
complexes (CoPc, NiPc, CuPc, ZnPc, etc.), porphyrin-metal
complexes (such as Co(tbp)I, tbp = tetrabenzoporphyrinato),
and CuTCNQ, with improved thermoelectric performance. We
will not go into the details of the TE properties of these metal−
organic complexes, but we refer to recently published reviews.181

4.1.3.2. Small Molecule Semiconductors. The thermo-
electric properties of Na-, K-, and bidoped fullerenes were
reported long ago.184,185 In 2013, Barbot et al. reported n-doped
fullerene with cesium carbonate (Cs2CO3) via a cosublimation
process.186 The conductivity of the C60:Cs2CO3 thin film
sharply increased to 6.6 S cm−1 at a molar ratio of 35.8%
Cs2CO3, compared to undoped films with a conductivity of only
3.8 × 10−8 S cm−1. The absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient
decreased gradually with the dopant concentration, from 1715
μV K−1 to less than 200 μV K−1. After optimization, a high PF of
28.8 μW m−1 K−2 was achieved at a molar ratio of 15.2%
Cs2CO3.
By using a modified scanning tunneling microscope to study

the single-molecule junctions of an endohedral fullerene [a
fullerene cage (C80-Ih) encapsulating three scandium atoms
joined to one nitrogen Sc3N@C80], Agrait et al. demonstrated
that the sign and magnitude of the thermopower could be tuned
by changing the orientation and pressure (Figure 16f).182 The
origin of this bithermoelectric effect was also elucidated by
means of density functional theory calculations, highlighting the
importance of transport resonances at the molecular junctions.
Later, Lambert et al. measured a positive Seebeck coefficient in
exohedrally decorated C50Cl10 fullerene molecules and found
that S could be increased by placing more C50Cl10 molecules in
series.187 Compared to a single C50Cl10, the Seebeck coefficient
of the dimer increased from 8 μVK−1 to 30 μVK−1, while the PF
increased from 5 μW m−1 K−2 to 60 μW m−1 K−2.
Recently, very large Seebeck coefficients of more than 150mV

K−1 have been reported for pure C60 thin films by in situ
measurements under ultrahigh vacuum (Figure 16g).183

Because of their high resistance, it is difficult to accurately
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measure the Seebeck coefficient of pure (undoped) C60 films.
However, Nakamura et al. developed a thermopower measure-
ment system that solves this problem by using a custom high-
input impedance differential amplifier. Although the electrical
conductivity of undoped semiconductor films is relatively low
(<10−9 S cm−1), thermoelectric materials with such high
Seebeck coefficients could also be used for sensing, as they are
able to react to small variations in temperature. Thus, the
thermopower measurement system developed by Nakamura et
al. will be useful for the future screening of high-impedance
thermoelectric materials.
Improved thermoelectric properties of doped pentacene films

were reported in 2011.188 It was found that the electrical
conductivity of an I2-doped pentacene film decreased with
increasing film thickness, and the obtained PF of 115 nm thick
films was as high as 13 μW m−1 K−2 at room temperature. The
stability of the I2-doped pentacene film was also improved by
encapsulating the doped films with a polyimide protective layer.
In addition to the development of n-type polymer thermo-

electrics, very promising n-type thermoelectric performances
have been reported in organic small molecules through the
proper selection of dopants as well as an appropriate design of
the molecular structure. Regarding molecular structure engi-
neering and appropriate dopant selection, Koster et al. tailored
the polarity of fullerene derivatives to enhance the miscibility
between the host and dopant molecules.189 They showed that
functionalizing the fullerene with a hydrophilic triethylene
glycol-type side chain led to a greatly improved doping efficiency
of 18%, compared to <1% for the nonpolar side chain-
functionalized reference fullerene using the same dopant
concentration. The improved doping efficiency increased
electrical conductivity, which reached a maximum of 2.05 S

cm−1 and enabled a PF of 16.7 μW m−1 K−2. They further
improved their results by using as side chain a double ethylene
glycol (PTEG-2) doped with 8 wt % N-DMBI, recording a high
value of zT > 0.3 at 120 °C.95 The obtained films showed an
impressive PF of 80 μW m−1 K−2 coupled with an ultralow and
constant thermal conductivity (k < 0.1 W m−1 K−1) over the
studied temperature range, exhibiting one of the highest PF
values ever reported for a small-molecule semiconductor (Figure
16i).
Previously, Massetti et al. employed fullerene modified with a

single ethylene glycol chain together with an inkjet printable
formulation of PEDOT:PSS; this work was the first example of a
monolithic and integrated μ-OTEG (Figure 17a), achieving a
power density of 30 nW cm−2 at an external temperature
difference of 25 K (Figure 17b,c).190 The 128 thermocouples
were defined inside plastic and flexible PEN film, thus limiting
the thermal losses that are generally linked to the use of plastic
substrates by using a combination of laser micromachining and
inkjet printing; this method provided the first example of a
complete printed and integrated OTEG.
Zhu et al. demonstrated that Bi, an excellent dopant that has

been widely used in inorganic TE materials, allows for the
interfacial doping of small molecules (sketch in Figure 17e),
resulting in high n-type performance.98 The electrical
conductivity of thiophene-diketo-pyrrolopyrrole based quinoi-
dal (TDPPQ) films in contact with a 2 nm thick Bi layer
dramatically increased from <0.01 S cm−1 (undoped film) to 2.4
S cm−1, while the Seebeck coefficient was only slightly affected.
With a thicker Bi film, the electrical conductivity became
saturated, while the Seebeck coefficient began to drop. A
maximum PF of 62 μW m−1 K−2 was reached at 20 °C for an

Figure 17. (a) Optical microscopy images of the fully printed vertical OTEG and (b) Photograph of the entire flexible monolithic OTEG. (c) Power
density (Pd) vs output current (Iout). (a−c) Reproduced with permission from ref 190. Copyright 2020 Elsevier Ltd. (d) Mechanism of Bi interfacial
doping of TDPPQ and molecular structure of TDPPQ. (e) Thermoelectric properties of TDPPQ doped with different thicknesses of Bi. (d−e)
Reproduced with permission from ref 98. Copyright 2016 Wiley.
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optimized Bi thickness of 2 nm (Figure 17f), and these values
increased to 113 μW m−1 K−2 at a higher temperature (60 °C).
In contrast to the extrinsic doping approach, a solution-

processable and self-doped small-molecule perylene diimide
(PDI) was reported by Russ et al.191 Quaternary amine
substituents containing different spacer groups were used to
functionalize the PDI molecule. The electrical conductivity
increased 100-fold when the alkyl spacer groups between
quaternary amine substituents and the PDI core increased from
two (PDI-1) to six (PDI-3) methylene units, reaching values as
high as 0.5 S cm−1. All three PDIs had an n-type Seebeck
coefficient of ∼ −200 μV K−1, regardless of the alkyl spacer
length. Thus, a PF as high as 1.4 μW m−1 K−2 was obtained for
the PDI-3 film.
Zhu et al. demonstrated that small changes in the conjugated

molecular structure dramatically affected the thermoelectric
performance of small molecules. For example, by going from a
quinoid to an aromatic structure, a 50 times higher PF with
values up to 236 μWm−1 K−2 was achieved for chemically doped
dihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-diylidene)bis(thieno[3,2-b]-
thiophene) derivatives.99 Experimental analysis and theoretical
calculations revealed that the aromatic structure provided the
molecule high electron mobility and appropriate energy levels
for a more efficient doping reaction with N-DMBI. Because of
the low in-plane thermal conductivity of 0.34 Wm−1 K−1, a high
zT value of 0.23 was measured at 373 K, which was the highest
value reported to date for small-molecule organics. Kemerink et
al. investigated the n-type thermoelectric properties of [6,6]-
phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) for different
solution-based doping methods.192 The authors presented a
novel inverse-sequential doping method where PCBM was
deposited on a previously cast N-DMBI dopant film, achieving a
PF as high as 35 μWm−1 K−2 with a conductivity of 0.40 S cm−1.
The authors also showed that adding a small fraction of higher
electron affinity material (i.e., core-cyanated naphthalene
diimide) into PCBM could lead to a higher S. This addition
creates a second “trap” in the DOS, leading to a sharp increase in
the Seebeck coefficient while at the same time decreasing the
electrical conductivity. In addition, they presented a simple
analytical model to unify the thermopower and conductivity of
both p- and n-type TE materials and found good consistency
between the experimental and calculated data. Remarkably, they
found that most of the p-type data were described well by the
model using a hop frequency of approximately 0.5−5 × 1011 s−1,
whereas a higher frequency of about 0.5−5 × 1013 s−1 was
required for n-type data, implying that n-type organic semi-
conductors seemed to have more potential to eventually achieve
higher zT than p-type materials.
4.1.4. Thermal Transport in Organic Semiconductors.

So far, we mainly focused on showing different ways to enhance
the PF of organic thermoelectric materials, trying to match the
values of bismuth-telluride alloys. However, to achieve higher
zT, thermal conductivity is another critical parameter that must
be optimized. The thermal conductivity (k) of organic (semi-
)conductors is generally considered to be lower than 1 W m−1

K−1.193 However, similarly to the electrical conductivity, thermal
conductivity in organic semiconductors is also an anisotropic
property, as heat transport is generally more efficient along the
chain direction than between chains. This is due to the weak
nature of the van derWaals interactions between adjacent chains
and/or the formation of lamella separated by the side chains,
which limit the phonon and electron transport, thus reducing the
lattice and the electronic components of the thermal

conductivity. Therefore, in many organic semiconductors,
such as P3HT or PBTTT-C14, it is possible to observe a
significant anisotropy factor from the in-plane to the out-of-
plane direction, showing larger phonon propagation distances
along the π-conjugated backbone.194 Stretch-aligning semi-
crystalline or amorphous polymer films/fibers also drastically
increases the phonon propagation, with k values along the
stretching direction being more than 1 order of magnitude
higher than those perpendicular to the stretching direc-
tion.195−197 For example, k = 40 W m−1K−1 was recorded
along the polyethylene axis in crystalline films, while the
transverse value of k was around 100 times lower (around 0.3−
0.4 W m−1K−1).195 In addition, molecular dynamic (MD)
simulations have shown a correlation between high thermal
conductivities and rigidity of the polymer backbone due to the
suppressed segmental rotations, leading to long-distance
phonon propagation (that is, higher persistence length).198

The increase of the persistence length is also linked to higher
charge carrier mobility, which is also a critical parameter for σ
and S, and thus further complicating independent optimization
of the material parameters that determine zT. Therefore, to
maximize the thermoelectric properties, the effect of polymer
backbone rigidity on the lattice component of the thermal
conductivity needs to be considered when designing new
conducting polymers.
Furthermore, the process of doping organic semiconductors

not only increases the electrical conductivity but also leads to a
rise of the electronic component of k under the Wiedemann−
Franz law (k∝ Lσ, where L is the Lorenz number).199 While
noticeable for conductivities above 10 S cm−1, this effect
becomes predominant for σ exceeding 500 S cm−1, as shown for
PEDOT:PSS.199,200 To further understand the impact of charge
carriers on thermal conductivity, Kemerink et al.201 analyzed the
effect of energetic disorder and correlation length on the
relationship between σ and k. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
showed that lowering the energetic disorder is a key strategy to
reduce L (up to 5 times lower than the Sommerfield value). This
decreases the contribution of charge carriers to the thermal
conductivity and improves the thermoelectric figure of merit.
Finally, Campoy-Quilles et al. showed how, counterintui-

tively, the doping process (at least for low dopant concen-
trations) might be beneficial to reduce the thermal con-
ductivity.202 For the system PBTTT doped with F4TCNQ,
they observed that both annealing temperature (acting on the
size of the polymeric crystalline domains) and doping process
(at doping concentrations < 1 mol %) can be used to tune the
thermal conductivity of PBTTT. In particular, they observed a 2-
fold reduction in the value of kwithout significantly affecting the
crystalline quality of the film. This process resembles the effect of
phonon scattering observed in inorganic alloys.
Overall, while several theoretical studies have enhanced our

understanding of thermal transport in organic semiconductors,
more research needs to be done to enable a proper control of σ,
S, and k. Here, we want to stress the critical role of anisotropy on
the thermoelectric properties of organic semiconductors and the
importance of measuring and correlating all thermoelectric
parameters in the same direction. For a more detailed theoretical
description of the physics behind heat transport in organic
semiconductors, we refer the reader to the following seminal
works.203−206
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4.2. Carbon Nanomaterials

Carbon nanomaterials (CNMs) such as carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) and graphene have received a great deal of attention
over the past decades for energy conversion, storage devices,
catalysts, and biosensors. Both CNTs and graphene are
composed of an extended hexagonal lattice of sp2-bonded
carbon atoms, which renders exceptional electrical, optical,
thermal, chemical, and mechanical properties. CNTs and
graphene high electrical conductivities, resulting from nearly
identical and small effective masses for electrons and holes,207

make them interesting candidates for thermoelectric applica-
tions. At the level of an individual CNT or an isolated graphene
sheet, this high electrical conductivity is offset by the strongly
disadvantageous property of high intrinsic thermal conductivity
for both materials.207 Additionally, the Seebeck coefficient is
relatively low for both semimetallic graphene, multiwalled
carbon nanotubes (which statistically are mostly metallic) and
the ca. 33% of as-produced single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT) samples that have metallic electronic structure.208

Thick CNTs layers, often composed of unaligned “bundles and
mats” can have much lower electrical and thermal conductivities
than individual CNTs due to electrical and thermal contact
resistances between bundles. Composites of CNTs/graphene
with polymers (or inorganic materials) can potentially decouple
electrical and thermal conductivity by introducing interfaces
that provide more facile paths for electron transfer than phonon
transfer. Additionally, the introduction of interfaces provides an
opportunity to realize carrier energy filtering to decouple the
thermopower and electrical conductivity. Molecular dopants
offer a means to tune the dark carrier density and may also
introduce sites that effectively scatter phonons. The complex
interrelationship between the thermopower, electrical con-
ductivity, and thermal conductivity in nanocarbon materials and

composites should remain an active area of fundamental
research. Furthermore, recent strategies for separating SWCNTs
by electronic structure and systematic tuning of the Fermi level
by doping have enabled the realization of high thermoelectric
power factors for both semiconducting and metallic SWCNT
networks. Some of these results have been recently reviewed.208

Here we take specific remarkable examples of those achieve-
ments while also focusing on a number of new achievements that
have emerged in this fast-moving field over the past few years
since that review.

4.2.1. Synthesis, Processing, and Basic Properties of
SWCNTs. Single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT), discovered
in 1991, can be thought of as a graphene sheet that has been
wrapped up into a seamless cylinder (Figure 18a).209 Early
studies utilizing scanning tunneling microscopy and spectros-
copy found that both metallic and semiconducting carbon
nanotubes existed, depending sensitively on the wrapping
angle.210 SWCNTs can be produced by a number of different
methods and the resulting material properties can depend quite
sensitively on the production method. Synthesis methods
include chemical vapor deposition (fixed bed, fluid bed, floating
catalyst, and plasma enhanced), laser vaporization, and arc
discharge.211

Most synthetic routes to produce SWCNTs produce the
statistically expected ratio between those two forms with 1/3 of
metallic tubes (m-SWCNT) and 2/3 of semiconducting tubes
(s-SWCNT). As such, most syntheses tend to produce raw
SWCNT soot that is black (Figure 18b) because it contains a
polydisperse mixture of many SWCNTs (Figure 18e) that
absorb with different wavelengths. However, a number of
effective strategies have been perfected over the past decade to
separate s-SWCNTs and m-SWCNTs by electronic structure
(Figure 18d,f).212 The optical bandgap of s-SWCNTs is

Figure 18. (a) Schematic of a section of a graphene sheet, showing the chiral indices (n,m) of SWCNTs formed by rolling the sheet from (0,0) to (n,m)
along a roll-up vector (blue line). White hexagons correspond to (n,m) indices of semiconducting SWCNTs, while gray hexagons correspond to
metallic SWCNTs. The green hexagons and orange hexagon correspond to the s-SWCNT species present in the polydisperse and monodisperse
samples for which PL are displayed in (e) and (f). (b) Chemical structure of the (7,5) s-SWCNT, illustrating the nanotube diameter as well as the
optical and electronic bandgap energies. (c) Photograph of raw SWCNT soot produced by the laser vaporization (LV) method. (d) Photograph of
semiconducting SWCNT inks prepared by selective extraction with polyfluorene polymers. The color of each ink is determined by the diameter
distribution of dispersed s-SWCNTs. (e) Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) map of polydisperse SWCNT sample with many s-SWCNTs present
(green hexagons, a), each s-SWCNT peak labeled by its (n,m) indices. (f) The PLEmap of a monodisperse sample is dominated by a single species, in
this case the (7,5) s-SWCNT (orange hexagon, a). Phonon sidebands of the (7,5) excitation spectrum are labeled with asterisks.
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inversely dependent on diameter and varies from ca. 0.5 to 1.4
eV for a corresponding diameter range of 2.6−0.6 nm that is
typical of most commonly used synthesis routes.213 Given the
relatively large diameter-dependent exciton binding energy,214

this translates to an electronic bandgap (the relevant metric for
thermoelectrics) of ca. 0.6−1.8 eV.
As-produced SWCNT samples typically consist of long (>1

μm) SWCNTs that are present in large bundles, consisting of,
e.g., 10 or more SWCNTs, due to van der Waals attractions
between nanotubes. A general strategy for incorporating
SWCNTs into solid-state films required for applications such
as thermoelectrics involves dispersing the SWCNTs into a
solvent by ultrasonic processing. Coupled with a broad variety of
surfactants, dispersing polymers, and solvents with varying
Hansen solubility parameters, such processing routes can be
used to produce a wide range of SWCNT dispersions in aqueous
or organic solvents with or without a dispersing agent.215−218

These dispersions can then be deposited into films and
structures of varying form factor by a number of different
deposition methods, including vacuum filtration, spin-coating,
ultrasonic, or pressure-driven spray deposition, ink-jet printing,
blade coating, Gravure printing, and others.219 Aqueous and
organic solvent-based dispersions are also the starting points for
most separations of SWCNTs by electronic structure, diameter,
and chirality. The most relevant separation/enrichment strategy
for TE applications is the separation of as-prepared SWCNT
soot into populations of pure semiconducting, pure metallic, or
tunable populations with controlled metal/semi ratios. Many
separation techniques are applicable to aqueous SWCNT
dispersions, including density gradient ultracentrifuga-
tion,216,220 column chromatography separation,221 and aqueous
two-phase extraction.222,223 A predominant strategy for selective
enrichment of semiconducting SWCNTs in organic solvents
involves the use of polymers that preferentially wrap and
disperse s-SWCNTs, leaving m-SWCNTs undispersed.224,225

These polymer-wrapped s-SWCNT inks tend to have vibrant
tunable colors, due to the selection of a relatively narrow subset
of s-SWCNTs (Figure 18d).
The cavitation energy in ultrasonic dispersion processes is

used to debundle the SWCNTs, with an unavoidable side-effect
being the progressive cutting and shortening of the SWCNTs
with increasing sonication time. Because electrical conductivity

in an electronically coupled SWCNT network scales with
increasing length of the individual nanotubes, the thermoelectric
properties of such ultrasonic-processed SWCNTs is generally
degraded as the sonication time is increased.226 Because of the
ultrasonic-induced shortening of SWCNTs, new routes are
being explored for less severe processing of SWCNTs for opto-
electronic applications. Recent studies have demonstrated
shear-force mixing as an attractive alternative to ultrasonic
processing.227 Shear-force mixing does not feature any
cavitation forces and has been shown to enable the dispersion
of very long SWCNTs with retained electrical and optical
properties. Another strategy that has emerged involves using as-
produced SWCNTs that are never subjected to any ultrasonic or
shear-force solution-phase processing.228−231 Such samples tend
to be highly fibrous interwoven SWCNT mats produced by
floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition (FCCVD). Such
mats can be gently processed by simple densification steps or
spinning steps to produce high-density mats or fibers,
respectively, that can be used directly in thermoelectric
applications. We discuss these advances in section 4.2.3.

4.2.2. Tunable Thermoelectric Performance of “Neat
SWCNTs”. Before discussing the role(s) of CNTs for enhancing
thermoelectric composites, we first consider the thermoelectric
properties and performance of SWCNTs on their own. The
understanding of this important model system is derived from
the extensive research devoted to the control of the electronic
structure with the goal to fine-tune the Seebeck coefficient and
the electrical conductivity. The tuning of these properties has
been achieved by controlling the ratio of semiconducting vs
metallic, the presence of multiwalls possessing specific electronic
properties, the doping by replacement of atoms in the tubes, or
by redox reaction with another external chemical species. Here,
we summarize some of the key advances and strategies employed
for tuning, optimizing, and mechanistically understanding the
thermoelectric performance of “neat” SWCNT samples. Several
years ago, important computational work demonstrated that the
Seebeck coefficient can be (1) particularly large in pure s-
SWCNTs (Figure 19a) and (2) modulated with high sensitivity
through doping (Figure 19b).9,232,233 Specifically, around 2015,
a number of groups predicted exceptionally large peak
thermopowers for s-SWCNTs that could exceed 1 mV K−1

and that depended sensitively on Fermi energy.9,232,233 Other

Figure 19. (a) Thermopower for five s-SWCNT species and onem-SWCNT species, calculated by density functional theory (DFT). Reproduced with
permission from ref 9. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (b) Typical calculated results for (top panels) the electronic density of states and (bottom
panels) Seebeck coefficient (dashed lines) and power function (solid lines) for (24,0) m-SWCNT and (26,0) s-SWCNT as a function of chemical
potential (μ). Reproduced with permission from ref 233. Copyright 2016 IOP.
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predictions also suggested multiple maxima in the Seebeck and
power function due to the sharp van Hove singularities (vHS) of
SWCNTs, especially in cases where the Fermi energy over-
lapped with a region of energy comprising multiple closely
spaced vHS (e.g., Figure 19b, left).233

Even though CNTs had been studied in TE composites for
many years by that point, these exciting predictions and
associated experiments jump-started a renewed interest in the
ultimate potential of neat SWCNT-based TE materials. By neat,
we mean SWCNT thin films and samples where the SWCNTs
can be considered the primary or sole transport medium, as
opposed to SWCNT-based composites, where transport within
both the SWCNT and matrix material(s) must be considered in
concert. This is not to say that such films are comprised solely of
SWCNTs; for example, many of these SWCNT networks
contain residual “wrapping” polymer that was used to disperse
the SWCNTs and most optimized networks include dopant
molecules used to tune the Fermi energy and carrier density (in
direct analogy to semiconducting polymer thermoelectrics).
The important distinction employed in the following con-
versation is that the dominant charge transport pathways in
“neat” SWCNT samples are the nanotubes and bundles
themselves and not these secondary phases.

We break this section into subsections based on critical
considerations for employing neat SWCNTs as thermoelectric
materials. First, we discuss the noncovalent and covalent
functionalization and doping strategies used to tune the
thermoelectric properties of neat SWCNT networks. These
can generally be applied to either mixed (semi/metal) samples
or samples of highly pure s-SWCNTs or m-SWCNTs. Next, we
discuss solution-processed SWCNTs that have been separated
by electronic structure to explore the dependence of TE
performance on the proportion of s-SWCNTs, m-SWCNTs,
and the doping-controlled carrier density. Finally, we discuss the
anisotropy of the TE transport properties within highly aligned
SWCNT samples.

4.2.2.1. Noncovalent Functionalization and Doping.
Because of the strong dependence of conductivity and
thermopower on Fermi energy, a dominant route used to
optimize the TE performance of CNTs involves tuning the
electronic structure, carrier density, and Fermi level via
noncovalent doping. The most typical strategy for noncovalent
doping of SWCNTs is molecular redox doping, which involves
exposing CNTs to organic molecules with strong electron donor
or acceptor character to promote spontaneous electron transfer
to/from the SWCNTs. Molecules can be adsorbed onto the
surfaces of SWCNTs (Figure 20a)9,234−237 and/or may be

Figure 20. (a) Example of molecular doping of SWCNTs, in this case, n-type doping by adsorption of benzyl viologen to the SWCNT surface.
Reproduced with permission from ref 234. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (b) Example of m-SWCNT (left) and s-SWCNT (right)
doped n-type by encapsulation of ferrocene molecules. Reproduced with permission from ref 240. Copyright 2014 IOP Science. (c) Schematic of
electrolyte gating experimental setup for measuring thermoelectric properties of carbon nanotube films. Reproduced with permission from ref 248.
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

Figure 21. (a) Evolution of (6,5) s-SWCNT network optical absorption as a function of p-type dopant (OA) concentration that the film is soaked in,
showing S11 transition quenching. (b) Change in Fermi level (ΔEf) for (6,5) or LV SWCNTs as a function of the degree of S11 quenching for
progressively p-doped networks. (a,b) Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (c) Plasma-torch s-SWCNTs
progressively doped with AgTFSI, showing that the plasma resonance (PR) grows in as the S11 is quenched. Reproduced with permission from ref 254.
Copyright 2018 Taylor & Francis. (d) Evolution of absorption spectrum for arc-discharge m-SWCNTs with gate voltage (Vg). (e) Contour map of
absorbance for same m-SWCNT sample as a function of absorbed photon energy and gate voltage. (f) Conductivity of the same m-SWCNT sample
versus gate voltage. (g) Schematic diagram of density of state for the (15,6) s-SWCNT, chosen as representative of the arc-discharge SWCNTs. (d−g)
Reproduced with permission from ref 243. Copyright 2014 Wiley.
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encapsulated within the endohedral volume of the SWCNTs
(Figure 20b).238−242 Donor molecules with HOMO values
closer to vacuum than the first SWCNT conduction level (c1)
values serve as reductants, injecting electrons into the SWCNTs
that can contribute to electrical conductance in a coupled
SWCNT network. In contrast, acceptor molecules with LUMO
values farther from vacuum then the first SWCNT valence level
(v1) serve as oxidants, removing electrons from SWCNTs to
produce mobile holes in SWCNT networks. Another non-
covalent method for doping SWCNT networks involves
electrostatic gating in an electrochemical transistor-based
(FET) geometry (Figure 20c). This method is particularly
useful for systematically tuning the Fermi level with relatively
fine control in both the p- and n-type regimes.243 Several studies
have used this strategy to perform simultaneous measurements
of conductivity and thermopower to probe the p- and n-type PF
of a variety of SWCNT samples.243−248

Quantitative correlation of TE properties with carrier density
and Fermi level is a difficult task with disordered organic
semiconductors such as semiconducting polymers and
SWCNTs. A significant amount of research is still devoted to
understanding the appropriate analyses needed to make these
correlations in SWCNTs, and we point the reader to a couple of
recent book chapters249,250 and another recent study.251 Briefly,
optical and infrared spectroscopies are particularly useful for
tracking the doping-induced modifications to the carrier density
of SWCNTs. The strong excitonic optical transitions for s-
SWCNTs in the visible and near-infrared are particularly
sensitive to the carrier density, due to impact of phase space
filling by charge carriers on the oscillator strength of excitonic
transitions (Figure 21a,b). Because a direct estimation of areal or
volumetric carrier density in SWCNTs can be quite challenging,
the relative strengths of these optical transitions are routinely
tracked as a function of doping as a proxy for the carrier density
in a s-SWCNT network. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy can
also be used to probe the change in Fermi level, as a function of
systematic changes in doping level because the kinetic energy of
photoelectrons are referenced to the Fermi level (Figure
21b).9,235,252,253

Nonoguchi et al. demonstrated that the plasmon resonance of
free charge carriers in the infrared can also be used to
systematically track relative carrier density in s-SWCNTs
(Figure 21c).254 While most molecular doping strategies do
not modify the Fermi level strongly enough to quench the
relatively high-energy excitonic transitions of m-SWCNTs,255

the plasmon resonance intensity can report on systematic
changes to the carrier density in m-SWCNTs.256 However,
electrostatic gating has been shown to be effective in modulating
the Fermi level to a large enough degree to quench m-SWCNT
excitonic transitions (Figure 21d,e), and the doping-induced
tuning of the Fermi level increases the conductivity for both s-
and m-SWCNTs, as shown in Figure 21f,g for electrostatic
doping of m-SWCNTs.243

A wide variety of redox molecules can p/n-dope SWCNTs.
Early doping work centered around aggressive acids and bases,
many of which were known from decades of research to
intercalate graphite. Bronsted acids such as nitric, sulfuric, and
chlorosulfonic acids are widely known to produce p-type
SWCNTs,257 as are halide gases with large electronegativities
such as bromine and iodine.258 Alkali metals such as sodium,
lithium, and cesium were shown in early SWCNT research to
produce n-type SWCNTs.259 A wide variety of Lewis acids and
bases has been explored for doping SWCNTs and other types of

CNTs.260 Some basic trends are as follows. Aromatic dopants
functionalized with highly electron-withdrawing groups (e.g., F,
CF3, CN) tend to serve as good oxidants for producing p-type
SWCNTs. Some examples include tetracyanoquinodimethane
(TCNQ), tetracyanobenzene (TCNB), and many of their
derivatives (e.g., F4-TCNQ, etc.). Transition metal chlorides
such as FeCl3,

230,231,261,262 AuCl3,
228 and AgCl242 also tend to

be good p-type dopants for SWCNTs. The reactivity of very
strong chloride-based oxidizing agents such as SbCl5 can be
difficult to control, leading to both oxidation and chlorination of
aromatic species.263 As such, these acids can be “masked” with
alkyloxonium cations (e.g., as triethyloxonium hexachloroan-
timonate [Et3O

+SbCl6
−]) to produce strong oxidants that

exclusively form aromatic radical cations due to electronic
doping (i.e., electron extraction from the HOMO of the
aromatic system) without concomitant side-wall chlorination or
alkylation.264 Triethyloxonium hexachloroantimonate (abbre-
viated here as OA) has been used to produce p-type SWCNTs
with conductivity that is both highly tunable9,208,252,253,265 and
relatively stable in ambient conditions.266

Bis(cyclopentadienyl)M(II) compounds with the formula
M(C5H5)2, where M is a transition metal (e.g., cobaltacene,238

ferrocene,239 nickelocene), tend to have small ionization
potentials and serve as good reductants. Several studies have
shown that these n-type dopants can actually be encapsulated
within SWCNTs during the doping process,238,241 which
provides a unique strategy for improving the stability of n-type
doping (vide infra). A number of amine-, imine-, and phosphine-
based molecules also have ample reducing strength to produce
n-type SWCNTs, as demonstrated by a few survey studies of
such molecules.235,236 These include molecules such as
hydrazine, ethylenediamine, methylamine, diethylamine, olel-
amine, diphenylphosphine, triphenylphosphine, and associated
derivatives, as well as polymers such as polyethylenimine
(PEI).50,235,236 PEI has been especially popular for n-type
doping of SWCNTs in TE applications,228,230,267−270 in large
part for the relative stability imparted by the viscous polymer
that tends to coat SWCNTs well and be somewhat impermeable
to atmospheric ingress.235,236 Reduced viologens are also highly
reductive and have been used widely to produce n-type
SWCNTs.231,234,252,262

Because of rapid compensation of electrons by oxygen and/or
water molecules, n-type dopants tend to be significantly less
stable than their p-type counterparts, so a significant amount of
research has been devoted to developing means by which to
improve n-type doping stability for TE applications of CNTs.
Fukumaru et al. succeeded in intercalating cobaltocene (CoCp2)
inside the tubes to transform a p-type into a n-type SWCNT
(Seebeck coefficient = −41.8 μV K−1), with a superior air
stability due to the molecular shielding effect.241 Electron
transfer from encapsulated CoCp2 increased the carrier density
in the s-SWCNTs and the electrical conductivity of the
CoCp2@SWCNT film reached 432 S cm−1, compared to 44.5
S cm−1 for empty SWCNTs. The power factor of the CoCp2@
SWCNT film was 75.4 μW m−1 K−2, and combined with a low
thermal conductivity of 0.15Wm−1 K−1, a zT value of 0.157 was
achieved at 320 K (zT = 0.025 without CoCp2 doping).

241

Nonoguchi et al. demonstrated air stability for mixed
SWCNTs n-type doped with a variety of phosphine-, amine-,
and imine-containing aromatic dopants236 and also demon-
strated a strategy for combining ordinary salts such as sodium
chloride (NaCl), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), and potassium
hydroxide (KOH) with crown ethers for the production of
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stable n-type SWCNTs (Figure 22a).237 The stable complexes
formed between crown ethers and metal-ions enhances the

reducing power of the “naked” counteranions, which enhances
the electron donating ability of anions that would not typically
reduce SWCNTs, such as OH− or Cl−, to enable n-type doping
of SWCNTs (Figure 22b). A recent study from Nakashima et al.
tracked adsorption isotherms of the n-type dopant 2-(2-
methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzo[d]-
imidazole (o-MeO-DMBI) and found that the formation of
multilayers was critical to achieving long-term stability of the n-
type thermopower and PF (Figure 22c,d).271

We note here that while several of these doping strategies have
provided relatively air-stable mixed SWCNTs (containing both
s- and m-SWCNTs), their success has been more limited in
highly pure s-SWCNT samples. This has motivated other
strategies, such as physical encapsulation, for retaining n-type

TE properties. As an example, MacLeod et al. encapsulated
benzyl viologen-doped s-SWCNTs with Al2O3, deposited by
atomic-layer deposition, to produce highly stable n-type s-
SWCNTs (n-type PF > 400 μW m−1 K−2, Figure 17e).252 In
contrast, identically prepared unencapsulated s-SWCNT net-
works swiftly transitioned to intrinsic networks with low PF
values.252 It remains a challenge to the field to explore the roles
of electronic structure, diameter, dopant redox potential,
temperature dependence, and encapsulation strategy on the
stability of n-type SWCNT networks for durable TE
applications.

4.2.2.2. Separated Semiconducting and Metallic SWCNTs.
Semiconductors remain the predominant materials explored for
thermoelectrics due to the Seebeck coefficient being particularly
small for metals. As such, a natural progression for the field of
SWCNT thermoelectrics involves understanding the role of
SWCNT electronic structure, and several studies over the past
several years have explored SWCNT samples with finely tunable
populations of s- and m-SWCNTs. Nakai et al. (Figure 23)

produced an early study on SWCNTs separated by density
gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU), demonstrating an inher-
ently low Seebeck coefficient for m-SWCNTs (10−20 μV K−1)
and high Seebeck coefficients for s-SWCNTs (80−160 μV
K−1).272 Theoretical calculations that followed closely thereafter
captured the high Seebeck coefficient in s-SWCNTs (up to ca.
2000 μV K−1) and also found that a decrease in the diameter
(increase in the band gap) of the s-SWCNT leads to higher
Seebeck coefficients.9,232

These early studies suggested that one of the general issues
leading to limited PF in films of doped-SWCNTs is the presence

Figure 22. (a) Benzo-crown ether-stabilized alkali metal n-type doping
strategy developed by Nonoguchi et al. (b) Only the crown ether-
stabilized metal salt succeeds in doping the SWCNTs n-type, whereas
the isolated crown ether and sodium borohydride do not. (a,b)
Reproduced with permission from ref 237. Copyright 2016 Wiley. (c)
Adsorption isotherms of o-MeO-DMBI on SWCNT networks showing
formation of multiple layers on the SWCNT surface. (d) n-Type
stability is achieved only after the formation of the second layer of
dopants. (c,d) Reproduced with permission from ref 271. Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society. (e) s-SWCNT networks doped n-
type by potassium crown ether and BV are stable after encapsulation
with 50 nm of Al2O3 via atomic-layer deposition. Reproduced with
permission from ref 252. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 23. Power factor (top) and Seebeck coefficient (bottom) as a
function of resistivity for s-SWCNT networks (filled symbols) and
mixed or metallic SWCNT networks (open symbols). High resistivity
data points for s-SWCNTs correspond to thermally annealed samples,
while low-resistivity data points correspond to acid-doped p-type
samples. Reproduced with permission from ref 272. Copyright 2014
IOP Science.
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of metallic m-SWCNT in quantities large enough to create
percolation paths dominating the electronic transport and
providing low Seebeck coefficient. Research at the National
Renewable Energy Lab has attempted to address this issue
through studies utilizing selective polymer-based enrichment of
s-SWCNTs,225 in conjunction with fine-tuning the Fermi level
withmolecular doping.9,252,253,265With these strategies, Avery et
al. reached a p-type PF = 340 μWm−1 K−2 at the optimal doping
level for s-SWCNT networks composed of ca. 1.0 nm average
diameter s-SWCNTs.9 The s-SWCNT networks produced in
this study had some polyfluorene-based polymer remaining on s-
SWCNT surfaces because typical “non-cleavable” wrapping
polymers cannot be fully removed from the resulting s-SWCNT
network (Figure 24a).
Follow-on work demonstrated that a polyfluorene wrapping

polymer with easily cleavable hydrogen bonds between
monomers (Figure 24b) enabled the improvement of the PF
for a given SWCNT source material.252,265 The first study
demonstrated that the p-type PF of s-SWCNT networks
prepared from enriched laser vaporization SWCNTs could be
improved from ca. 150 μWm−1 K−2 (noncleavable polymer) to
400 μWm−1 K−2 by complete removal of the cleavable polymer
(Figure 24c).265 This result unambiguously confirms that the
doped s-SWCNTs themselves are the sole source of the high TE
performance in these networks. MacLeod et al. then expanded
this approach by utilizing another cleavable polymer based on
imine linkages between monomers.252 The champion p-type PF
of 700 μW m−1 K−2 in this study belonged to polymer-free s-
SWCNT networks prepared from plasma torch synthesized

SWCNTs enriched by the imine-based cleavable polymer
(Figure 24d). This study also demonstrated that, due to the
equivalent electron and hole effective masses in SWCNTs, n-
type s-SWCNT thin films with equally large PF could be
produced by utilizing an amine-based n-type dopant (Figure
24d). The peak PF correlated inversely with the average
diameter of s-SWCNT bundles in the network (Figure 24e).
Huang et al. also demonstrated a flavin-based s-SWCNT
extraction method, whereby the TE performance metrics were
improved by 2 orders of magnitude when the flavin was fully
removed from the s-SWCNT network.273

The thermal conductivity of mixed SWCNTs and enriched s-
SWCNTs has also received significant attention recently, with
several intriguing questions remaining to be answered. Avery et
al. found that the thermal conductivity of undoped s-SWCNT
networks was relatively high (k = 16.5 W m−1 K−1) and
dominated by phonons because the network was not electrically
conductive (Figure 25a).9 This valuematches quite well with the
values reported by Huang et al., ≈ 10 W m−1 K−1 for undoped
electronically sorted SWCNT networks and≈16Wm−1 K−1 for
an undoped and unsorted SWCNT network (Figure 25b).274

Avery et al. found that doping the network dramatically lowered
the thermal conductivity to k = 2 − 4.5 W m−1 K−1.9 For
optimally doped polymer-free s-SWCNT networks, this
relatively low thermal conductivity has led to the realization of
zT values in the range of ca. zT = 0.01−0.12.9,252 This study and
the subsequent follow-up demonstrated that there is a small, but
real, electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity because
k increases weakly with carrier density but in a fashion that is

Figure 24. (a) Three noncleavable and (b) two cleavable polymers used to selectively disperse semiconducting SWCNTs from raw soot. (c)
Dependence of thermopower (top) and power factor (bottom) on conductivity for controllably doped laser vaporization (LV) s-SWCNT films
prepared from either noncleavable PFO-BPy polymer (red squares) or SMP cleavable polymer (green diamonds and blue circles). Green diamonds
represent removal of the SMP polymer in solution before spray-depositing s-SWCNT network. Blue circles represent removal of the SMP polymer in
the solid-state after spray deposition of the s-SWCNTnetwork. (d)Dependence of power factor on conductivity for controllably doped plasma torch s-
SWCNT network prepared with cleavable PFPD polymer, where the polymer was removed in the solid state. Red squares show p-type PF resulting
from doping with triethyloxonium hexachloroantimonate and gold diamonds show n-type PF resulting from doping with benzyl viologen. (e)
Dependence of power factor on average bundle diameter (analyzed via AFM) in various s-SWCNT networks. (c) Reproduced with permission from
ref 265. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (d,e) Reproduced with permission from ref 252. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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generally consistent with the Weidemann−Franz law (Figure
25a).9,252

Several other studies have explored the impact of molecular
dopants, adsorbates, and encapsulants on the thermal
conductivity of CNTs, and the effects seem to be mixed and
may be complex.275,276 For example, doping was observed to
reduce k for acid-doped highly aligned SWCNT fibers, although
iodine doping did not change k.275 Komada et al. found that
fullerene encapsulation into SWCNTs and DWCNTs reduced k
by around 35%, while increasing S by 40% (Figure 25c,e).276

Most recently, an interesting region was observed in the
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity that suggests that
the phonon contribution to k (kph) can be completely eliminated
within a narrow temperature range.277 Specifically, kph reaches a
minimum near 0 at T = 200 K for ∼1.0 nm diameter HiPCO s-
SWCNTs, whereas kph steadily rises for larger diameter (∼1.35
nm) plasma torch (PT) between 100 and 350 K. The source of
this suppression of kph is currently unclear but is likely due to a
T-dependent phonon scattering mechanism. Such phonon
scattering could arise from tube−tube interactions or

Figure 25. (a) Dependence of thermal conductivity on electrical conductivity for redox-doped s-SWCNTs at T = 298K. The trend line in the lower
portion of the plot shows the dependence expected for the electrical component of thermal conductivity (κe) by the Wiedemann−Franz law.
Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature. (b) Dependence of thermal conductivity for SWCNT networks on the ratio
of semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs (red circles). Also shown is the value measured for an unsorted network (black square). Reproduced with
permission from ref 274. Copyright 2019 Taylor & Francis. (c) TEM images of unfilled SWCNTs and DWCNTs, along with CNTs filled with
fullerenes. (d) Thermal conductivity (κ) and (e) thermopower (S) of fullerene-encapsulated CNT bundles measured at T = 300 K as a function of the
CNT bundle diameter. The dashed lines show the average κ and S values of SWCNTs measured between different samples. (c−e) Reproduced with
permission from ref 276. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature.

Figure 26. Room temperature thermopower (a) and power factor (b) for polymer-free ∼1.3 nm diameter laser vaporization (LV) s-SWCNT
networks, as a function of room-temperature electrical conductivity. SWCNTs were originally dispersed with the cleavable SMP polymer, which was
then removed in the spray-deposited film. Gray squares show data points for progressive doping of a single s-SWCNT network, while colored circles
show data taken for samples that were measured with temperature-dependent thermopower and conductivity measurements. The blue shaded region
shows the range where the Fermi level crosses into the first valence level (v1) and the sample transitions from nondegenerate to degenerate. The red
solid line shows the transport model used to simulate the Seebeck and PF vs σ. Reproduced with permission from ref 253. Copyright 2019 Wiley.
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interactions between the s-SWCNTs and exohedral or
endohedral dopants and/or solvent molecules. Elucidation of
this mechanism in future studies could lead to significant
improvements in zT.
Mechanistically, the studies discussed above suggest a few

ways forward for improving the performance of highly enriched
s-SWCNT thermoelectrics. First, the morphology of the s-
SWCNT appears to play a crucial role in transport. Removal of
the insulating dispersion polymer improves carrier mobility,
conductivity, power factor, and zT,252,265 and larger s-SWCNT
bundles appear to reduce TE performance.252 Molecules
adsorbed on either exterior or interior surfaces of the SWCNTs
dramatically impact conductivity and thermopower via doping
and may modulate the thermal conductivity. Understanding the
impacts on thermal conductivity may prove to be particularly
fruitful, as it appears that the dominant phonon contribution can
be dramatically reduced in some situations.
All of these observations point to a TE transport mechanism

that depends heavily on the transport barriers present at the
junctions between bundles, a conclusion that is in agreement
with recent studies on polymer-free s-SWCNT networks253 that
adapted the transport model originally used by Kang et al. to
describe TE transport in semiconducting polymers.278 Specif-
ically, the red lines in Figure 26 show the s = 1 relationship
determined by this model that is expected for “intrinsic”
transport properties of crystalline semiconductors with near-
parabolic band dispersion near the band edge, where transport is
limited by deformation potential scattering via acoustic
phonons. This transport mode appears to describe the data on
s-SWCNTnetworks well when the carrier density is high and the
network is degenerately doped. The deviation from the
“intrinsic” s = 1 behavior at low carrier density suggests that
extrinsic factors limit transport and the ultimate PF achievable in
the doped networks in this regime. It is quite possible that these
“extrinsic” factors correspond to some of the morphological
factors mentioned above that limit carrier transport from
bundle-to-bundle in disordered s-SWCNT networks. Figure 26
demonstrates that identifying these extrinsic factors and
mitigating them may provide a pathway toward the realization
of substantially higher PF values in doped nanotube networks.
Second, it is critical to tune and optimize the doping level in s-

SWCNTs to optimize the TE performance. This conclusion is
reinforced by the recent study of Huang et al., who found a

relatively small difference between the TE performance of as-
produced mixed metal/semi SWCNT thin films and highly
enriched thin films in the absence of doping,274 reinforcing the
need for carrier density control. Effective doping primarily
requires finding dopants with the right balance between redox
potential and environmental stability, but recent studies suggest
morphology may play a role as well. Nonoguchi et al. found that
the effectiveness of doping s-SWCNT networks depended on
the SWCNT thickness and the dispersing polymer, and obtained
a peak PF of 412 μW m−1 K−2 for ca. 200 nm thick films.254

Doping also appears to lower the thermal conductivity,9,252

although further studies are needed to determine the precise
mechanism at play. With respect to stability, s-SWCNT
networks tend to be less stable to environmental degradation
of n-type conductivity than their mixed and metallic counter-
parts. This sensitivity to ambient conditions appears to be an
issue for both chemically doped s-SWCNTs252 and s-SWCNTs
doped via atomic substitution (e.g., N).279 Looking forward, it
will be critical to further explore the mechanism(s) for this
sensitivity and strategies for mitigating it. Encapsulation is
certainly one strategy,252 but it is possible that dopants with
better inherent stability can also be developed.
While a number of research reports have now explored the

potential TE benefits of enriched s-SWCNTs, very recent
research suggests that the exploration of highly enriched m-
SWCNTs may also prove fruitful. Ichinose et al. recently
compared the carrier density-dependent TE power factor of
SWCNT networks as a function of diameter, alignment, and
metal/semi enrichment (Figure 27).248 They found that the
typical behavior found for s-SWCNT networks, where S
decreases continuously with increasing σ, does not hold for m-
SWCNT networks. Instead, S increases continuously with
increasing σ due to the increasing curvature in the DOS as EF
is swept toward the first vHS via electrostatic doping (Figure
27a). The authors study samples with relatively small average
diameter (ca. 0.7 nm) and large diameter (ca. 1.4 nm), in either
unaligned or aligned films, and find the largest PF of ca. 300 μW
m−1 K−2 for aligned networks of large diameter m-SWCNTs
(Figure 27b).
It is encouraging to see that m-SWCNTs are not universally

detrimental to TE performance and that enriched m-SWCNT
networks can enable large TE PFs, exciting and somewhat
unexpected findings that warrant more detailed fundamental

Figure 27. (a) Relationship between Seebeck coefficient and (b) power factor and conductivity of five samples with different semiconductor−metal
ratios (table on right). The dashed lines in (a) are theoretical simulations. Mott’s formula was used for sample 4 (Mott Cal.), whereas the linear
response theory combined with the thermal Green’s functionmethodwithin the constant relaxation time approximation was used for samples 1−3 (LR
Cal.). See reference for fitting details. Reproduced with permission from ref 248. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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studies. Because alignment enhances the PF (measured in the
alignment direction) by a factor of 4−5 compared to randomly
aligned SWCNTs,246 the m-SWCNT sample is prepared from
aligned, large-diameter arc discharge SWCNTs that were
enriched by density gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU).248

Therefore, it is illuminating to compare aligned networks of
enriched m-SWCNT and s-SWCNT prepared from similar
large-diameter source material as a function of carefully
controlled carrier density. Detailed comparisons of the thermal
conductivity of m- and s-SWCNT networks will also be critical
because little research exists for the former. It is also interesting
to note that neither highly enriched m- or s-SWCNTs have been
studied extensively within SWCNT-based TE composites.
These studies should provide much-needed insight into the
ultimate potential of highly enriched SWCNTs in organic
thermoelectric devices and applications.
4.2.2.3. Covalent Functionalization and Doping. Beyond

the noncovalent doping strategies discussed in section 4.2.2.1, a
number of groups are also exploring covalent routes toward
functionalizing and doping CNT networks to improve their TE
performance. These strategies can be separated into two primary
categories: (1) CNT sidewall functionalization with covalent
defects and/or functional groups to modify carrier/phonon
transport, and (2) substitutional doping of electron-deficient or
electron-rich atoms into the CNT lattice to tune carrier density.
In an early study belonging to the first category, Zhao et al.
performed an Ar-plasma treatment to induce covalent defects
within a free-standing bulky CNT paper.280 The authors
reported that an optimized Ar-plasma treatment led to a
significant enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient up to ∼350
μV K−1 and a reduction of the thermal conductivity to as low as
0.3 W m−1 K−1, leading to a zT value about 0.4 at 670 K (60
times higher than the pristine CNT paper).280 Recently,
Nonoguchi et al. examined the effect of UV/ozone oxidation
on the TE performance of s-SWCNT networks (Figure 28).281

The authors suggest that the oxidative treatment introduced
epoxy and carbonyl groups onto the s-SWCNT sidewall, which
in turn increased the carrier concentration (Figure 28a). The
enhanced Seebeck coefficient of the defective s-SWCNTs
(Figure 28b) improved the power factor relative to similarly
prepared s-SWCNT networks that were chemically doped with
AgTFSI (Figure 28c).281

A number of groups have also recently explored the potential
of substitutional atomic doping for tuning the carrier density and
providing more stable TE properties relative to those of
chemically doped SWCNT networks. This strategy is analogous
to the aliovalent doping strategies typically used in bulk covalent
semiconductors such as silicon, where the incorporation of
electron-deficient (e.g., boron) or electron-rich (e.g., phospho-
rus) leads to p- and n-type doping, respectively. There is a huge
body of literature devoted to studying atomic substitutional
doping in SWCNTs,282−284 but only recently has this approach
been applied extensively to the TE properties of CNT networks.
Liu et al. utilized an ammonia plasma to dope s-SWCNTs with
nitrogen atoms and realize n-type TE transport.279 Before
doping the s-SWCNT networks had a thermopower of 125 μV
K−1 and a power factor of 95 μW m−1 K−2. N-doped films
showed a thermopower of−80 μVK−1 in air at 110 °C, although
they still behaved as p-type semiconductors under ambient
conditions at room temperature.279 Dorling et al. use
acetonitrile to introduce N atoms into a MWCNT synthesis
to produce N-doped MWCNTs.285 The authors find n-type
transport (negative thermopower) in the neat N-doped

MWCNTs, although composite films with P3HT have positive
thermopower for MWCNT contents less than 40%. Interest-
ingly, some p-type P3HT composites with low N-MWCNT
content (e.g., 30%) can be converted to n-type by UV
irradiation, an effect attributed to modification of the polymer
microstructure and concomitant interactions with
MWCNTs.286 The same group doped SWCNTs with N
atoms via ammonolysis, but oxygenic functional groups induced
by acid-based purification prevented the realization of a negative
thermopower.285

Chiang et al. developed a wet chemistry-based strategy to
produce boron-doped (mixed electronic structure) SWCNTs
with boron content in the range of 0−3 atomic % (Figure 29).287

The authors found that boron doping improved both the
conductivity and thermopower of the SWCNT networks,
ultimately leading to a 6-fold improvement of the power factor
up to ca. 60 μWm−1 K−2 at boron concentrations in the range of
2−3 atomic% (Figure 29f). Chemical doping of the B-doped
SWCNTs led to an additional improvement in power factor up
to ca. 100 μW m−1 K−2 (Figure 29g).287

4.2.2.4. Transport Anisotropy in TE Properties. SWCNTs
are prototypical one-dimensional semiconductors with ultrahigh
aspect ratios because a typical as-prepared individual nanotube
has a diameter in the range of 0.6−2.0 nm and a length of >1 μm.
As such, the structural, electronic, and optical properties of
nanotubes are highly anisotropic. Recent studies have delved

Figure 28. (a) Schematic of UV/ozone treatment to induce oxygenic
functional groups on sidewalls of s-SWCNTs. (b) Conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient and (c) power factor of s-SWCNTs as a function of
UV irradiation time. The dashed line in (c) references a chemically
doped s-SWCNT network. Reproduced with permission from ref 281.
Copyright 2019 AIP.
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into the implications of this anisotropy on TE properties at the
macroscopic level for highly aligned thin films of
SWCNTs.246,247,288 Fukuhara et al. used slow vacuum filtration
of unsorted arc discharge SWCNT dispersions to produce
highly aligned SWCNT thin films and used electrolyte gating to
tune the Fermi level in both the p- and n-type doping regimes
(Figure 30).246 They found that the conductivity along the
alignment direction was several times larger than conductivity in
the direction perpendicular to alignment (Figure 30b). In
contrast, the Seebeck coefficient was isotropic, with a peak
magnitude of ca. 50 μV K−1 for appropriately doped p- and n-
type SWCNTs for either parallel or perpendicular transport
(Figure 30c). The conductivity anisotropy led to a parallel PF
(ca. 160 μW m−1 K−2), roughly four times that of the
perpendicular PF (ca. 40 μW m−1 K−2) (Figure 30d).
Consistently, as discussed above, Ichonese et al. found that
the TE power factor of highly aligned arc discharge m-SWCNT
(>96% m-SWCNT purity) thin films was ca. five times higher
than that of randomly aligned m-SWCNT (>99% m-SWCNT)
thin films.248

Yamaguchi et al. studied the thermal conductivity of unsorted
arc discharge SWCNT thin films that were prepared via vacuum
filtration to be either highly aligned, poorly aligned, or
completely random.288 The thermal conductivity of the poorly
aligned film was 28± 1.2Wm−1 K−1, while that of the randomly
aligned film was 14 ± 2.8 W m−1 K−1, in a similar range to that
found by a number of other groups for undoped randomly
aligned SWCNT networks.9,274 For the highly aligned film, they
found a parallel thermal conductivity, k∥, of 43± 2.2 Wm−1 K−1

and a perpendicular thermal conductivity, k⊥, of 0.085 ± 0.017
Wm−1 K−1, for a thermal conductivity anisotropy of ca. 500. The
large differences in thermal conductivity were explained by the
different mechanisms controlling phonon transport (the
dominant source of thermal conductance) in the different
films. Specifically, the authors’ analysis suggests that k⊥ in the
highly aligned film is dominated by the intertube thermal
resistance, whereas k∥ is dominated by the internal thermal
conductance of a SWCNT in the axial direction. In poorly
aligned and random films, the thermal conductance is weighted
by the contributions of both internal thermal conductance and
intertube thermal resistance.
Nonoguchi compared the in-plane and through-plane TE

performance of mixed SWCNTs doped with crown ether-
stabilized alkali metal salts.237 The KOH/18-crown-6-ether
doped CNT film had an enhanced in-plane PF of 220 μW m−1

K−2 and through-plane PF of 27 μWm−1 K−2, but because of the
suppressed through-plane thermal conductivity (0.12 W m−1

K−1 compared to 39 W m−1 K−1), the through-plane zT (0.07)
value was more than 3 times higher than in-plane zT (0.02) at
310 K.

4.2.3. TE Generators from CNT-based Fibers and
Fabrics. The inherently threadlike nature of CNTs is an
important advantage for thermoelectric energy harvesting,
especially from the standpoint of wearable, flexible, and
lightweight TE generators. As such, CNTs can be easily
fabricated by a variety of means into fabric-like form factors. A
particularly attractive aspect of these strategies arises from the
relatively gentle processing methods that can be applied to as-
grown CNT samples. Because these processing routes do not
typically involve ultrasonication to produce surfactant- or
polymer-based dispersions, they naturally leave the CNTs as
long as possible, which dramatically improves network
conductivity. These fabrics also often (but do not always)
tend also to have well-alignedCNTs, improving the conductivity
as discussed in section 4.2.2.4. Yarns and fibers can be directly
spun from as-produced CNT “webs” or “socks”, often straight
from the reactor in a continuous process and typically via pulling

Figure 29. (a−e) Possible boron configurations in a boron-doped
SWCNT. (a) Borabenzene. (b) Borole. (c) Substituted boron. (d) C-
BH-C. (e) C-BH2. (f)Maximum power factors measured in the range of
37−200 °C, as a function of boron concentration. (g) Power factor of
chemically doped B-SWCNTs (3.15 atomic % B) as a function of Fermi
level shift (ΔE) at room temperature. Reproduced with permission
from ref 287. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

Figure 30. (a) Schematic of highly aligned SWCNT film. (b−d) Comparison of electrical conductivity (b), Seebeck coefficient (c), and TE power
factor (d) measured for electrostatically doped SWCNT samples in the direction parallel or perpendicular to SWCNT alignment. Reproduced with
permission from ref 246. Copyright 2018 AIP.
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through a liquid densification bath and rolling onto a roller
(Figure 31a).230 Vertically aligned CNT arrays can also be dry-
spun into fibers.289Mild liquid-phase processing can be achieved
by producing slurries in solvents (with no surfactants and no
sonication) or by producing true solutions in strong acids such
as chlorosulfonic acid.247,275 The latter technique can be paired
with a coagulation-bath-assisted spinning process to produce
highly aligned CNT fibers with exceptional alignment, strength,
and conductivity (Figure 31b).290 As-produced web-like

material can also be densified into disordered or aligned
fabric-like sheets that can be stacked, cut, and shaped by a variety
of means and into a variety of form factors. Alternatively, web-
like material can be expanded into flexible and moldable foams
with very low density (Figure 31c).262

CNT fibers, yarns, and sheets can be fabricated into TE
generators with a variety of shapes and form factors, but there are
two predominant styles that have been explored for CNTTEGs.
The “Z-type” or “accordion-style” TEGs place flat p- and n-type

Figure 31. (a) Schematic of the fabrication of DWCNT yarn via direct spinning from FCCVD reactor onto a PDMS support. FeCl3 and PEI were used
to dope the frontside p-type and backside n-type, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref 230. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
(b) Schematic of wet-spinning process from chlorosulfonic acid for fabrication of highly alignedCNT fibers. (c) Schematic of solvent-based process for
forming either densified SWCNT films or low-density SWCNT foams. Reproduced with permission from ref 262. Copyright 2019 Wiley. (d)
Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of π-type coil TEG formed by wrapping CNT yarn around PET spacer and brush-doping p- and n-type
dopants. Reproduced with permission from ref 292. Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of π-type
sheet TEG formed by selective-area brush-doping of dopants onto continuous CNT sheet that is snaked through a PDMS support. Red and blue dots
represent n-type and p-type dopants. (f) Schematic of out-of-plane Z-type sheet TEG, where each sheet is separated by a PDMS spacer (light blue) and
junctions are formed by deposition of silver paste. Red and blue dots represent n-type and p-type dopants. (e−f) Reproduced with permission from ref
269. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

Figure 32. (a) Schematic of p/n CNT yarn (CNTY) doped p-type with PEDOT:PSS and n-type with PEI, after which it is twisted around PET
filaments. (b) Schematic of out-of-plane thermoelectric textile (TET) fabricated by knitting CNT-twisted PET filaments (π-type knit). (c)
Photographs of the flexible knitted TET. (a−c) Reproduced with permission from ref 270. Copyright Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Schematic of
fabrication process for CNT fibers doped alternately p- and n-type with PEDOT:PSS and oleamine, respectively, after which the CNT fibers are
wrapped with acrylic fibers. (e) Schematic (left) and photographs (right) of out-of-plane knitted TET prepared fromCNT/acrylic fibers (π-type knit).
(d−e) Reproduced with permission from ref 50. Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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CNT sheets in series with a flat insulating spacer in between each
sheet (Figure 31f).269,291 Conducting metal pastes may be used
to “glue” isolated p-type and n-type sheets together and establish
good contact at each p/n junction, or alternatively a continuous
sheet may be alternately doped with different chemical dopants.
The conductive nature of the CNTs allows for the fabrication of
metal-free TEGs. When expanded, such TEGs resemble an
accordion. Once collapsed, a thermal gradient can be established
in the out-of-plane direction (with respect to the planes of
individual p/n sheets and the planes of hot- or cold-side
temperature sinks) to produce voltage and power via transport
of carriers.
Another broad category of TEG commonly fabricated from

CNTs is the π-type TEG, where p−n legs are arranged in such a
fashion as to have their primary transport plane in the same
direction as the thermal gradient (Figure 31d,e).269,292 In most

cases, the SWCNT fiber/sheet transport plane is perpendicular
to the planes of substrate or fabric into which it is integrated
(out-of-plane geometry). This geometry of TEG is commonly
used for “conventional” TEGs based on bulk inorganic
semiconductors. However, in some cases, the SWCNT fiber/
sheet transport plane lies along the plane of a substrate or fabric
into which it is integrated (in-plane geometry). The out-of-plane
geometry tends to maximize the areal density of p/n legs for
enhanced power density (i.e., W cm−2). Recent examples of π-
type SWCNT-based TEGs based solely on doped SWCNTs
utilize a continuous sheet geometry (π-type sheet, Figure
31e),269 a coiled geometry in which yarns or sheets are coiled
around an insulating spacer (π-type coil, Figure 31d),230,268,292

in-plane substrate- or fabric-mounted geometries (π-type in-
plane),231,293 and a TEG based on PDMS-separated SWCNT
foam blocks (π-type foam).262 SWCNT fibers or yarns can also

Table 2. Summary of Fabrication Methods and Dopants for π-Type CNT-based TEGs

CNT synthesis and
(type) fabric style TEG style p-type dopant

p-type
dopant

peak p-type PF (μW
m−1 K−2)

peak n-type PF (μW
m−1 K−2)

key module
metric(s)

FCCVD
(FWCNTs)

aligned sheet π-type
(sheet)

FeCl3 PEI 250 255 23 mV

8 μW

FCCVD aligned sheet Z-type FeCl3 BV 2500 1100 0.66 μW cm−2

(5.3 μW)
FCCVD disordered sheet Z-type PEI 1800 1500 2.5 μW

FCCVD yarn π-type (knit) PEDOT:PSS PEI 513 668 500 V m−2

50 mW m−2

(383 μW)

DWCNT wet-spun fibers π-type (coil) H-carbazole Dpp 432 323 15.4 μW g−1
(0.12 μW)

259 μW g−1
(2.02 μW)

FCCVD twisted fibers π-type (knit) PEDOT:PSS oleamine 330 320 70 mW m−2 (4.5
μW)

TUBALL
(SWCNT)

solvent-prepped
sheet

π-type (coil) PEI 411 90 4.6 μW cm−2

(10.3 μW)
2.0 μW cm−2

(4.4 μW)
0.5 μW cm−2

(1.1 μW)

FCCVD
(DWCNT)

yarn π-type (coil) FeCl3 PEI 2387 2456 1.2 V g−1
(22.5 mV)

700 μW g−1
(1.3 μW)
45 mV
4.2 μW

FCCVD disordered sheet π-type
(in-plane)

Au/PANI PEI 2454 1707 0.4 μW cm−2

550 μW g−1
(1.7 μW)

eDIPS (SWCNT) porous foam π-type
(foam)

FeCl3 BV 1.1 1.0 0.5 μW cm−2

82 μW g−1
(1.5 μW)

MWCNTs coated PET yarn π-type (in-
plane)

PEDOT:PSS
(separate leg)

PEI 143 mV

7.1 nW
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be combined with other conventional fibers (e.g., acrylics, PET,
etc.) into integrated energy-harvesting textiles (π-type knit,
Figure 32).50,270 The p- and n-type doping in these π-type TEGs
is typically achieved by soaking, spraying, or brushing chemical
dopants onto targeted areas to form periodic repetitions of p−n
junctions.
Table 2 summarizes the fabrication methodology and dopants

used to fabricate a variety of Z-type and π-type CNT-based
TEGs, along with the optimized performance metrics. Where
reported, performance metrics such as peak open circuit voltage
and peak power are provided as densities normalized to either
area or mass of the TEG. Mass-normalized voltage and power
density is one metric where CNTs compare especially well to
their inorganic counterparts because carbon is typically
substantially lighter than the elements used in compound
semiconductors.
4.2.4. Graphene.Graphene is a Dirac semimetal with linear

bands for electrons and holes that cross at the Dirac point
(Figure 33). As such, it serves as a fascinating model system for
studying the thermoelectric properties of massless Dirac
fermions that result from linear band dispersion. The Fermi
level or chemical potential of graphene can be modulated in a
similar fashion to CNTs, by employing molecular doping,
substitutional doping, and electrostatic doping. The reports of
experimentally measured zT values for graphene are still rare,
but many theoretical studies have been carried out to explore its
thermoelectric properties and several recent experimental
studies have begun publishing PF and zT values. A few recent
review articles have been published on graphene-based thermo-
electrics,294−296 so here we highlight many of the salient
advances in the past decade.
It is important to point out that the term “graphene” is used to

refer to a broad family of materials. At the purest level,
monolayer graphene is a single sheet of hexagonally bonded sp2-

hybridized carbon atoms (Figure 33a). Monolayer graphene can
be exfoliated from graphite or grown on copper foil by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD). Monolayer graphene can be further
nanostructured, most typically by the growth or cutting of a
graphene sheet into nanoribbons (Figure 33f), where the narrow
width of the graphene sheet confines charge carriers and opens
up a band gap (Figure 33g). Graphene can also be exfoliated
from graphite into solution as small flakes while retaining its
identity as graphene (Figure 33h). Another distinct method of
exfoliation involves the production of graphene oxide (GO) or
reduced graphene oxide (rGO) by first oxidizing graphite, then
exfoliating the GO, and finally reducing the oxide functional
groups to produced rGO. Solution-exfoliated flakes of graphene,
GO, or rGO can be restacked to form thick films (Figure 33i)
that can be used directly in TE devices. Here we divide our
discussion of graphene TE properties by focusing on these
unique classifications accordingly.

4.2.4.1. Monolayer Graphene. Early work related to
thermoelectric properties of monolayer graphene focused on
thermal conductivity, which in theory should be exceptionally
large.302,303 Balandin et al. introduced a scanning Raman
technique (Figure 34a) that utilizes the temperature coefficient
of the graphene G band to estimate a thermal conductivity of
4840−5300 W m−1 K−1.302 Because phonons contribute
significantly to this large thermal conductivity, subsequent
studies demonstrated a dramatic reduction in k for isotopically
engineered monolayer graphene sheets (Figure 34b).304

The dependence of conductivity and thermopower on Fermi
level or chemical potential in graphene has been treated
theoretically with a number of different approaches. Figure 35a
displays an early study applying Mott’s formula to this
question.305 Conductivity increases linearly away from the
charge-neutrality point (CNP), as expected for a Dirac
semimetal. The Seebeck coefficient is zero at the CNP and has

Figure 33. (a) Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) image of monolayer graphene sheet. Reproduced with permission from ref 297. Copyright 2012
IOP Publishing. (b) Real-space lattice, (c) Reciprocal-space lattice, and (d) Energy band structure of graphene showing Dirac cones meeting at K and
K′ points (white and black circles). (e) Zoomof K-point where linear electronic bands cross at theDirac point. (d,e) Reproduced with permission from
ref 297. Copyright 2012 IOP Publishing. (f) STM image of chemically grown graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). Blue and white overlays show cartoons
of atomic structure for theGNRs. Reproduced with permission from ref 298. Copyright 2010 Springer Nature. (g) Experimental bandgaps for GNRs as
a function of width. Reproduced with permission from ref 299. Copyright 2007 American Physical Society. (h) TEM image of monolayer graphene
flake, exfoliated in NMP solvent. Scale bar is 500 nm. Reproduced with permission from ref 300. Copyright 2008 Springer Nature. (i) Cross-sectional
SEM image of restacked reduced graphene oxide (rGO) thin film. Reproduced with permission from ref 301. Copyright 2007 Springer Nature.
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maxima for both p- and n-type graphene for small shifts of the
chemical potential away from the CNP (Figure 35b).305 Zuev et
al. probed the carrier density dependence of σ (Figure 35c) and
S (Figure 35d) for exfoliated mesoscopic graphene samples
where the chemical potential was swept in positive and negative
directions via electrostatic gating.306 The Seebeck coefficient
was carrier-density dependent (Figure 35d) and scaled linearly
with temperature (inset), with a peak value of ∼ −80 μV K−1 at
room temperature.306 Both this study306 and subsequent
studies307 find divergent/anomalous behavior for thermopower
near the Dirac point at low temperatures based on the
characteristic behavior of massless Dirac quasiparticles. Later,
a similar Seebeck coefficient value was reported together with a
thermal conductivity of ∼600 W m−1 K−1 at room temperature
for monolayer graphene.308

Kanahashi et al. used a similar electrostatic gating approach to
realize exceptionally large PFs in CVD-grown monolayer
graphene (Figure 35e,f).309 The Seebeck coefficient scaled
inversely with conductivity as S ∝ σ−1, as expected by the Mott
equation, and the PFs reached as high as 6930 μWm−1 K−2 (p-
type) and 3290 μW m−1 K−2 (n-type) at 300 K.
4.2.4.2. Graphene Nanoribbons and Nanostructured

Graphene. Different groups have used the nonequilibrium
Green’s function formalism to calculate the thermoelectric
properties of GNRs. GNRs with a width of 1.8 nm and a band

gap of Eg = 667meV were predicted to have Seebeck coefficients
ca. 500 times larger than monolayer graphene, reaching peak
values of ±4000 μV K−1 (Figure 36a).310 Defects and edge
imperfections served to increase the GNR thermopower and
decrease thermal conductivity, but zT decreased for defective
GNRs because these changes were outweighed by a large
decrease in electrical conductivity.310 This reduction in zT
contrasts with the behavior calculated by Sevencli et al. for edge-
disordered zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs).311 In this
case, the authors found a large reduction in thermal
conductivity, whereas the electrical conductivity decreased to
a much smaller degree at chemical potentials within the bandgap
of the ZGNR and a very sharp derivative of electrical
conductance at the onset of the ZGNR conduction and valence
bands produced large S. As a result, a zT value of as high as 4 at
room temperature was predicted (Figure 36b).311 Chen et al.
predicted that periodic lattices of GNRs could improve zT due
to the beneficial effect of interfaces between GNR sections with
different widths.312

Nanopatterning of graphene into nanoribbon sections are also
predicted as a route to improving thermoelectric performance.
Kim and Grossman used classical and quantum mechanical
calculations to study the effect of H and C5 functionalization on
the TE properties of patterned graphene “nanoroads”, where
functionalization introduced peaks in the density of states at the
band edge (Figure 36c,d).313 Unlike conventional 3D TE
materials, the increase of PF and the reduction of thermal
conductivity was achieved simultaneously, resulting in a high
theoretical zT value of ∼3 at room temperature (Figure 36d).
Recent experimental evidence provides support for the

predicted enhancement of TE performance for GNRs and
nanostructured graphene, relative to unstructured graphene.
Graphene nanomeshes with GNR features having widths less
than 10 nmwere shown to have thermal conductivity reduced to
as low as ∼78 W m−1 K−1 and S as high as −520 μV K−1,
although the electrical conductivity was reduced as a result of the
nanostructuring.314 Recent studies on CVD-grown and
suspended GNRs (Figure 37a) with 250 nm length and 40 nm
width315 demonstrated several-fold enhancement of S relative to
unstructured graphene and a large improvement of the ratio of
electrical to thermal conductivity (σ/k) relative to prior
work.308,314,316 These enhancements ultimately resulted in a
zT value of 0.12 at 120 < T < 220 K (Figure 37b).315

4.2.4.3. Exfoliated Graphene Flakes and Reduced Gra-
phene Oxide. Graphene can also be solution-processed when
exfoliated into small flakes in solvent. A wide variety of methods
can be used, but sonication and centrifugation remains the most
popular.317 The primary advantages of these solution-dispersed
graphene flakes is that the dispersions can be deposited by any
number of solution deposition techniques to produce thick films
of electrically percolated graphene flakes, and the dispersions
allow for easy integration into composites with other organic or
inorganic species. These thicker films and composites are more
representative of the form factors needed for TE devices because
it would be challenging to incorporate monolayer graphene and
graphene NRs into macroscopic devices that can generate
appreciable power densities. In the dispersion process, graphene
is often oxidized in a modified Hummer’s method to produced
graphene oxide (GO), which is typically p-type because of the
oxygenic groups. GO is typically chemically reduced (e.g., with
hydrazine) to produce reduced graphene oxide (rGO), but the
oxygenic functional groups are difficult to fully remove and the
resulting rGO is still typically weakly p-type.318−320 The oxygen

Figure 34. (a) Schematic of Raman microscopy measurement
introduced by Balandin et al. to measure thermal conductivity of
monolayer graphene suspended over a trench. Reproduced with
permission from ref 302. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
(b) Thermal conductivity of isotopically engineered monolayer
graphene measured by similar technique by Chen et al. (closed
diamonds) as a function of 13C concentration. Open orange squares
show molecular dynamics simulations for comparison. Reproduced
with permission from ref 304. Copyright 2012 Springer Nature.
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Figure 35. (a,b) Theoretical calculation of the low temperature (50 K) electrical conductivity (a) and Seebeck coefficient (b) of monolayer graphene
as a function of chemical potential (μ), where the chemical potential is set to zero at the CNP of graphene. Reproduced with permission from ref 305.
Copyright 2007 American Physical Society. (c,d) Experimental measurement of temperature-dependent electrical conductivity (c) and Seebeck
coefficient (d) of monolayer graphene as a function of applied gate voltage (Vg), where Vg electrostatically modulates the chemical potential. Inset in
(c) shows an SEM image of a typical device (2 μm scale bar), and inset in (d) shows temperature-dependent Seebeck coefficients taken at Vg =−30 V
(square) and−5 V (circle). Dashed lines are linear fits to data. Reproduced with permission from ref 306. Copyright 2007 American Physical Society.
(e) Seebeck coefficient as a function of electron and hole conductivities for large-area electrostatically doped monolayer graphene. Black trend lines
show the σ−1 dependence for S expected from the Mott equation. (f) PF for electrostatically doped monolayer graphene. (e,f) Reproduced with
permission from ref 309. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature.

Figure 36. (a) Calculated thermopower of a perfect n = 15 armchair GNR as a function of chemical potential (μ) at different temperatures: T = 75 K
(light-blue squares), T = 150 K (green triangles), T = 225 K (red circles), T = 300 K (dark-blue line). The dashed-blue lines indicate the first
conduction (Ec) and valence (Ev) sub-band edges. Inset shows a zoom for μ > Ec. Reproduced with permission from ref 310. Copyright 2009 American
Institute of Physics. (b) Calculated zT versus chemical potential (μ) at different temperatures for zigzag GNRwith length of 4 μm. Zero μ is the charge-
neutrality point, and the dotted vertical line represents the first conduction sub-band edge. Reproduced with permission from ref 311. Copyright 2010
American Physical Society. (c) Schematic of TE generator based on patterned graphene nanostructures with armchair boundary. Yellow shaded area
indicates the patterned region. (d) H-functionalized graphene with a 6 Å pattern width (top) and C5-functionalized graphene (bottom). C and H
atoms represented by gray and yellow spheres, respectively. Pink contour represents charge density of the conduction band. Green and blue spheres
indicate C sites, where C5 chains are attached on the top and bottom surfaces of graphene, respectively. (e) Density of states per unit cell of H- and C5-
functionalized graphene. (f) Calculated thermal conductivity (green), PF (orange), and zT (red) of H- and C5-patterned graphene nanostructures at
room temperature. Values are calculated along the pattern direction for Nc = 8 pattern width. (c−f) Reproduced with permission from ref 313.
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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functional groups also break up the sp2 bonds and delocalized π
electron density that is a highly desirable characteristic of
graphene and typically limits the conductivity of rGO to ca. 10 S
cm−1.320 Li et al. demonstrated that dramatically increasing the
reduction temperature to 3300 K substantially improves the

conductivity and TE performance of restacked rGO thin
films.321 These so-called high-temperature rGO (HT-rGO)
thin films reached electrical conductivities in the range of 1500−
4000 S cm−1 (300 <T < 3000 K) and peak Seebeck coefficient of
ca. 150 μV K−1 around 1200 K, with a peak PF of 54.5 μW cm−1

K−2 (5450 μW m−1 K−2) at 3000 K, making them attractive for
high-temperature TE applications.321

Novak et al. introduced a graphite-intercalation compound
(GiC) strategy (Figure 38a) for producing nonoxidized
graphene flakes (NOGF).323 The resulting restacked NOGF
thin films were n-type, with Seebeck coefficient of−45.3 μVK−1,
electrical conductivity of 3280 S cm−1, and PF of 673 μW m−1

K−2. Flexible devices were robust with respect to bending and
produced 2.2 mV using body heat.323 Complementary n-type
and p-type films could be prepared by changing the surfactant
utilized in the intercalation-exfoliation process, with poly-
vinylpyrrolidone (PVP) producing n-type NOGF and pyrene-
butyric acid (PBA) producing p-type NOGF (Figure 38b).322

Both types of NOGF films showed similar magnitudes of
thermopower, conductivity, and PF (>600 μW m−1 K−2),
enabling an all-graphene TE device that produced 5.0 nW peak
power at ΔT = 50 K (Figure 38c).322

4.2.5. Nanocarbon Composites. Nanocarbons (i.e.,
carbon nanotubes, graphene, carbon quantum dots, etc.) have
long been used as inclusions or “fillers” to improve the
mechanical and electrical properties of composite materi-
als.324,325 About a decade ago, attention turned to the
exploitation of these unique nanoscale carbon systems in TE
composites,326−329 where the primary focus has been on
exploiting their impressive intrinsic carrier transport to enhance
TE composites where the electrical conductivity of the host
limits the overall TE performance (i.e., polymer-based hosts).
One of the primary motivations for the inclusion of nanoscale

materials in TE composites is their potential to enhance the TE
performance due to quantum effects that arise because of their
size/shape and the nanoscale interfaces that are introduced with

Figure 37. (a) Rapid-heating plasma-CVD method for synthesizing
suspended GNRs along with 8-terminal Ni films. The 8-terminal test
structure allows measurements of electrical and thermal conductivities
and the Seebeck coefficient of GNRs on the same device. (b)
Temperature-dependent zT of the GNRs produced by this rapid-
heating plasma-CVD synthesis route (red spheres), as compared to
other reports308,314,316 in the literature. Reproduced with permission
from ref 315. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

Figure 38. (a) Schematic for intercalation/exfoliation procedure to produced nonoxidized graphene flakes (NOGF), where changing the surfactant
modifies the majority carrier type. (b) Power factors achieved for restacked NOGF films comprised of p-type PBA-NOGF and n-type PVP-NOGF. (c)
Voltage, current, and power for a device prepared from the n-type and p-type NOGF thin films. Reproduced with permission from ref 322. Copyright
2020 Wiley.
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the other components.330−332 A challenge in nanocomposites is
exerting control over the energy barrier(s) that limit charge
transport between the two phases or between conductive
segments of the primary transport material. These barriers can
be large and force the charge carriers to pass only through the
percolation transport network of the most conductive
component. However, these energy barriers may also provide
a means to exploit quantum effects for carrier filtering to
enhance the Seebeck coefficient.333−337

Several combinations of materials, with varying levels of
complexity for the final composite, have been proposed and
explored. Such composites have produced interesting results and
some high TE metrics, but charge carrier transport within such
systems is still poorly understood. More recent work has also
begun exploring the use of CNTs or graphene to enhance the TE
properties of composites with inorganic materials.
Several open questions remain in the context of nanocarbon

composites. These include whether the composite system can be
considered as (i) a single conductive material with hybrid
electronic states and conductive paths determined by both
components or (ii) as a “simple” mixture whose properties can
be described using typical “composite models”. Additionally, as
outlined in Lin et al., it is yet to be determined conclusively
whether the phenomenon of carrier energy filtering by electronic
barriers at interfaces is a viable approach to decouple the
thermopower and electrical conductivity in nanocarbon
composites.338 While the answers to these questions likely
depend on the precise nature of the composite system,
fundamental studies focused on addressing these topics may
enable further improvements in the thermoelectric performance
of nanocomposite materials and devices. Within this review, we
note the studies that ascribed the observed improvements in
thermoelectric performance to carrier energy filtering, but we

encourage the reader to evaluate these conclusions within the
context of the analyses outlined by Lin et al.338

4.2.5.1. Blended Polymer−Carbon Nanotube Nanocom-
posites. The unique electronic and mechanical properties of
CNTs described earlier has motivated significant effort toward
the fabrication and characterization of TE composites with CNT
inclusions. Much of the effort has focused on blended TE
composites with CNT conductive fillers incorporated into either
insulating or conducting polymeric host matrices (Figure
39),339−358 although there have been some recent efforts toward
the use of molecular host materials.359−366 Over the past decade,
TE composites with CNT conductive fillers have regularly
achieved room-temperature TE power factors exceeding 100
μW m−1 K−2.339−355,357,358,361−364,366 For a thorough review of
polymer-based blended TE composites with carbon nanotube
fillers, we direct the reader to recent reviews by Blackburn et
al.208 and Nandihalli et al.367 Here we will focus on key advances
in blended TE composites comprising organic host matrices and
CNT inclusions.
Despite their possible detrimental influence on charge-carrier

transport, there continues to be some effort related to the
inclusion of insulating polymers into CNT-based compo-
sites.350,354,358 As described below, several insulating polymers
(e.g., arabic gum, polyvinyl acetate, etc.) have been employed as
a stabilizing binder to improve the morphology and charge
transport in blended composites of CNTs and conducting
polymers.327,339,341 However, there have been some impressive
results recently where the composite is comprised of an
interconnected CNT network stabilized by an insulating
polymer binder. Mo et al. prepared ca. 30 μm thick cellulose
acetate/SWCNT composites by bar-coating from an acetone
paste, which exhibited a TE power factor of ca. 140 μWm−1 K−2

for p-type transport and could be easily doped n-type via

Figure 39. Commonly employed insulating (top) and conjugated/conducting (bottom) polymers, used in blended polymer−CNT TE composites.
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painting the freestanding films with a solution of 6 wt %
polyethylenimine (PEI) in ethanol.358 The authors attributed
the impressive performance to the presence of “secondary”
aggregates (i.e., bundles of bundles) and a corresponding
reduction in the interbundle resistance, in addition to possible
carrier energy filtering enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient

at the CNT−cellulose acetate junction. More recently, Hata et
al. demonstrated composites of CNTs embedded in a γ-
cyclodextrin polymer cross-linked with epichlorohydrin
(PγCyD) that exhibit TE power factors >200 μW m−1 K−2 for
both p-type and n-type transport (Figure 40).354 The difference
in the majority carrier type was attributed to different

Figure 40. Thermoelectric performance of blended composites of poly(γ-cyclodextrin) (PγCyD) with CNT inclusions. Cartoons illustrating (a) the
PγCyD structure, showing “pockets” in the γ-cyclodextrin macrocycles, and (b) the different PγCyD-solvent interactions with either H2O or NMP that
result in the observed (c) p-type or (d) n-type TE transport behavior. Adapted with permission from ref 354. Copyright 2020 The Japan Society of
Applied Physics.
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interactions between the processing solvent, either H2O or N-
methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), where the “pocket” in the γCyD
macrocycle is capable of hosting the NMP molecule (Figure
40b), leading to enhanced n-type behavior than for an equivalent
composite prepared from polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP).
In recognition that the presence of the insulating polymer can

introduce detrimental energetic barriers to charge carrier
transport, Ha et al. performed an esterification of polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA), and a subsequent condensation reaction
between the resulting PVA-COOH and amine-functionalized
SWCNTs, to produce PVA-grafted nanotubes that exhibited
peak TE power factor of ca. 85 μW m−1 K−2 for the composite
with ca. 30 wt % SWCNTs.350 With the addition of a small
amount (3 wt %) of the commercial nonionic surfactant Triton
X-100 during the condensation step, the Seebeck coefficient of
the composite was more than doubled (to ca. 85 μV K−1) with
only a small decrease in the electrical conductivity, resulting in
an enhancement of the TE power factor to >200 μW m−1 K−2.
The majority of recent research on CNT-based TE

composites has focused on several prototypical conjugated/
conducting polymers, including PANI,355 PEDOT,349,351,352,356

and P3HT.357 PANI, primarily in the emeraldine form, has been
one of the most widely studied polymer host matrices for TE
composites with CNT inclusions, partly because of its
amenability to tuning of the polymer redox and electrical
transport properties through protonation of the imine nitrogen
atoms. Early work by Meng et al. demonstrated a rather low TE
power factor (ca. 5 μW m−1 K−2) for composites where the
PANI was polymerized after formation of a MWCNT
network.328 This peak TE power factor was observed for
composites with ca. 15 wt % PANI, corresponding to a thin
coating of the PANI on the MWCNT bundle surface. The
Seebeck coefficient more than doubled compared to the PANI-
free MWCNT network, with only a small decrease in the
electrical conductivity. Replacement of the MWCNTs with
SWCNTs saw an improvement in both the Seebeck coefficient
(ca. 40 μV K−1) and electrical conductivity (<12 500 S m−1) for
the PANI/SWCNT composite, resulting in a 4-fold increase of
the TE power factor to ca. 20 μW m−1 K−2.329 The authors
attributed these observations to strong interactions between the
conjugated π-orbitals of the CNTs and PANI, which induced
ordering in the polymer chains on the nanotube surface,
resulting in enhancement of the electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient. An increase in polymer ordering is expected
to reduce the bandgap. Both this reduced bandgap and the
measured increase of the carrier density would be expected to
reduce the Seebeck coefficient. Therefore, the observation of a
simultaneous increase in both the electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient suggests that either (i) the thermoelectric
properties of the composite are dominated by conduction
pathways restricted to the SWCNTs or (ii) the strong
interactions between the polymer chains and nanotubes may
result in a hybrid material with enhanced electronic properties
relative to the individual components.
The choice of solvent is known to influence the PANI polymer

chain conformation in solution, withm-cresol yielding expanded
polymer coils that favor π-polaron delocalization along the
polymer chain.368 This favorable solvent−polymer interaction
was exploited by Wang et al. to in situ polymerize PANI in a
SWCNT dispersion in m-cresol, resulting in a more uniform
PANI coating on the nanotube surface and exceptional electrical
conductivities exceeding 140 000 S m−1 and peak TE power
factors of ca. 220 μW m−1 K−2.347 Perhaps the most impressive

TE performance was recently achieved for composites where
PANI was polymerized in dispersions containing amine-
functionalized single- and double-walled CNTs, where careful
control of the charge-carrier density by camphor sulfonic acid
(CSA) resulted in thin-film composite TE power factors of ca.
400 μW m−1 K−2 (Figure 41).355 The enhanced performance

relative to unfunctionalized CNTs was attributed to better
dispersion of the amine-functionalized CNTs in solution and a
resulting improved coating by, and interaction with, the PANI
chains (Figure 41).
For prepolymerized PANI, Yao et al. exploited the favorable

solvent interaction with m-cresol, in addition to the suscepti-
bility of PANI to doping with CSA, to prepare composites with
significantly enhanced electrical conductivity and TE perform-
ance (PF ca. 175 μW m−1 K−2).342 Despite the rather large
SWCNT content (64 wt %), the thermal conductivity was still as
low as 0.43 W m−1 K−1, more than an order of magnitude lower

Figure 41. Thermoelectric composites of polyaniline (PANI) and
amine-functionalized carbon nanotubes (a-CNTs). SEM images of (a)
a-CNT and (b) 94 wt % a-CNT/PANI films, illustrating that the PANI
serves to coat the a-CNT bundles and generate a more densely packed
network. (c) Electrical conductivity and Seebeck and (d) correspond-
ing TE power factor of 94 wt % a-CNT/PANI composites with varying
mole ratios of PANI/CSA. Adapted with permission from ref 355.
Copyright 2018 Elsevier Ltd.
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than expected from simple mixing of the two components. A
subsequent study by Weng et al. found that replacing the
SWCNTs with DWCNTs and preparation of the dispersions
using a probe-tip sonicator, resulted in peak TE power factors
exceeding 200 μW m−1 K−2 for composite prepared with CSA-
doped PANI.344 A recent study of the effect of polymer
molecular weight and nanotube content in CSA-doped PANI/
SWCNT composites found that extremely high electrical
conductivities (>400 000 S m−1) could be achieved, albeit at
the expense of severely reduced Seebeck coefficient and TE
power factors <100 μW m−1 K−2.369

Early work by the groups of Yu andGrunlan on PEDOT:PSS/
CNT composites focused on the use of either polymeric339 or
dual polymeric-molecular341 CNT stabilizers aimed at improv-
ing the solid-state microstructure and carrier transport in the
composites. These efforts achieved electrical conductivities
around or exceeding 100 000 Sm−1, resulting in power factors of
ca. 160 μW m−1 K−2 for PEDOT:PSS/SWCNT composites
stabilized by polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) and ca. 500 μWm−1 K−2

for PEDOT:PSS/DWCNT composites stabilized by both PVAc
and tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (TCPP). Inspired by
the observation that solvent treatments (e.g., ethylene glycol,
EG) can remove excess insulating PSS from the PEDOT:PSS
matrix to enhance both the electrical conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient,79 Lee et al. used EG to remove excess PSS from
PEDOT:PSS/DWCNT composites and enhance the electrical
conductivity for all DWCNT loadings, culminating in a peak
power factor of ca. 150 μW m−1 K−2.346

An alternative strategy to eliminate the insulating PSS is the
formation of composites of CNTs with PEDOT, where the
ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) monomer is polymerized
immediately prior to composite formation. A recent approach,

where the EDOT monomer is chemically polymerized in situ in
a preprepared aqueous SWCNT suspension resulted in a
composite with strong interactions between the PEDOT chains
and the SWCNT sidewall and an interconnected 3D network of
PEDOT-wrapped SWCNT bundles, leading to a TE power
factor of ca. 150 μW m−1 K−2.351 The factor of 4 improvement
over previous attempts at in situ chemical polymerization
enhancement was attributed to the improved formation of a
thin, uniform PEDOT coating on the carbon nanotubes. An
even larger enhancement in the TE performance was obtained
for the samples prepared from EDOT monomers electro-
polymerized in a 3-phase process that were subsequently mixed
with acid-doped, amine-functionalized nanotubes (a-
SWCNTs).349 In this case, the acid doping of the a-SWCNTs
resulted in a large increase of the electrical conductivity within
the composite and TE power factors approaching 350 μW m−1

K−2. The precise balance between the electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient in the blended PEDOT/a-SWCNTs was
found to depend on the chemical identity of the counterion
employed in the 3-phase interfacial EDOT electropolymeriza-
tion procedure. The perchlorate (ClO4

−) anion afforded the
largest electrical conductivity, at the expense of a reduction in
the Seebeck coefficient, but the hexafluorophosphate (PF6

−)
anion gave the highest TE power factor.349

Templated chemical polymerization of EDOT in a solution of
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and iron (III) chloride (FeCl3)
has also been used to prepare PEDOT nanowires that were
dispersed with SWCNTs and subsequently combined with a
PEDOT:PSS suspension.352 The resulting blended ternary
PEDOT NW/SWCNT/PEDOT:PSS composite with 0.5% by
weight PEDOT NW to PEDOT:PSS yielded a TE power factor
of ca. 350 μW m−1 K−2 (Figure 42a,b), which the authors

Figure 42. Impact of the loading of PEDOTNWs (PEDOTNW to PEDOT:PSS weight ratio) on the thermoelectric properties of ternary composite
films of SWCNT/PEDOT:PSS/PEDOT NW: (a) electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, (b) thermoelectric power factor, and (c) carrier
mobility and concentration from Hall effect measurements. (d) Schematic illustration of carrier energy filtering effect proposed at NW and
PEDOT:PSS interfaces. Reproduced with permission from ref 352. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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attributed to an enhanced Seebeck coefficient due to carrier
energy filtering at the PEDOT NW/PEDOT:PSS interface
(Figure 42d).352

In contrast to these observations for PEDOT, initial attempts
at in situ chemical polymerization of 3-hexylthiophene in a
dispersion of MWCNTs in chloroform yielded P3HT/
MWCNT composites with very low electrical conductivities
(<15 S m−1) and Seebeck coefficients (<12 μV K−1).370 The
ability of poly(3-hexylthiophene), in combination with ultra-
sonic agitation, to exfoliate and solubilize carbon nanotubes in
organic solvents,371−373 was subsequently exploited by
Bounioux et al. to prepare TE composites of P3HT with both
SWCNTs and MWCNTs.374 The undoped composites
exhibited quite low electrical conductivities, with the peak TE
power factor for the P3HT:SWCNT composite of ca. 18 μW
m−1 K−2, about 2 orders of magnitude larger than that of the
P3HT:MWCNT composite. To enhance the TE performance,
the authors employed anhydrous iron (III) chloride (FeCl3) in
nitromethane as a p-type dopant. The increased carrier density
gave an order of magnitude increase in the peak electrical
conductivity to ca. 150 000 S m−1 for the P3HT/SWCNT
composite at lower SWCNT content than for the undoped
samples, resulting in a peak TE power factor of ca. 95 μW m−1

K−2 despite a drop in the Seebeck coefficient to ca. 25 μVK−1.374

Subsequently, Lee et al. were able to achieve slightly higher
TE power factors for undoped P3HT/SWCNT composite

samples prepared via wire-bar coating,375 due primarily to an
increase in the Seebeck coefficient (ca. 38 μV K−1) but also an
enhanced electrical conductivity (ca. 50 000 S m−1) over drop-
cast films. This improvement was attributed to an improved
composite morphology, with the formation an interconnected
network of fairly small SWCNT bundles (6−23 nm in
diameter), which is known to enhance the TE performance.252

This performance was improved through a spin-casting doping
process, using FeCl3 in nitromethane, primarily due to a factor of
5 increase in the electrical conductivity (>275 000 S m−1) that
overcame a small decrease (<20%) in the Seebeck coefficient to
yield a TE power factor of ca. 270 μW m−1 K−2.345 Here, the
FeCl3 doping of P3HT/SWCNT composite results in significant
charge-carrier injection into P3HT, suggesting that the
increased electrical conductivity likely arises from improved
carrier transport through both the polymer matrix and
interconnected SWCNT network. Hong et al. demonstrated a
further increase in the TE power factor to ca. 325 μW m−1 K−2

via spray deposition of the P3HT/CNT composite, this time
containing inclusions of few-walled carbon nanotubes
(FWCNTs).376 Despite a significant reduction of the electrical
conductivity (<35 000 S m−1), these spray-coated films
exhibited Seebeck coefficients approaching 100 μV K−1, even
with the inevitable presence of metallic species in the FWCNTs.
More recently, Jung et al. demonstrated that drop-cast P3HT/
FWCNT composites can achieve TE power factors of ca. 230

Figure 43. Thermoelectric composites prepared using donor−acceptor (D−A) conjugated polymers. (a) Chemical structures of P3HT and three D−
A polymers used in the study. (b) Photographs showing vials containing polymer/FWCNT composite solutions: (upper panel) as-prepared and
(lower panel) after 10 days of storage. The vials were vigorously shaken just before being photographed. (c) SEM images of drop-cast polymer/
FWCNT composite films prepared using different conjugated polymers. All images have the same scale bar. (d, top) Bundle size distributions
estimated from SEM images in (c) for the various polymer/FWCNT composite films. The inset image shows schematic illustrations of probable
FWCNT bundles in P3HT/FWCNT and D−A polymer/FWCNT composites. (d, bottom) Schematic comparisons of FWCNT bundle structures
and their interconnections in drop-cast films of P3HT/FWCNT and D−A polymer/FWCNT composites. (e, left) Photograph showing PCDTPT/
FWCNT composite-based flexible p-type TEG device and (e, right) magnified schematic illustration showing specific configuration of several legs and
electrodes in the TEG device. (f) Plots of output power and voltage vs current of the flexible TEG device at various temperature gradients (ΔT = 5, 10,
15, and 20 K). Adapted with permission from ref 353. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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μW m−1 K−2, despite rather large bundle sizes of ca. 33 nm in
diameter.353

Poly(alkylthiophenes) are well-known to exhibit optical and
electronic properties that strongly depend on the regioregularity
of the side chains attached to the polythiophene backbone,
which subsequently determines the extent of ordering within the
solid-state microstructure. Tonga et al. demonstrated that the
impact of this regioregularity extends to the TE performance of
composites with SWCNT inclusions, with iodine-doped
regioregular-P3HT/SWCNT composites displaying a superior
electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient to their
regiorandom counterparts, resulting in a factor of 50 increase
in the TE power factor to ca. 150 μW m−1 K−2.357 These
observations suggest that the conformation of the polymer, and
the impact that this might have on the resulting microstructure
of the composite, should be considered when choosing the host
in polymer-based CNT composites.
In 2019, Jung et al. demonstrated that “donor−acceptor”

polymers with alternating electron-rich and electron-poor
conjugated moieties (Figure 43a), similar to those employed
in high-performance organic photovoltaics, were capable of
dispersing FWCNTs more effectively than P3HT (Figure 43b),
resulting in about a factor of 2 reduction in the size of the
bundles in the resulting network (Figure 43c,d).353 The
improved electrical transport in these networks (σ > 70 000 S
m−1) resulted in peak TE power factors exceeding 300 μWm−1

K−2, with the best performance demonstrated by the PCDTPT/
FWCNT networks (ca. 460 μW m−1 K−2), despite a slight
reduction in the Seebeck coefficient compared to the P3HT
composite. The authors were able to fabricate an all p-type TEG
(Figure 43e) using the PCDTPT/FWCNT networks that was
capable of generating >200 nW for a temperature difference of
20 K (Figure 43f).353

4.2.5.2. Blended Molecule−Carbon Nanotube Nanocom-
posites. In contrast to their polymer counterparts, molecular
organic semiconductors (mOSCs) have received far less
attention as a component in CNT-based TE composites. The

recent emergence of high-performance molecular electron
acceptors for organic photovoltaics provides an excellent
example of the rich chemical diversity available for small
molecule-based TE materials. The precise chemical structure,
chemical tunability, and potential for unrivaled purity, coupled
to the recent demonstration of exceptionally large Seebeck
coefficients,191,377−379 suggests mOSCs as high-performance TE
composite materials with a huge potential for carefully designed
structure−function studies. It is important to note here that the
distinction between a composite, which we define as having a
significant volume fraction loading of multiple components that
are mixed together prior to network formation, and small
molecule-doping of a preformed porous CNT network becomes
a little blurred. The following discussion focuses on the former,
where we expect the molecular species to play additional roles
beyond being a simple surface-adsorbed redox (charge-transfer)
dopant. Even here this definition can be open to interpretation,
and any omission on the part of the authors is unintentional.
Motivated by the potential advantages of mOSCs, Wu et al.

investigated composites of amino-substituted rylene diimides,
previously explored as self-doped TE molecular crystals,191 and
SWCNTs prepared via vacuum filtration of an ultrasonically
prepared dispersion of the two components.359 The amino-
substituted rylene diimides appear to be effective n-type dopants
for the SWCNT network, resulting in an n-type Seebeck
coefficient comparable to the best-performing n-type dopants
explored to date. In this context, the SWCNT inclusions enable
far superior electrical conductivities (>40 000 S m−1) to thin
films of the substituted rylene diimides. The composites
prepared from both derivatives achieve peak TE power factors
exceeding 100 μW m−1 K−2, with the optimum SWCNT to
rylene diimide weight ratio lying between 2:1 and 1:1.359 While
the TE performance of the composites appears to be dominated
by the SWCNT network, there is a clear influence from the
electronic properties of the rylene diimide. The composite
containing the naphthalene diimide derivative slightly outper-
forms the perylene diimide derivative, primarily due to a slightly

Figure 44. Controlling n-type doping in composites of molecular organic semiconductors (mOSCs) and CNTs. (a) Chemical structures of the 4,9-
dihydro-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b′]dithiophene (IDT) core (left) and the terminal groups (right). Cartoons illustrating (b) direct electron transfer and
(c) hydride abstraction-mediated electron transfer from two different n-type dopants. The composites doped with an alkyl diamine derivative exhibit
(d) n-type Seebeck coefficients and (e) large TE power factors. Adapted with permission from ref 366. Copyright 2019 Elsevier BV.
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larger Seebeck coefficient that might arise from the wider
bandgap of the naphthalene diimide. This observation points to
a potential modulation of the carbon nanotube density of states
by the rylene diimide, which would require more detailed
investigations of the electronic structure of the composites.
However, the morphology in the two composites varies
dramatically, suggesting that significant changes in the charge
carrier transport (mobility) could play a dominant role in the
observed changes in the Seebeck coefficient.
Shortly thereafter, and inspired by the substitutional

chemistry of the rylene diimides described above, Gao et al.
explored a series of acridone derivatives with different terminal
tertiary amine groups (ADTA) as n-type components in
SWCNT-based TE composites.361 Irrespective of the chemical
nature of the terminal tertiary amine group, the samples all
exhibited n-type behavior at elevated temperature, although the
room-temperature behavior appeared to be rather complex and
suggestive of incomplete n-type doping. For instance, both the
piperidine- and 4-hydroxypiperidine-terminated acridones
exhibited p-type TE power factors of >150 μW m−1 K−2 at
room temperature, whereas the diethyl amine-terminated
acridone exhibited a n-type TE power factor of ca. 125 μW
m−1 K−2 at room temperature.361 The same group explored a
similar series of compounds, this time based on acridine
derivatives where the nature of the terminal tertiary amine
group, the length of the connecting alkyl chain, and the anion
chemistry were systematically varied.363 Once again, the TE
transport behavior was rather complex, with small changes in the
chemical structure of the acridine derivative resulting in
dramatic switches between p-type and n-type behavior.
Diphenylamine and carbazole moieties are common in hole

(p-type) transport materials for organic electronic and
optoelectronic applications.380,381 Inspired by their potential
for effective p-type transport, Yin et al. prepared a series of
compounds to compare the impact of both the central core and
the peripheral moieties on the TE performance of the
corresponding SWCNT composites.362 When the diphenyl-
amine units were connected to a biphenyl core the composite
exhibited the largest Seebeck coefficient, consistent with the
larger bandgap of the mOSC and lowest electrical conductivity.
Replacing the biphenyl core with pyrene resulted in a reduction
of the Seebeck coefficient but a slight increase in the electrical
conductivity. However, the highest TE performance was
exhibited by the mOSC with carbazole moieties attached to a
pyrene core, primarily due to the improved electrical
conductivity (ca. 190 000 S m−1) that enabled a peak TE
power factor of ca. 110 μW m−1 K−2.362

Recently, Yin et al. explored the TE performance of
composites for a series of mOSCs based on the 4,9-dihydro-s-
indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b′]dithiophene (IDT) core (Figure 44a),366
which is similar to one of the highest performing nonfullerene
electron acceptors in organic photovoltaics. To control the
charge-carrier density and improve the electrical transport, the
authors also investigated n-type doping using two dopants that
function via different electron-transfer mechanisms (Figure
44b,c). For all combinations of the SWCNTs with the four ITD
molecules and two dopants, the composites exhibited n-type
transport and TE power factors exceeding 50 μW m−1 K−2

(Figure 44d,e). For the 1,3-dimethyl-2-(2,4,6-trimethoxyphen-
yl)-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzo[d]imidazole (TM-DMBI) dopant,
the electron injection is mediated by hydride transfer, apparently
resulting in more effective charge transfer (cf., lower Seebeck
coefficients and larger electrical conductivities) that may push

the carrier density of the composite beyond the peak TE
performance. In contrast, the highest performance was observed
for direct electron transfer from the alkyl diamine-based electron
dopant to the composites possessing the two largest bandgap
IDT derivatives (PF > 150 μW m−1 K−2).366

The most impressive TE performance achieved to date in
mOSC/CNT composites was for samples prepared with the
high charge mobility semiconductor 2,7-diphenyl[1]-
benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene (DPh-BTBT).364 Even
in the undoped DPh-BTBT/SWCNT composites, the TE
power factor was quite impressive (>160 μWm−1 K−2), but the
authors also explored the impact that the p-type dopant
chemistry and the doping process had on the TE performance.
For both 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) and
2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane
(F4TCNQ), solution phase doping, by direct mixing of the
dopant into the DPh-BTBT/SWCNT casting solution, resulted
in a near-universal drop of the TE power factor irrespective of
the doping concentration. In contrast, vapor deposition of thin
TCNQ or F4TCNQ films (<40 nm) onto a preformed DPh-
BTBT/SWCNT composite enhanced the TE power factor to
(>200 μW m−1 K−2), with the 40 nm thick vapor deposited
TCNQ sample reaching an optimum value of ca. 280 μW m−1

K−2.364

4.2.5.3. Blended Nanocomposites of Polymers and Graph-
itic Nanocarbons. Much like their polymer-carbon nanotube
counterparts, blended composites of polymers and two-
dimensional (2D) graphitic nanocarbons have seen significant
improvement in their TE performance over the past decade,
with many of the notable achievements highlighted in a recent
review by Nadihalli et al.367 Although a number of polymer
matrices have been explored, including polythiophenes and
polypyrroles,382−386 the most significant advances have been
achieved with PANI and PEDOT:PSS.
Early studies of nanocomposites of conducting/conjugated

polymers and graphitic nanocarbons focused on blends of PANI
with graphite or graphene nanosheets, where the TE power
factor and zTmeasured at room temperature were low (<10 μW
m−1 K−2 and <0.001, respectively).387−389 Improvements in the
TE power factor (14 μW m−1 K−2) were obtained for
composites prepared by cold pressing powders of mechanically
mixed PANI and graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) at 10 tons for
3 min.390 More recently, drop-cast films prepared following
solution-phase ultrasonic mixing of CSA-doped PANI and
GNPs achieved TE power factors exceeding 15 μW m−1 K−2,
due primarily to an enhanced electrical conductivity.391 The
authors demonstrated that disruption of the electronic structure
of the sp2-hybridized hexagonal carbon lattice, through the
incorporation of oxygenic functional groups, weakened the
interaction with the PANI chains and reduced the electrical
conductivity and TE power factor. Motivated by this
observation, Wang et al. polymerized aniline in situ on the
surface of CVD-grown GNPs, which were subsequently
dispersed and doped in a solution of CSA in m-cresol before
drop-casting to form films that exhibited enhanced Seebeck
coefficients (ca. 26 μV K−1) and TE power factors (ca. 55 μW
m−1 K−2).392 To date, the most impressive TE performance was
achieved for spin-cast films of CSA-doped PANI and thermally
reduced GO nanoplatelets prepared by solution-phase ultra-
sonic mixing, reaching TE power factors exceeding ca. 210 μW
m−1 K−2.393 An interesting alternative approach was recently
demonstrated by Hsieh et al., who demonstrated TE power
factors exceeding ca. 80 μW m−1 K−2 for a three-dimensional
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(3D) graphene matrix infiltrated with PANI via in situ
polymerization of aniline in the porous 3D graphene matrix
(Figure 45a).394 One advantage of this approach is that the 3D
graphene matrix, produced via CVD synthesis of graphene in a
polymer-bound nickel powder catalyst template, can be cast into
various form factors, including onto a supporting substrate or as
free-standing films (Figure 45b). This versatility could enable
fabrication of TE composites that can be tailored for the waste
heat source.
Similar to PANI-based nanocomposites, early composites

based on PEDOT and graphitic nanocarbons exhibited
relatively low room-temperature power factor and zT (<15
μW m−1 K−2 and <0.02, respectively). Motivated by previous
demonstrations that >35 wt % CNT loadings were typically
required to improve the electrical conductivity in PEDOT:PSS-
CNT composites, Kim et al. prepared composites with low
loadings (<3 wt %) of reduced graphene sheets, which afforded
an increase in both the carrier concentration and mobility
relative to the pristine PEDOT:PSS sample.395 The increased
carrier concentration resulted in a decrease of the Seebeck
coefficient by a factor of ca. 3, but this was more than offset by a

>20 times enhancement in the electrical conductivity, enabling
TE power factors of ca. 11 μW m−1 K−2. Surprisingly, the
thermal conductivity of the composites was actually reduced by
the inclusion of graphene, which the authors attributed to a
reduction in the phonon (lattice) thermal conductivity due to
the low graphene loading and phonon scattering at the interfaces
between the polymer matrix and graphene fillers. Several
subsequent studies demonstrated that similarly low loadings
(<5 wt %) of graphene or reduced-GO improved both the
electrical condu and TE power factor (exceeding >25 μW m−1

K−2) of the pristine PEDOT:PSS but had little impact on the
magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient.396−398 For samples
prepared by in situ polymerization of EDOT in an ultrasonically
mixed aqueous PSS-graphene dispersion, a peak TE power
factor of ca. 45 μWm−1 K−2 was achieved for the composite with
3 wt % graphene.396 Recently, flexible p-type TEGs with 5 legs
were fabricated from vacuum-filtered PEDOT:PSS-graphene
dispersions (Figure 46), exhibiting reasonable TE open-circuit
voltages of ca. 4 mV for a temperature difference of 56 K
(corresponding to a Seebeck coefficient of ca. 14 μV K−1) and

Figure 45. (a) Schematic illustration showing the template synthesis of a 3D graphene−PANI composite. (b) Digital photographs of the 3D
graphene−PANI composite containing 80 wt % PANI supported by a Kapton (polyimide) film (upper images) and as a free-standing flexible sample
(lower images). Reproduced with permission from ref 394. Copyright 2019 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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less than 3% reduction in device resistance the after 100 bending
cycles.398

Several other nanocarbon fillers have been explored for
PEDOT-based composites, including fullerene-decorated re-
duced GO399 and graphene quantum dots (GQDs).400 In the
former study, noncovalent attachment of a heavily fluorinated
C60 fullerene (C60F36) to the surface of reduced GO and
subsequent loading (<3 wt %) into PEDOT:PSS led to an
enhanced TE power factor relative to both the pristine
PEDOT:PSS sample and PEDOT:PSS-rGO composite.399

The enhanced performance was primarily associated with an

improved Seebeck coefficient, which the authors attributed to
carrier filtering of low-energy carriers by the Schottky barrier at
the interface between the PEDOT:PSS and rGO-C60F36 fillers.
In the latter study, although the baseline TE performance of the
pristine PEDOT:PSS sample was low compared to most
previously reported values, the inclusion of GQDs prepared
via chemical cutting of GO resulted in an enhancement of the
electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and TE power
factor.400

Inspired by the demonstration that replacement of the PSS
polyanion with the molecular toluenesulfonate, or tosylate

Figure 46. (a) Schematic illustration showing preparation of a flexible p-type TEG from vacuum-filtered PEDOT:PSS-graphene composite. (b)
Temperature-dependent open-circuit voltage generated by the TEGs and (c) Output voltage and power as a function of current for the prepared TEGs
as a function of the number of p-type legs. (d,e) Digital photos illustrating the TEG flexibility. Reproduced with permission from ref 398. Copyright
2019 Springer Science+Business Media, LLC.

Figure 47. (a) Schematic representation of the layer-by-layer self-assembly procedure and (b) images of aqueous suspensions of PANI, graphene
(stabilized by PEDOT:PSS), and DWCNT (stabilized by PEDOT:PSS). AFM topographical images of the corresponding suspensions cast onto
silicon wafers are shown next to graphene and DWNT suspensions. The corresponding thermoelectric performance of the multilayer PCNs: (a)
Seebeck coefficient, (d) electrical conductivity, and (e) thermoelectric power factor. Adapted with permission from ref 335. Copyright 2015 Wiley-
VCH.
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(Tos), anion can lead to huge enhancements in the TE
performance of PEDOT,401 Maity et al. explored the TE
properties of composites prepared via polymerization of EDOT
in the presence of Tos and graphene.402 Despite the rather high
content of graphene (>10 wt %), the composites exhibited large
Seebeck coefficients (>130 μV K−1) and reasonable electrical
conductivities (>500 Sm−1), resulting in a peak TE power factor
of ca. 25 μW m−1 K−2 for 25 wt % graphene loading.
4.2.5.4. Multilayer Nanocomposites. Layer-by-layer (LbL)

assembly, through sequential exposure of a substrate to solutions
containing complementarily functionalized materials, is a simple
and versatile method for creating conformal multifunctional
films, particularly for composites with a large number of
constituent components. The LbL approach has been used to
explore the thermoelectric performance of hierarchical
assemblies generated from (i) polycation/polyanion multi-
layers,403 (ii) CNTs sequentially wrapped by polycation/
polyanion layers,404 and (iii) ligand-exchanged Cu2−xSe nano-
crystal arrays.405

While there has been significant progress in the TE
performance of blended nanocomposites with different nano-
carbon inclusions, the best-performing systems remain the
multilayered nanocomposites prepared by LbL deposition of the
various constituents, which can address some of the difficulties
associated with the creation of uniform, high-performance bulk
composites. Cho et al. provided the first example of multilayered
polymer carbon nanocomposites (PCNs) fabricated from
PANI, graphene, and DWCNTs using the LbL approach.406

This study demonstrated that PCNs comprised of PANI/
DWCNT bilayers or PANI/graphene/PANI/DWCNT qua-
dlayers both exhibited increasing electrical conductivity and
Seebeck with the number of deposition cycles, up to an optimum
around 40 cycles. The PANI/DWCNT bilayers exhibited TE
power factors >750 μW m−1 K−2, more than a factor of 4 larger
than those for previously published blended PANI/CNT
composites. However, the PANI/graphene/PANI/DWCNT
quadlayers exhibited impressive Seebeck coefficients (ca. 130
μV K−1) and TE power factors exceeding 1800 μW m−1 K−2,
which approached those for state-of-the-art inorganic telluride
semiconductors. The authors attributed the impressive trans-
port properties to the good electrical transport of the graphene
and DWCNT network and the large Seebeck coefficients to
carrier energy filtering at the ubiquitous nanoscale interfaces
within the composite, both enabled by the deposition of thin
(few nm) layers during each step in the LbL process.406

Through the stabilization of the graphene and DWCNT
suspensions with PEDOT:PSS (Figure 47a), Cho et al. were
able to induce almost a factor of 2 enhancement in the electrical
conductivity (ca. 190 000 S m−1) with smaller than a 10%
decrease in the Seebeck coefficient compared to the non-
PEDOT:PSS sample (Figure 47c,d).335 These observations
were attributed primarily to an enhanced charge-carrier mobility
in the PEDOT:PSS stabilized composites, reaching ca. 19 cm2

V−1 s−1, for similar charge-carrier densities. The use of
PEDOT:PSS also appeared to allow for the fabrication of
thicker PCNs (80 cycles) with continued improvement in the
performance.335 The PEDOT:PSS stabilized 80 quadlayer PCN
achieved a peak TE power factor exceeding 2700 μW m−1 K−2

(Figure 47e), which represents one of the highest performing all-
organic thin-film TE materials to date.
In an effort to produce the n-type PCNs, required to build an

all-PCN thermoelectric generator, Cho et al. employed the same
LbL approach, this time stabilizing the DWCNTs and graphene

with the n-type polymers polyethyleneimine (PEI) and
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), respectively.334 The DWCNT-
PEI/graphene-PVP bilayer PCNs exhibit n-type transport
behavior with electrical conductivities of ca. 30 000 S m−1 and
Seebeck coefficients of ca.−80 μVK−1. However, the magnitude
of the Seebeck coefficient appears to be constrained by the large
electron concentration, which limits the TE performance (PF ∼
190 μWm−1 K−2) and potentially also reduces the charge-carrier
mobility. These observations point to (i) improved PCN
nanomorphology and (ii) carefully controlled electron density
as strategies to improve the TE performance of n-type
multilayered PCNs. Interestingly, the PCN nanomorphology
appears to provide some resistance to the loss of n-type TE
performance via compensation of the n-type dopants by oxygen,
attributed to the tortuosity for gas diffusion offered by the
exfoliated graphene layers.334

While the performance of the p-type multilayer composites
with PEDOT:PSS-stabilized graphene and DWCNTs has not
been surpassed, the LbL fabrication approach has been used to
demonstrate impressive p-type and n-type behavior inmultilayer
composites containing reduced graphene oxide (rGO).337,407

For the p-type composite, which is comprised of multiple
bilayers formed from PANI and DWCNTs stabilized by
graphene oxide (GO), the composite initially yielded reasonable
performance, with a TE power factor of ca. 135 μWm−1 K−2.337

However, reduction of GO by L-ascorbic acid enhances both the
electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, resulting in an
order of magnitude improvement in the TE power factor to ca.
1250 μW m−1 K−2. Consistent with the observations for n-type
multilayer composites based on DWCNTs and graphene, the n-
type multilayer composites based on PEI-stabilized DWCNTs
and GO underperform their p-type counterparts.407 However,
thermal reduction of the composite, at 150 °C for 30 min, to
yield rGO results in a similar enhancement of the TE
performance to the p-type rGO composite, resulting in a
power factor of ca. 400 μW m−1 K−2. These observations for
both the p-type and n-type composites are attributed to a
reduction in the number of sp3 hybridized carbon atoms in the
graphene oxide layer through removal of some of the surface
oxide species, as determined from Raman and X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy measurements, and a corresponding
increase in the charge-carrier mobility.337,407

In the last couple of years, poly(diallyldimethylammonium
chloride) (PDDA) has been explored as an alternative to PANI
in multilayer PCNs in composites with PEDOT:PSS stabilized
graphene and/or DWCNTs.408,409 Improved TE performance
in these composites could be induced by thermal treatment at
temperatures above 300 °C408 or solution-phase predoping of
the PEDOT:PSS with potassium bromide (KBr).409 In both
cases, an enhancement in the TE performance was attributed to
removal of insulating PSS (as determined by X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy of the sulfur 2p peaks) from themultilayer
composite, with an improved charge-carrier density and
electrical conductivity but little deterioration in the Seebeck
coefficient. In their first study, Stevens et al. showed that the
thermal treatment of a PDDA/graphene-PEDOT:PSS/PDDA/
DWCNT-PEDOT:PSS quadlayer PCN induced degradation of
the PDDA and PSS components, resulting in an increase in the
electrical conductivity that improved the peak TE power factor
by an order of magnitude to ca. 170 μW m−1 K−2.408

Subsequently, Stevens et al. fabricated a PDDA/DWCNT-
PEDOT:PSS bilayer PCN where KBr doping of the
PEDOT:PSS eliminated the need for the thermal treatment.409
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The KBr doping approach yielded increased film thickness for
the same number of LbL deposition cycles and composites that
exhibited an impressive peak TE power factor of ca. 625 μWm−1

K−2.
The excellent TE performance and relative ease of fabrication

for the multilayer all-organic TE composites prepared by LbL
fabrication processes mark them out as a one of the most
promising candidates for incorporation into commercially viable
flexible TEGs. Further advances in this area will require the
fabrication and optimization of TEGs, where both the n-type
and p-type materials that have been demonstrated, as well as a
more fundamental understanding of the underlying physical
mechanisms behind the impressive TE performance introduced
by the nanoscale interfaces and transport pathways in these
multilayer composite materials.
A transparent, flexible hybrid conductive film, prepared by

spin-coating a PEDOT:PSS film onto a graphene film prepared
by rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition (RTCVD), recently
demonstrated exceptional electrical conductivity (>100 000 S
m−1) and TE power factors exceeding 55 μW m−1 K−2.410 This
hybrid exhibited >85% transmittance across the visible
spectrum, and the TE properties of the flexible films on PET
substrates were robust to repeated bending cycles (<15%
increase in the sheet resistance and negligible change in the
Seebeck coefficient).
4.2.5.5. Hybrid Nanocarbon−Inorganic Composites. In-

organic chalcogenides, including elemental Te and compound
chalcogenide semiconductors, represent one of the most well-
studied and highest-performing TE material classes.411,412

However, the approach to reduce the thermal conductivity of
the inorganic chalcogenides, via micro- and nanostructuring,
often limits the electrical conductivity, requiring a carefully
tuned balance between optimization of the two transport
processes for peak TE performance.411 Nanostructured carbon
networks, and particularly carbon nanotube networks, have great
potential for serving as high surface area conductive scaffolds
(vide supra) in a number of technologies, including photo- and
electrocatalytic architectures, fuel cell electrodes, batteries, and
photovoltaics.207,219 The introduction of nanoscale inclusions
into inorganic TE materials has also been suggested as a method
to yield interfaces that facilitate carrier energy filtering and
phonon scattering. These interfaces may facilitate decoupling of
the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and thermal
conductivity, allowing for enhancement of the TE perform-
ance,413 although a recent study advocates for more thorough
experimental and theoretical treatment of composites, including
explicit consideration of the interfaces present in inhomoge-
neous materials.338 These predictions have inspired the
incorporation of nanocarbon scaffolds for hybrid nano-
carbon−inorganic TE composites, while the questions that
remain to be answered provide motivation for rigorous
fundamental studies to better understand the role interfaces
play in the TE properties of nanocomposite systems.
The majority carrier type in these hybrid nanocarbon−metal

chalcogenide nanocomposites is typically dependent on the
nature of the chalcogenide semiconductor, with bismuth414−417

and silver418 chalcogenides being n-type and antimony,419−423

lead,424 and tin425−427 chalcogenides p-type.
The bulk of research in the past decade has focused on

mechanically mixed and fabricated composites of bismuth- and
ant imony-based cha lcogenides and FWCNTs or
MWCNTs,414−417,419,421 with examples of bismuth-antimony
telluride composites achieving a material zT of >1.0.419,421

Several studies have demonstrated that the incorporation of
small quantities of MWCNT “nanoinclusions” (<0.25 wt %) in
Bi2(Te0.9Se0.1)3

414 or (Bi0.2Sb0.8)2Te3
419,421 (see Figure 48) can

reduce the thermal conductivity to less that 1 W m−1 K−1 at
room temperature due to a phonon mismatch between the two
components and a concomitant reduction in the phonon
thermal conductivity. The introduction of interfaces in nano-
composite appears to have little to no impact on the electrical
conductivity and induces either an enhancement or only a small
decrease in the Seebeck coefficient, resulting in peak zT values
that approach or exceed 1.0 (Figure 48).419,421 Similar
observations have been made recently for mechanically mixed
composites of graphite and (Bi0.25Sb0.75)2Te3, where a graphite
loading of <0.2 wt % resulted in a zT > 1.0 at room
temperature.422 In contrast, other studies have suggested that
the incorporation of MWCNTs into nanocomposites of
Bi2(Te0.8Se0.2)3 have a dramatic deleterious effect on the TE
transport properties and performance,416 suggested to arise from
(i) the reduced grain size of the Bi2(Te0.8Se0.2)3 grains, (ii) a
reduction in the number of tellurium vacancies, and (iii)
apparent n-type donor effects due to the MWCNTs.
Several chemical approaches have also been explored for the

generation of CNT/bismuth chalcogenide nanocomposites. A
solvothermal approach to the growth of Bi2Te3 on theMWCNT
surface, via nucleation at MWCNT surface oxygen functional
groups generated prior to the reaction with Bi(CH3COO)3 and
TeCl4, generated “nanopowders” that were subsequently ball-
milled and subjected to spark plasma sintering to form the bulk
nanocomposite.428 The resulting nanocomposites exhibited

Figure 48. Thermoelectric performance of p-type (Bi0.2Sb0.8)2Te3
nanocomposites. (a) Electrical resistivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, (c)
electronic and phonon thermal conductivity, and (d) dimensionless
figure of merit, ZT. Small loadings of MWCNTs result in a slight
decrease in the electrical conductivity, which is compensated for by a
significant enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient and reduction of the
phonon thermal conductivity, resulting in a 50% increase in the ZT.
Reproduced with permission from ref 419. Copyright 2014 Elsevier
Ltd.
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more than an order of magnitude enhancement in the carrier
mobility, but with almost 2 orders of magnitude decrease in
carrier density that led to a significantly enhanced Seebeck
coefficient (ca. 35% increase). This increase in the thermo-
power, coupled with a ca. 40% reduction in the thermal
conductivity to ca. 0.65 W m−1 K−1, gave an enhanced zT of ca.
0.5 at room temperature and ca. 0.85 at 473 K.428 More recently,
composites have been prepared via vacuum filtration of a ca.
50:50 mix of SWCNTs and DWCNTs and pregrown Bi2Te3
nanowires (prepared by a NW templating process, involving
reaction of Te NWs with a Bi precursor solution).429 The as-
prepared nanocomposites exhibited rather low Seebeck
coefficients and electrical conductivities, but a thermal annealing
process (300 °C for two hours in flowing argon at ambient
conditions) resulted in enhanced charge-carrier transport and a
factor of 2 enhancement in the Seebeck coefficient, yielding peak
TE power factors of. ca. 225 μWm−1 K−2 for composites with <2
vol % CNTs.429

There have also been a number of recent studies focused on
SWCNT:Bi2Te3 nanocomposites. One of the earliest reports
found that the majority carrier was dependent on the SWCNT
loading, with n-type transport for compositions with <1 wt %
SWCNT and p-type transport for higher loadings.430 For a
SWCNT loading of 0.5 wt %, there was a slight reduction in the
thermal conductivity and a significantly enhanced Seebeck
coefficient, yielding a ca. 25% improvement in the zT close to
room temperature.430 More recently, Jin et al. demonstrated the
growth of layered Bi2Te3 on a SWCNT scaffold by magnetron
sputtering (Figure 49a).431 Crystallographic alignment between
the Bi2Te3⟨1210⟩ axis, and the SWCNT bundle axis leads to a
highly ordered Bi2Te3 nanocrystals on the SWCNT bundles
(Figure 49b). The authors suggest that high in-plane electrical
conductivity is favored by two factors. First, amorphous material
is not observed between Bi2Te3 nanocrystals or between Bi2Te3
and the SWCNT bundles, suggesting very clean interfaces and

minimized carrier scattering. Second, crystallographic Bi2Te3
orientation on the bundle axis, leading to (000l) texturing,
capitalizes upon high in-plane conductivity of the anisotropic
Bi2Te3. The resulting hybrid composite achieves PF values in the
range of ca. 1600−1100 μWm−1 K−2 in the range of 300−473 K.
A low in-plane thermal conductivity of ca. 0.26 W m−1 K−1, one
of the lowest reported to date for this type of hybrid composite,
results in a room temperature zT of 0.89 (Figure 49c). This low
in-plane k arises primarily from a reduction in the lattice
contribution and is attributed to (i) phonon mismatch between
Bi2Te3 and the SWCNT scaffold, (ii) a high number of
multiscale defects in the hybrid material, and (iii) interface
roughness on the length scale of the primary Bi2Te3 phonons.
This hybrid organic−inorganic TE material appears to have

good potential for flexible TE devices, with exceptional flexibility
and resilience to bending431 and promising power conversion
factors.432 The resistance of the hybrid material changed
negligibly down to a bend radius of 5 mm and was also
unaffected after 100 bending cycles at a bend radius of 10mm. In
contrast, the resistance of a Bi2Te3 film on a polyimide substrate
doubled upon bending at a 5 mm radius and increased by 400%
after 100 cycles at 10 mm bend radius.431

Wu et al. recently prepared thin-film TE composites from
SWCNTs and Sb2Te3 by a solution-based filtration process
(Figure 49d).423 They obtained an optimal p-type PF of ca. 55
μW m−1 K−2 for a SWCNT loading of 16%. These p-type
SWCNT/Sb2Te3 showed good performance stability with
respect to repeated bending and could be combined with n-
type composites containing Bi2Te3 and reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) to form TE generators (Figure 49e,f). Flexible and
wearable generators formed from 10 legs of p/n couples
provided a power output of ca. 25 μW for a temperature
difference of 70 K (Figure 49g).423

One early example of CNT composites with inorganic
materials was the fabrication of n-type CNT/Ag2Te hybrid

Figure 49. (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication of a free-standing Bi2Te3/SWCNT hybrid thermoelectric material. (b) Bright-field TEM image
of Bi2Te3 nanocrystals anchored on a SWCNT bundle. Inset is a schematic of the Bi2Te3-SWCNT orientation alignment. (c) zT for 600 nm thick
Bi2Te3/SWCNT hybrid thermoelectric. (a−c) Reproduced with permission from ref 431. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (d) FESEM image of the
surface of a Sb2Te3/SWCNT hybrid film after annealing. (e−f) Photos of a flexible TE generator formed from 10 p/n legs where p-type legs are
Sb2Te3/SWCNT films and n-type legs are Bi2Te3/RGO films. (g) Power output of the TE generator as a function of temperature differenceΔT. (d−g)
reprinted with permission from ref 423. Copyright 2019 Wiley.
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buckypapers reported by Yan et al.418 Well-dispersed CNTs
were added to silver precursor solution, followed by the injection
of TOP-Te solution to form a hybrid of Ag2Te nanoparticles
bound to the surface of the CNT bundles.418 The CNT/Ag2Te
nanocomposite with a loading of ca. 5 wt %CNTs exhibited a PF
of >200 μW m−1 K−2 close to room temperature and 579 μW
m−1 K−2 at 525 K, both superior to the pure CNT and Ag2Te
samples. Combined with a slightly lower thermal conductivity of
∼0.7 Wm−1 K−1, a high zT value of 0.44 at 525 K was estimated
for n-type CNT/Ag2Te hybrid buckypaper with a weight ratio of
1:17.
MWCNTs have also been explored as conductive fillers in TE

composites with tellurium nanorods synthesized from a Te
precursor solution via a polyvinylpyrrolidone-assisted solution-
phase process.433,434 Although the MWCNTs result in a
decrease of the Seebeck coefficient of the composite, low
loadings (<2 wt %) enhance the electrical conductivity and
suppress the lattice thermal conductivity, presumably due to
phonon scattering at the interface between the two components,
resulting in an enhanced TE power factor a peak zT for the
composite with 2 wt % MWCNT. Composites with chemically
synthesized Te nanorods outperform those prepared from ball-
milled Te beads, primarily due to the improved electrical
conductivity and reduced thermal conductivity.434

Several studies have begun exploring the incorporation of
graphene into composites with inorganic TE materials.
Composites of Bi2Te3 with 4−5 nm thick sheets of graphene
oxide (GO) showed slight improvement of zT, relative to the
Bi2Te3 material alone.435 The peak zT for composites reached
ca. 0.4 for Bi2Te3 NWs composited with 2 wt % GO, compared
to zT = 0.3 for the Bi2Te3 NWs on their own. Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3
composites with 0.1 vol % expanded graphene showed a 45%
improvement to zT, relative to the neat Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 material,
with peak zT values in the range of 1.13−1.24 for the
composites.436 Ding et al. fabricated flexible TEGs out of rGO
sheets and Bi2Te3 nanoplates.437 Six-element TEGs with 1%
mass ratio of rGO produced ∼1.72 μW at a ΔT of 20 K and
retained its performance over 1000 bending cycles.
Zong et al. noted that few-layer rGO sheets increased the

grain boundary (GB) thermal resistivity by a factor of 3−5
(relative to GBs without graphene) in skutterudite thermo-
electric composites.438 This modification led to peak zT values
of 1.5 for n-type YbyCo4Sb12 and 1.06 for p-type CeyFe3CoSb12,
allowing the authors to produce 4−8% efficient 16-leg TE
modules using n- and p-type skutterudite/graphene composites.
Bhardwaj et al. prepared ball-milled composites of p-type

Mg3Sb2 and Mg3Sb1.8Bi0.2 with varying ratios of few-layer
graphene nanosheets (GNS), where the GNS were derived from
thermally expanded graphite.439 Champion zT values were
obtained for ca. 1.25 wt % loading of GNS into each composite,
with zT = 0.71 at 773 K forMg3Sb2/GNS and zT = 1.35 at 773 K
for Mg3Sb1.8Bi0.2/GNS (Figure 50a). The improvements of ca.
170% and 125%, relative to the uncomposited Mg3Sb2 and
Mg3Sb1.8Bi0.2 materials, respectively, derived from an increase in
conductivity (due to an increase in both carrier concentration
and mobility). The Seebeck coefficient decreased with GNS
addition, as expected for the increase in carrier concentration,
and the thermal conductivity increased.
Lin et al. recently explored the potential energy filtering role of

graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) at the grain boundaries of n-type
Te-doped Mg3Sb2 (Figure 50b,c).338 In this study, the GNPs
were produced by a surfactant exfoliation process440 and
composites were fabricated by sintering and annealing. Nano-

structuring and the inclusion of GNPs lead to a 40% increase in
zT, up to 1.73 near 773 K (Figure 50b). The authors note that
the inclusion of the GNPs leads to an increase of the materials’
Seebeck coefficients without a change in the carrier concen-
tration (Figure 50c inset), a classic effect that is theoretically
expected for energy filtering but rarely experimentally observed.
They introduce a new two-phase (grain + grain boundary)
heterogeneous transport model to analyze their finding, with an
important outcome of the model being the introduction of an
interfacial Seebeck coefficient term. This term arises from the
large temperature drop associated with the grain boundary

Figure 50. (a) Temperature-dependent zT of p-type Mg3Sb2/GNS
composites with varying mass ratios and for Mg3Sb1.8Bi0.2/GNS
composites with mass ratio of 80:1. Reproduced with permission
from ref 439. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b)
Temperature-dependent zT of n-typeMg3.2Sb1.99Te0.01, either prepared
with large (ca. 13 μm) or small (ca. 0.6) grains and Mg3.2Sb1.99Te0.01/
GNP composite with ca. 1 μm grains. (c) Linear correlation between
Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductivity in Mg3.2Sb1.99Te0.01 and
Mg3.2Sb1.99Te0.01/GNP composites, demonstrating that the Seebeck
coefficient scales with thermal conductivity and not carrier concen-
tration (inset). (b,c) Reproduced with permission from ref 338.
Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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thermal resistance, which in turn creates a large associated grain
boundary voltage. Thus, the authors posit that the key to
realizing the large energy filtering effect is by maximizing the
temperature drop across the grain boundary region and is thus
anticorrelated with thermal conductivity (Figure 50c). They
conclude that GNP and associated 2D materials can play such a
role in materials with charged grain boundaries and grain size
dependent transport properties.
4.2.5.6. Multinary Nanocomposites. In an effort to exploit

the prevalent interfaces formed in multinary nanocomposites,
which may enhance carrier filtering effect and introduce phonon
scattering due to material mismatch, several studies have
explored composites formed with either two different nano-
carbon fillers,441 two different nanoscale inorganic fillers,442−444

or some combination of the two filler types.426,427,445−447

In one of the first examples, Kim et al. prepared a three-
component nanocomposite made via vacuum filtration of a
dispersion of inorganic Te nanowires coated with conducting
polymer PEDOT:PSS combined with reduced-GO (Figure
51a).261 The free-standing and flexible composite possessed a
power factor of ca. 140 μW m−1 K−2 at 300 K, allowing
fabrication of flexible devices that were robust to repeated
bending cycles and retained the majority of their TE

performance even after stressing at 85 °C and 85% humidity
for 7 days (Figure 51b,c).
Recently, Erden et al. demonstrated ternary composites

prepared from anatase TiO2 nanocrystals with PANI-coated
amine-functionalized CNTs that exhibited impressive room
temperature TE power factors exceeding of 100 μWm−1 K−2.446

The addition of the TiO2 nanocrystals caused a significant
decrease in the electrical conductivity due to a reduction in both
the carrier mobility and concentration which led to an increase
in the Seebeck coefficient and an optimum TE power factor for
30 wt % TiO2.
Multinary TE composites have also been demonstrated for tin

chalcogenide nanosheets combined with carbon nanotubes and
conducting polymers.426,427 The addition of a small loading of
MWCNTs (<1.0 wt %) to a nanocomposite of PVDF and
PANI-coated SnSe0.8S0.2 nanosheets resulted in an enhanced
electrical conductivity and a room temperature TE power factor
of ca. 260 μWm−1 K−2, which increased to ca. 300 μWm−1 K−2

at 400 K.426 More recently, Liu et al. fabricated flexible, free-
standing TE composites by vacuum filtration of dispersions of
SWCNTs, PEDOT:PSS, and SnSe nanosheets that were
prepared via chemical intercalation and exfoliation.427 The TE
properties of these composites were optimized for a SWCNT
loading of 60 wt %, reaching ca. 160 μW m−1 K−2 at room

Figure 51.Hybrid GDTe thermoelectric papers: (a) Schematic illustration of the preparation of the ternary hybrid TE papers from reduced GO and
PEDOT:PSS-coated Te NWs. (b) Impact of the number of bending cycles on the electrical conductivity (top), thermopower (middle), and TE power
factor (bottom) of a G0.1DTe0.9 paper, illustrating only small negative impacts on the TE performance up to 1000 bending cycles. (c) Improved stability
of the electrical conductivity (top), thermopower (middle), and TE power factor (bottom) for the G0.1DTe0.9 paper relative to the Te NWs and
PEDOT:PSS-coated Te NWs. Reproduced with permission from ref 261. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH.
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temperature, mainly due to an enhancement in the Seebeck
coefficient.
In the past few years, metal halide perovskites have received

some attention as potential TE materials,448 partly because their
“soft” crystal structure should lead to exceptionally low thermal
conductivity, although their typically low electrical conductivity
and issues associated with the chemical and compositional
stability need to be overcome. Kishan et al. recently
demonstrated PANI-methylammonium lead iodide (MAPI)-
MWCNTs TE composites, where the PANI and MWCNTs
appeared to synergistically enhance the electrical conductivity
and Seebeck coefficient, resulting in a peak TE power factor of
ca. 10 μW m−1 K−2.447

Over the last several years, several studies have explored
ternary composites of PEDOT:PSS and PVP with two different
nanoscale inorganic fillers, with those based on silver
chalcogenides exhibiting particularly impressive perform-
ance.443,444 In all cases, alloy metal chalcogenide nanowires
(NWs) were prepared by chemical alloying of polymer-coated
chalcogen NWs. Chemical conversion of polymer-coated Te
NWs was achieved via reaction with either copper chloride or
silver nitrate to form Cu7Te4 or Ag2Te NWs, respectively. For
ternary composites prepared from a mixture of PEDOT:PSS-
coated Te NWs and PEDOT:PSS-coated Cu7Te4 NWs, the
peak TE power factor exceeded ca. 60 μWm−1 K−2 for >90 wt %
PEDOT:PSS-coated Te NWs content.442 The performance of a
PVP/Ag nanoparticle/Ag2Te NW ternary composite, prepared
via vacuum filtration and subsequent heat treatment, delivered
even more impressive performance, with a room temperature
TE power factor of ca. 215 μWm−1 K−2 and ca. 370 μWm−1 K−2

at 393 K.443 In 2020, Lu et al. demonstrated exceptional TE
performance for an n-type PEDOT:PSS/Ag2Se NW/CuAgSe
NW composite, with a room temperature TE power factor of ca.
1600 μW m−1 K−2 and an estimated zT of as much as 1.444

Flexible TEGs comprising 11 n-type legs were fabricated from
the PEDOT:PSS/Ag2Se NW/CuAgSe NW composite (Figure
52), and power densities of >6 W m−2 were achieved for a
temperature difference of ca. 30 K (Figure 52d).

4.3. Ionic Thermoelectric Materials

Thus far, this review has presented results concerning voltage
generation through the thermal diffusion of electronic charge
carriers. However, ionic charge carriers can also drift under an
external thermal gradient, the so-called Soret effect. This effect is
particularly pronounced at high humidity due to faster ion
transport in liquid/electrolyte media. Contrary to the electronic
Seebeck effect, the thermodiffused ions remain confined in the
film instead of being extracted by the electrodes, making these
materials more suitable for capacitor-like applications instead of
for continuous power generation. For a more in-depth
explanation of the role of humidity, we refer the reader to a
recently published review by Sohn et al.449

In 2015, Wang et al. reported an ionic Seebeck effect in the
mixed ion-electron conducting polymer PEDOT:PSS.450 It was
found that the Seebeck coefficient of PEDOT:PSS increased
from 10 μVK−1 to 215 μVK−1 with increasing ambient humidity
from 10 to 80%RH, accompanied by a dramatic enhancement in
the ionic conductivity. The resulting instantaneous power factor
could then be increased by 4 orders of magnitude, but the fact
that the thermogenerated current dropped with time indicated
that the ionic contribution was not constant. Later, Ail et al.
studied the mechanism underlying this phenomenon and
observed that the thermodiffusion of protons in PEDOT:PSS,
at high humidity, promoted an internal electrochemical reaction
within the mixed ion-electron conductor film.451 The time
dependence of the open-circuit voltage Voc(t), after applying a
thermal gradient, showed a peak that corresponded to the ionic
Seebeck contribution, which then decreased until reaching a
constant value at equilibrium; this behavior was ascribed to the
electronic Seebeck effect. Therefore, the ionic Seebeck effect in
mixed polymer conductors could not be used to produce much
extra power in a TE module because its character vanishes with
time. Instead, the ionic Seebeck effect was used to independently
sense the humidity and temperature gradient with a three-
parameter sensor (pressure, humidity, temperature) made of the
polymer aerogel,452 which exploits the ion thermodiffusion in
high humidity environment to expand the sensing capability of

Figure 52. (a) Photograph of the 11-leg TEG before and after series connection using silver paint. (b) Open-circuit voltage of the TEG as a function of
temperature difference. (c) Output voltage and power versus current for different temperature differences. (d) The power density of the device as a
function of load resistance. Reproduced with permission from ref 444. Copyright 2020 Elsevier Ltd.
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previously published results.453,454 Other examples of temper-
ature sensors based on the thermodiffusion of ions were
presented by Zhao et al., using PEO-NaOH electrolyte to
modulate the current of an electrolyte-gated organic transistor
(with P3HT as the active material), enhancing the device
sensitivity to small temperature variations.455 The high Seebeck
values connected to ion transport in polymers represented
interesting results and offered a new path toward the
development of a new generation of thermal harvesters.
The first example of a stable thermionic effect in PEDOT:PSS

films was reported in 2016, with the addition of polystyrene
sulfonic acid (PSSH), showing an ionic conductivity of 9 S m−1

and an ionic Seebeck coefficient of 7.9 mV K−1 at 70%
humidity.66 Later on, Wang et al. studied the effect of humidity
on the ionic mobility and ionic Seebeck coefficient of
polystyrene sulfonate sodium (PSS−Na+), in which PSSNa
served as a polyanionic membrane because the negative charges

(sulfonate) were attached covalently to the polymer chain and
effectively immobile, while the cations were the only mobile
species. When the humidity was increased from 50% to 100%,
the ionic Seebeck coefficient increased from 0.26 mV K−1 to 4
mV K−1.64 In 2018, Kim et al. expanded these results by
reporting a mixed polymer film of PEDOT:PSS doped with
PSSH, using a PEDOT:PSS formulation with higher PSS
content (1:6) and PSSH possessing a similar molecular weight
(Mw) to that of the PSS. In this case, the Seebeck coefficient
reached 16 mV K−1 and remained constant over time, with a
conductivity of 29 S m−1 observed at 90% relative humidity.456

The addition of PSSH acted as a proton dopant by creating PSS-
rich domains, where H+ ions could move freely under high
humidity conditions (Figure 53a,b). Finally, they demonstrated
that the high thermionic properties remained constant under
ambient conditions by using a hydrogel bilayer architecture for
the thermoelectric generator to maintain high humidity levels,

Figure 53. (a) Sketch of charge transport (ions and electrons) inside the PEDOT:PSS films at high (left) and low (right) humidity levels. (b) Ionic
conductivity as a function of PSSH content and for different RH values (from 50% to 90%). (c) Voltage output vs time for different TEmodules having
different number of thermocouples, with the 20-leg device photo on the right. Reproduced with permission from ref 456. Copyright 2019 Wiley.

Figure 54. (a) Schematic ion transport andmorphology of PEDOT:PSSCuCl2 films. (b) Seebeck coefficient vs CuCl2 content (wt %) for 60% (black),
70% (red), and 80% (blue) of relative humidity. (c) Picture of the thermionic generator together with voltage output and temperature difference over
time. Reproduced with permission from ref 457. Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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thus allowing the exploitation of the maximum harvesting
capacity of such material.290

In 2019, the same group reported the conversion of
thermionic properties of PEDOT:PSS from p- to n-type when
in the presence of copper chloride (CuCl2) salts.457 Through
metal binding with the PSS domains, a Cl− channel could be
observed inside the film, leading to an S of∼ −18 mV K−1 and a
PF of∼1.7 mWm−1 K−2 at 80% RH (Figure 54a,b). In addition,
they integrated their p- and n-type thermionic materials in a
generator composed of 10 thermocouples, achieving 1.55 V at an
external temperature difference of 4.5 K and with an RH of 80%
(Figure 54c).
However, the above method was not the only route followed

to increase the time response of the ionic contribution, thus
harvesting constant power. Chang et al. added Ag cations (using
Ag-based salts) in Nafion (Ag-Nafion) and polystyrene-
sulfonate (Ag-PSS),458 which, coupled with Ag electrodes,
enabled a thermogalvanic effect, producing an additional
constant thermogenerated current on top of the nonconstant
ionic Seebeck effect over time. Figure 55b shows the values of
the Seebeck coefficient corresponding to two different blends: a
positive Seebeck coefficient of approximately 5 mV K−1 for the
100%Ag+/SO3

−molar ratio in PSS and amaximumnegative S of
−1.5 mV K−1 for silver nitrate (AgNO3) in Nafion. Regarding
the ion conductivity (Figure 55b), a maximum was instead
obtained for low Ag+ concentrations (33%), corresponding to
2.7 mS cm−1 for Ag-PSS and 4.3 mS cm−1 for Ag-Nafion.
Because the ionic conductivity of Nafion is extremely humidity
dependent due to water-assisted ion transport, Chang et al.
investigated the effects of humidity on the conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient of these materials (Figure 55d,e). The Ag-
Nafion ionic conductivity increased exponentially by more than
3 orders of magnitude, while the Seebeck coefficient switched
from being positive to negative and reached a plateau at −2 mV
K−1 for RH >50%. On the other hand, for Ag-PSS, S decreased
but remained positive up to a value of 1 mV K−1. Finally, they
constructed a flexible device (Figure 55f) with six thermionic
legs connected by silver paste, showing a maximum of 7 mV at a
ΔT = 4 K and an RH of 50%.
Another important feature of these materials, apart from the

Seebeck coefficient and electrical/thermal conductivity, is the
stability of such properties after mechanical stress; indeed, brittle
materials are not compatible for use in flexible and conformable
electronics. Therefore, the development of composites can offer
an effective way to combine the properties of different
components in a single material to further broaden their
applications in flexible and wearable electronics. Jiao et al.
recently prepared robust and flexible ionic thermoelectric paper
by a simple and cost-effective method.459 In contrast to the
extremely brittle pure polystyrene sulfonate sodium (PSSNa)
film, the nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC)-PSSNa composite
paper (Figure 56a) exhibited a tensile strength of 16.6 ± 1.5
MPa and a Young’s modulus of 0.9 ± 0.1 GPa. Remarkably, the
NFC-PSSNa paper retained high ionic thermoelectric properties
(Figure 56c), with an overall figure-of-merit of 0.025 at 100 RH
% and room temperature, which was slightly higher than that of
pure PSSNa.
While polyelectrolytes display a large ionic Seebeck

coefficient in humid environments, the drawback of using
water to enable ionic thermodiffusion is that water evaporates,
thus, there is a small temperature window for operation. Instead,
polymer electrolytes have also been investigated for their ionic
thermoelectric properties. Zhao et al. showed a low molecular

weight polyethylene glycol (PEG) with NaOH possessing a
positive Seebeck coefficient of 10 mV K−1.24 Recently, Li et al.
impregnated porous aligned cellulose fibers with PEG-NaOH
and reported an even higher Seebeck coefficient reaching 24 mV
K−1.460 It was also found that poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-
hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) blended with the ionic
liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ([EMIM]) bis(trifluoro-
methylsulfonyl)imide ([TFSI]) (Figure 56d) had a negative
Seebeck coefficient of −4 mV K−1 (Figure 56e), while the
addition of low molecular weight PEG switched the sign of the
Seebeck coefficient to +12 mV K−1, which enabled the authors
to screen print the first ionic thermopile on a flexible polymide
substrate (Figure 56e,f).461

The impressive values of S linked to ionic charge carries are
unfortunately counterbalanced by the low charge conductivity,
usually in the order of mS cm−1, which severely limits the power

Figure 55. (a) Chemical structures of Ag-PSS (black box) and
AgNafion (red box). (b) Ionic conductivity and (c) Seebeck coefficient
of PSS and Nafion with the addition of different molar ratios of Ag salts.
(d) Ionic conductivity and (e) Seebeck coefficient of Ag-PSS and Ag-
Nafion with increasing RH values. (f) Picture (left) and voltage output
(middle) of a flexible p−n device as a function of different external
temperature differences, and the module thermopower (right) as a
function of the number of pairs of p−n components. Reproduced with
permission from ref 458. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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that can be extracted. Recently, Jiang et al. tried to circumvent
this issue by proposing a mixed ion-electron n-type organic
conductor with a highly crystalline and reduced perylene
bisimide.462 This material presented a S > 3 mV K−1 due to the
presence of quasi-frozen ionic charges, while the charge
transport is mediated by electrons yielding a conductivity as
high as 0.18 S cm−1, an impressive value for an n-type organic
semiconductor. The efficient combination of ion-electron
transport allowed to yield a PF as high as 165 μW m−1 K−2

and a zT = 0.23 at room temperature. Note that the high PF
values were calculated using S (generated by the thermodiffu-
sion of ion) and the electronic component of σ. While this
approach might look unusual because of the mixed ion-electron
contribution, the authors reported stable power output in a
condition of matched resistance, compatible with the con-
ductivity of electronic charge carriers. At the same time, the
thermal voltage was generated by ionic contribution, as verified
by the authors. Therefore, because PF is a parameter that
indicates the capability of a material to generate continuous
power output thermally, we believe this approach to be suitable
to calculate PF.

4.4. Materials for Thermogalvanic Cells (TGCs)

4.4.1. Redox Couples. Another thermodiffusion phenom-
enon is the thermogalvanic effect. Here, the Seebeck coefficient
is proportional to the entropy change of the redox reaction. This
reaction has an entropic contribution from the redox molecule
itself but also from the solvation shell, which is sensitive to the
interactions between the redox molecule and the solvent. Redox
couples considered for TGC applications are comprised of
inorganic, organic, and radioactive redox couples in aqueous or
nonaqueous electrolytes, and they display either positive or
negative values of the Seebeck coefficient. Regarding aqueous
electrolytes, the highest values of Sredox have been reported as
−1.4 to −1.5 mV K−1 for Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4−,54,62,463 0.5−

0.7 mV K−1 for Fe3+/Fe2+,464,465 0.55 mV K−1 for I3
−/I−,466 1.87

mV K−1 for Np4+/Np3+, and −1.53 mV K−1 for Pu4+/Pu3+. In

nonaqueous electrolytes, the largest Seebeck coefficient
recorded is for cobalt(II/III) tris(bipyridyl) (−2.19 mV K−1).
Among redox-active electrolytes, ferro/ferrocyanide [Fe-

(CN)6
3−/Fe(CN)6

4−] has been extensively studied for TGCs
due to its high solubility and stability in water, its high exchange
current density, and relatively high Seebeck coefficient of 1.4mV
K−1. However, the Seebeck coefficient of ferro/ferrocyanide also
depends weakly on the concentration of the redox couple, with
maximum values as high as 1.72 mV K−1 reported for 5 mM
solutions.467 Unfortunately, power generation is too small at
these low concentrations. Studies have shown that the Seebeck
coefficient remains constant for redox couple concentrations
above 0.1 M and a concentration of up to 0.4 M can be used for
stable TGC applications.467 A high concentration (0.9 M) of
ferro/ferricyanide in aqueous solution can be reached by
replacing the conventional K4Fe(CN)6/K3Fe(CN)6 with
(NH4)4Fe(CN)6/K3Fe(CN)6.

468 While the Seebeck coeffi-
cients are not significantly modified (1.43 mV K−1), the increase
in concentration from 0.4 to 0.9 M is accompanied by a 66%
enhancement in the ionic conductivity and a minor decrease in
the thermal conductivity of the electrolyte. The combination of
these effects results in a 50% improvement in the generated
power.
Chaotropic agents, molecules that disrupt the hydrogen

bonding network of water, can have a significant impact on the
entropy (and thus thermopower) of thermogalvanic reactions.
Duan et al. introduced strong chaotropic cations (guanidinium)
and highly soluble amide derivatives (urea) into aqueous
[Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4−] electrolytes to significantly boost the

thermopowers from 1.4 to 4.2 mV K−1.469 [Fe(CN)6
3−/

Fe(CN)6
4−] are categorized as chaotropic anions in the

Hofmeister series and can bond with chaotropic cations based
on chaotrope−chaotrope ion specificity.470 Therefore, strong
chaotropic cations can be expected to rearrange the solvation
shells of the redox couple and change the entropy of the redox
reaction, thereby affecting the Seebeck coefficient. By
introducing guanidinium chloride (GdmCl) into the ferro/

Figure 56. (a) Photo and structure of the NFC-PSSNa composite films. (b) AFM images of the NFC-PSSNa film. (c) Seebeck coefficient of NFC-
PSSNa at various humidity levels and a comparison with pure PSSNa. (a−c) Reproduced with permission from ref 459. Copyright 2017 The Royal
Society of Chemistry. (d) Composition of [EMIM][TFSI]/PVDFHFP polymer gels. Organic thermionic generator printed on a flexible substrate (e)
and the voltage output for small temperature differences (f). (d−f) Reproduced with permission from ref 461. Copyright 2019 Nature.
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ferricyanide aqueous electrolyte, the Seebeck coefficient
increased up to 2.7 mV K−1. Urea is known to strongly impact
the hydrogen-bonding network and hydration shell of ions in
water.469 An extremely high Seebeck coefficient value of ∼4.2
mV K−1 is achieved when adding urea (24 M) and GdmCl (2.6
M) simultaneously.
Recently, a few groups have demonstrated TGC applications

of ferro/ferricyanide in a mixture of aqueous/nonaqueous
solvents. When ferro/ferricyanide is used in a mixture of an
organic solvent, such as methanol or DMSO, with water, it
shows a significant improvement in the Seebeck coefficient (2.9
mV K−1).471 However, the solubility is affected, and the ionic
conductivity decreases from approximately 180 mS cm−1 to 50
mS cm−1. Overall, there is a positive effect of the mixing of
solvent, with an area power density of 0.64 mWm−2 K−2 for the
TGC, which is higher than the 0.35 mW m−2 K−2 with an
aqueous electrolyte at a ΔT of 4.1 °C.
The iron(II)/(III) system is yet another well-known redox

couple for thermogalvanic applications and was tested at the
early stage of thermogalvanic research. Iron(II)/(III) systems
have not been investigated in detail due to their low Seebeck
coefficient (0.54 mV K−1) at high ionic concentrations
compared to the [Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4−] system. However,

while high Seebeck values of 1.8 mV K−1 have been reported for
aqueous iron (II)/(III) systems at very low ionic concentrations,
above 0.2 M these values decrease rapidly. A high-power TGC
requires more concentrated redox molecules. Among the
studied iron(II)/(III) systems, aqueous chlorides and sulfate
systems have been studied the most. Indeed, regarding aqueous
iron(II/III) chloride systems, Burrows reported a Seebeck value
of +0.6 mV K−1 for aqueous FeCl2/FeCl3 in the presence of
HCl.472 On the other hand, with regard to iron(II/III) sulfate
systems, Al Maimani et al. reported Seebeck values in the range
of +0.24 to +0.40 mV K−1 at different concentrations (1.4 M
Fe(II)/Fe(III) to 0.0014M Fe(II)/Fe(III), respectively), which
could be further increased to +0.54 mV K−1 with the addition of
H2SO4,

473 clearly showing the influence of electrolyte pH on the
Seebeck coefficient of the iron(II)/(III) systems.
This dependence was further proven by Buckingham et al.,

who reported a Seebeck coefficient of +1.46mVK−1 for acidified
iron(II/III) trifluoromethanesulfonate at ΔT = 20 K.474 In this
report, they studied four aqueous Fe(II)/Fe(III) salt systems
that were based on 0.2 M ammonium iron sulfate, iron sulfate,
iron trifluoromethanesulfonate, and iron nitrate, and the
Seebeck coefficient varied from +0.13, +0.29, +1.35, and +1.34
mV K−1, respectively. The value of the Seebeck coefficient was
further enhanced in the presence of 1M conjugate acid, reaching
values of +0.84, +0.90, +1.46, and +1.38 mV K−1 for acidified

ammonium iron sulfate, iron sulfate, iron trifluoromethanesul-
fonate, and iron nitrate, respectively. The addition of 1 M
conjugate acid to the systems resulted in significant increases in
the Seebeck coefficients of both Fe[SO4]

− and [NH4]FeSO4
based systems, while only slightly increasing the Seebeck
coefficients of the FeNO3 and FeCF3SO3 systems. In this
report, this observation was rationalized in terms of acid−base
equilibrium and ion pairing.
Because of the liquid nature of the electrolytes, the application

of TGCs in flexible and wearable devices is limited, mainly due
to the potential leakage of the electrolyte. Recently, there have
been a few attempts to fabricate TGCs using ferro/ferrocyanide
redox couples in polymer gels to eliminate electrolyte leakage
and to support the development of flexible TGCs.23,475 Jin et al.
reported a ferric/ferrocyanide redox couple within a cellulose
matrix.476 Figure 57 displays the effect of the addition of
cellulose on the Seebeck coefficient and the diffusion coefficient
of the redox couples in gel. The introduction of 5% cellulose in
the electrolyte barely affected the Seebeck coefficient (−1.38
mV K−1, Figure 57a) but provided decent mechanical properties
and a maximum power output of 14 mW m−2 (compared to 18
mW m−2 without cellulose). Thus, modules of TGCs based on
legs composed of two types of gel redox electrolytes with
positive and negative Seebeck coefficients were envisioned to
power wearable electronics.23 Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was
used as the polymer gel matrix, yielding Seebeck coefficients as
high as 1.02 mV K−1 and −1.21 mV K−1 when used in
combination with ferric/ferrous chloride and ferro/ferricyanide,
respectively.
The second most studied redox couple in thermogalvanics is

iodide/triiodide. Its Seebeck coefficient depends on the nature
of the solvent (aqueous/organic), the concentration of the
electrolyte, and the presence of additives. As an additive, Zhou et
al. proposed the addition of α-cyclodextrin in an aqueous
iodide/triiodide redox electrolyte and reported a maximum
Seebeck coefficient of 2 mV K−1.477 The proposed hypothesis
was that α-cyclodextrin encapsulated triiodide ions and affected
their solvation entropy. Abraham et al. studied the thermo-
galvanic properties of the iodide/triiodide redox couple in
various ionic liquids.478 Typically, when switching from water to
ionic liquids, the Seebeck coefficient decreased. The main
advantage of ionic liquids compared to aqueous electrolytes was
that a larger temperature gradient could be utilized in
thermogalvanic cells with temperatures at the hot side reaching
400 °C. Interestingly, changing the anionic component of the
ionic liquid, e.g., from 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluor-
oborate to 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide, led to a change
in the sign of the Seebeck coefficient.466,477,479 TGCs based on

Figure 57. (a) Seebeck coefficients of the solidified electrolytes and aqueous solution. (b) Diffusion coefficients of [Fe(CN)6]4− and [Fe(CN)6]3− in
the solid electrolytes and the solution at 22 °C. Reproduced with permission from ref 476. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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iodide/triiodide in ionic liquids could reach a power output of
29 mW m−2 when the hot side was at 150 °C.480

A cobalt redox couple is promising for TGC applications, as it
displays a relatively high Seebeck coefficient in nonaqueous
electrolytes compared to iodide/triiodide.55,478,481,482 The first
demonstration of cobalt redox couple-based TGCs made use of
a Co2+/3+(bpy)3(NTf2)2/3 couple in combination with a series of
ionic liquids and 3-methoxypropionitrile (MPN).478 These
electrolytes showed high Seebeck coefficients ranging from 1.5
to 2.2 mV K−1 in the temperature range of 20−140 °C. The
highest Seebeck coefficient value of 2.19 mV K−1 was obtained
with the 0.01 M Co2+/3+(bpy)3(NTf2)2/3 couple in MPN and
1.88 mV K−1 with the ionic liquid ([C2mim][eFAP]). These
values of the cobalt redox couple were attributed to the
additional electronic entropy component of the total entropy
change.483 The power output of TGCs reached 522 mWm−2 for
the 0.1 M Co2+/3+ (bpy)3(NTf2)2/3 redox couple in MPN and
880 mW m−2 at ΔT = 70 °C with an electrolyte composition of
3:1 (v/v) MPN-[C2mim][B(CN)4].

478

Regarding the development of solid or quasi-solid-state
electrolytes, Taheri et al. reported gelation of an organic
solvent-based electrolyte system containing a cobalt bipyridyl
redox couple for application in thermogalvanic cells.484

Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) and PVDF-HFP were used
for gelation of the liquid electrolyte (Figure 58a,b), which was
consistent with a cobalt bipyridyl redox couple dissolved in 3-
methoxypropionitrile (MPN). Cobalt bipyridyl redox couples

are known to display high Seebeck coefficients; thus, the use of
cobalt redox couples in a quasi-solid-state electrolyte could allow
access to higher Seebeck coefficients. Interestingly, the addition
of PVDF or PVDF-HFP to the cobalt bipyridyl redox electrolyte
did not significantly affect the Seebeck coefficient. Indeed, the
presence of solvent interactions with redox molecules affected
the Seebeck coefficient because of changes in the entropy and
free energy.483,485,486 In this report, the absence of any strong
interaction between the polymer chains and redox molecules
resulted in a negligible effect on the entropy change in the redox
reaction, thus not affecting the Seebeck coefficient.484 The
diffusivity of the redox couple in the gel electrolyte was the key to
TGC operation, and in this report, the study on the effect of
gelation, investigated using chronoamperometry, revealed that
gelation did not cause a significant decrease in the diffusion
coefficient (Table 3). Furthermore, this observation was

supported by cyclic voltammetry (Figure 58c), which showed
that the redox couple in the gelled electrolytes maintained quasi-
reversible electrochemical behavior.
Maximum power densities of 6 and 4.5 mW m−2 have been

obtained for PVDF and PVDF-HFP gel electrolytes, respec-
tively, compared to 48 mW m−2 for a liquid MPN-based
electrolyte at the same temperature difference. The decrease in
thermogalvanic cell power with the gel electrolyte is mainly due
to the limited convection in the device, which decreases mass
transport. A free-standing cellulose-based electrolyte, prepared
by immersing a cellulose membrane (Figure 59) in a liquid
electrolyte, was also reported for use in thermogalvanic cells.487

Three different redox systems were studied: [Co(bpy)3]Cl2/3
in water, [Co(bpy)3][NTf2]2/3 in MPN, and K3/4Fe(CN)6 in
water. The Seebeck coefficient of the water-soluble cobalt redox
couple decreased by one-third (1/3) compared to that of the
cobalt redox couple in the organic electrolyte. The Seebeck
coefficient of the three different redox systems was not
significantly affected in the free-standing cellulose electrolytes;
however, the diffusion coefficient decreased by∼20% and∼50%
for the K3/4Fe(CN)6 and [Co(bpy)3] redox systems, respec-
tively (see Table 4). As a result, the performance of the
thermocells decreased after solidification, but the performance
was improved by increasing the redox couple concentration. The
highest power densities of 168 and 24 mW m−2 were produced
using cellulose/0.4 M aqueous K3/4Fe(CN)6

3/4− or cellulose/
0.1 M [Co(bpy)3][NTf2]2/3 in MPN, respectively (Table 4).
Al-Masri et al. studied the influence of the nature of the redox

couple on the Seebeck coefficient and further investigated the
diffusion coefficient and charge transfer resistance of different
redox couples.488 In their paper, they chose four different cobalt
complexes containing the ligands 2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine)
(Co2+/3+(py-pz)3), 2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine
(Co2+/3+(bupy-pz)3), 2,6-di(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine
(Co 2 + / 3 + (pz -py -p z ) 2 ) , and 1 , 10 -phenan th ro l i n e
(Co2+/3+(phen)3) in a 3:1 dimethyl sulfoxide:1-ethyl-3-methyl-

Figure 58. Quasi-solid-state electrolytes containing 0.05 M [Co-
(bpy)3]

2+/3+[NTf2]2/3 in MPN gelled with (a) 5 wt% PVDF and (b) 5
wt%PVDF-HFP. (c) Electrochemical behavior of the redox electrolytes
before and after gelationmeasured using a three-electrode cell equipped
with a platinum working electrode and two platinum wires as the
counter and pseudoreference electrodes at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1.
Reproduced with permission from ref 484. Copyright 2018 European
Chemical Society.

Table 3. Effects of the Gelation of the Electrolyte on the
Seebeck Coefficient (S) and Diffusion Coefficient (D) at 25
°C

D (106cm2s−1)

electrolyte S (mV K−1) Co(bpy)3
2+ Co(bpy)3

3+

MPN 1.81 ± 0.03 5.00 ± 0.39 4.90 ± 0.27
5 wt % PVDF-MPN 1.80 ± 0.02 4.63 ± 0.13 4.21 ± 0.09
5 wt % PVDF-HFP-MPN 1.84 ± 0.01 4.48 ± 0.15 3.55 ± 0.25
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imidazolium tris(pentafluoroethyl) trifluorophosphate mixture.
The highest Seebeck coefficient was measured for Co2+/3+(py-
pz)3 (2.36 mV K−1), which was related to a combination of its
small radius, bidenticity, and lower degree of aromaticity
compared to the other listed ligands in Table 5.

Recently, Zhou et al. were the first to demonstrate a TGC
based on the redox couple of acetone and 2-propanol, reporting
the highest Seebeck coefficient of −9.9 mV K−1 when the hot
side was above the boiling point of acetone.489 However, in the
temperature range (20−60 °C) below the boiling point of

Figure 59. Cellulose-based quasi-solid-state electrolytes: (a) before immersion in an electrolyte (containing water without a redox couple) and after
immersion in (b) 0.05 M [Co(bpy)3]Cl2/3 in water, (c) 0.05 M [Co(bpy)3][NTf2]2/3 in MPN, and (d) 0.05 M K3/4Fe(CN)6 in water. Reproduced
with permission from ref 487. Copyright 2019 Elsevier Ltd.

Table 4. Effect of the Solidification of the Electrolyte on the Seebeck Coefficient and Diffusion Coefficient of [Co(bpy)3]
2+/3+ and

[Fe(CN)6]
3‑/4‑ Ions

diffusion coefficient at 25 °C (D × 106 cm2 s−1)

electrolyte
Seebeck coefficient

(mV K−1)
CV peak-to-peak potential

separation (mV)
[Co(bpy)3]2+ or
[Fe(CN)6]

4−
[Co(bpy)3]3+ or
[Fe(CN)6]

3−

0.05 M [Co(bpy)3]Cl
2/3 in water 1.21 ± 0.08 159 3.18 ± 0.08 5.90 ± 0.07

cellulose/0.05 M [Co(bpy)3]Cl
2/3 in

water
1.15 ± 0.06 114 1.86 ± 0.10 2.95 ± 0.20

0.05 M [Co(bpy)3][NTf2]
2/3 in MPN 1.81 ± 0.03 380 5.00 ± 0.39 54.90 ± 0.27

cellulose/0.05 M [Co(bpy)3][NTf2]
2/3 in

MPN
1.83 ± 0.01 254 3.65 ± 0.04 3.43 ± 0.21

0.05 M K3/4Fe(CN)6 in water −1.55 ± 0.04 153 10.51 ± 0.31 10.32 ± 0.13
cellulose/0.05 M K3/4Fe(CN)6 in water −1.44 ± 0.03 142 8.52 ± 0.02 8.89 ± 0.08

Table 5. Seebeck Coefficients (S) of the Redox Couples Measured in 3:1 DMSO:[C2mim][eFAP] or 3:1 PC:[C2mim][eFAP] at
0.1 M, Plus the Calculated Radius of Each Complex

redox couple solvent mixture S (mV K−1) ± 0.02 Co2+ complex radius ± 0.03 (Å)

Co2+/3+(py-pz)3 3:1 DMSO:[C2mim][eFAP] 2.36 5.76
Co2+/3+(bupy-pz)3 3:1 DMSO:[C2mim][eFAP] 2.23 6.73
Co2+/3+(pz-py-pz)3 3:1 PC:[C2mim][eFAP] 1.78 6.31
Co2+/3+(phen)3 3:1 DMSO:[C2mim][eFAP] 1.70 6.10
Co2+/3+(bpy)3 3:1 DMSO:[C2mim][eFAP] 2.00 5.75
Co2+/3+(bpy)3 3:1 PC:[C2mim][eFAP] 1.84 5.75

Figure 60. (a) Schematic of an acetone−2-propanol thermocell. (b) Open-circuit voltage (Voc) between the hot-side electrode and cold-side electrode
in the acetone−2-propanol thermocell. The cold-side temperature was maintained at 20−23 °C. The heating of the gas bridge allows acetone vapor to
transfer from the hot side to the cold side and increases theVoc. Without heating the gas bridge, acetone vapor condenses at the neck of the hot-side cell
and continues to reflux inside. Average heating rate = 1 °C/min. Reproduced with permission from ref 489. Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.
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acetone, the reported Seebeck coefficient was −3.4 mV K−1.
Above 60 °C, the Seebeck coefficient increased by a factor of 3
and reached its highest reported value due to the phase change of
acetone from the liquid to the gas state. In addition, heating of
the gas bridge that connected the hot-side and cold-side cells
promoted an increase in the Seebeck coefficient due to the
increase in the mass transfer of acetone vapor (see Figure 60). In
that report, a Pt−Sn catalyst electrodeposited on a Pt substrate
was used as the electrode for two reasons: (1) the reduction of
acetone to 2-propanol on platinum catalysts had not yet been
reported489 and (2) the oxidation of isopropanol on a Pt−Sn
catalyst was usually conducted in strongly acidic solutions.
However, when acetone was heated under strongly acidic
conditions, self-condensation readily occurred to produce
phorone and acetone-derived polymers.490

Han et al. recently demonstrated a giant positive Seebeck
coefficient in ionic gelatin-based thermoelectric materials in
which they synergistically combined the thermodiffusion of ions
(KCl, NaCl, KNO3) and the thermogalvanic effect of the ferro

cyanide redox couple, as shown in Figure 61.491 A high Seebeck
coefficient of 12.7 mV K−1 was obtained for a flexible, quasi-
solid-state, ionic thermoelectric material of gelatin-x KCl-m/n
Fe(CN)4‑/3− (x = 0.8M andm/n = 0.42/0.25), where x andm/n
are the molar concentrations of KCl and K4Fe(CN)6/K3Fe-
(CN)6, respectively. Finally, they further increased the Seebeck
coefficient from 12.7 to 17 mV K−1 by optimizing the volume
ratio of water to gelatin.

4.4.2. Electrode Materials. Platinum electrodes have been
studied for TGC applications due to their absence of an oxide
layer and their high electrochemical activity.492−494 However,
the wide application of TGCs with platinum electrodes is limited
simply due to the cost of the material, which promotes
investigating alternative electrode materials. Metal-free materi-
als, such as carbon and conducting polymers, have recently
emerged as efficient electrode materials for TGCs.62,463,495,496

Among carbon-based materials, carbon nanostructures, such as
carbon fibers, CNTs, graphite, and graphene, have displayed
higher performance than platinum electrodes because of their

Figure 61. (a) Comparison of the thermopower among the as-fabricated i-TE materials of gelatin-x KCl-m/n FeCN4−/3− (x andm/n are the KCl and
K4Fe(CN)6/K3Fe(CN)6 molar concentrations, respectively) in this work as gelatin (x = 0 M, m/n = 0 M), gelatin-FeCN4−/3− (x = 0 M, m/n = 0.42/
0.25M), gelatin-KCl (x = 0.8M,m/n = 0M), and gelatin-KCl-FeCN4−/3− (x = 0.8M,m/n = 0.42/0.25M, volume ratio of water to gelatin rv = 2.0 and
3.0). (b) Absolute thermopower of the i-TE materials containing the thermodiffusion effect or the thermogalvanic effect. The filled and unfilled
columns represent p-type and n-type thermopower, respectively. (c) Thermopower of the i-TEmaterials of gelatin-xKCl, gelatin-xKNO3, and gelatin-
xNaCl at varying concentrations of KCl, KNO3, andNaCl. (d) Thermopower of the i-TEmaterials of gelatin-xKCl, at various pH values tuned byHCl
and KOH. (e) Thermopower of the i-TEmaterials of gelatin-xKCl-m/n FeCN4−/3− at x = 0.8M. (f) Thermopower dependence of the volume ratio of
water to gelatin for gelatin-0.8MKCl-0.42/0.25MFeCN4−/3−. rv = 2.0 wasmaintained in (c−e). Reproduced with permission from ref 491. Copyright
2020 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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high surface area.61,62,468,497,498 A wide range of manufacturing
techniques are available to fabricate different varieties of high
surface area carbon materials. Most of the recent research on
carbon-based electrode TGCs has focused on composite carbon
materials, such as nanostructures and graphene. In addition,
there are some demonstrations with additives and doping on
carbon materials that show promising performance.54,499

The first demonstration of TGCs comprised of CNT-based
electrodes was reported in 2010.61 Well-ordered MWCNTs,
prepared by chemical vapor deposition with acetylene as the
carbon source, were used as the electrodes of a TGC composed
of [Fe(CN)6]

4− and [Fe(CN)6]
3− as the redox couple, and this

TGC showed an efficiency as high as 1.4% of the Carnot
efficiency, which was 3 times that of the equivalent platinum-
based TGC measured under the same conditions.
Romano et al. enhanced the electrode porosity by fabricating a

composite of CNTs and reduced graphene oxide.62 On the one
hand, the porous nature of these materials provided a larger
active surface area in comparison to flat electrodes, allowing for a
higher exchange current density. On the other hand, the
accessibility of the redox couples in these tortuous electrodes
could limit the transport of the reaction product, thus limiting
the TGC power output as well. They optimized the composite
electrode by varying the composition of the twomaterials. It was

found that the electrode comprised of 90% SWCNTs and 10%
rGO had the best performance, with a power output as high as
337 mW m−2 (ΔT = 30 K). The power output could be
enhanced by increasing the electrode thickness, reaching up to
460 mW m−2 with 4.5 μm thick electrodes or even 1800 mW
m−2 for electrodes consisting of 10 stacked layers (45 μm) at the
same ΔT, with an efficiency as high as 2.6% of the Carnot
efficiency.
Table 6 summarizes the performance of some TGCs based on

a typical combination of electrodes and electrolytes. The highest
power output achieved so far for a TGC is 12 W m−2 (ΔT = 84
K) by using an activated carbon cloth electrode and an aqueous
ferro/ferricyanide electrolyte.468 A high power density could be
achieved by using an electrolyte-filled thermal separator and by
using the highly soluble redox electrolyte (NH4)4Fe(CN)6/
(NH4)3Fe(CN)6 at a concentration of 0.9 M. This strategy
increased the ionic conductivity by 66% and reduced the thermal
conductivity by 5.7%, thereby improving the thermogalvanic
power efficiency.
Another type of low-cost electrode without an insulating

oxide on the surface is a conducting polymer. Abraham et al.
considered a coating of conducting polymer on ametal electrode
for use in TGCs.55 To avoid any electron transfer with the metal
electrode and to reveal the true potential of polymer electrodes

Table 6. Performance of TGCs with Different Combinations of Electrodes and Electrolytes

electrode electrolyte S (mV K−1) ΔT (K) Pmax (W m−2) η ηc

Pt 0.26 M Fe(CN)6
3−/Fe(CN)6

4− 0.8 M KC −1.50 20 0.031 0.500
MWCNT buckypaper 0.4 M Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4− −1.40 60 1.800 1.400

SWCNT 0.2 M Fe(CN)6
3−/Fe(CN)6

4− 20
Pt 0.4 M I−/I3− in [C2mim][BF4] 0.23 70 0.029
Pt 0.1 M Co2+/3+(bpy)3(NTf2)2/3 2.19 70 0.499
CNT/RGO composites 0.4 M Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4− −1.40 31 1.850 0.218 2.630

Pt Black 0.1 M Con(bpy)3(NTf2)n in [C2mim][B(CN)4] 1.80 70 0.240
CNT/carbon fabric 0.4 M Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4− −1.40 31 0.460

Pt 30 mM [Fc]/[I3−] 0.81 50 2.4 × 10−7

Pt/CNT 0.4 M Fe(CN)6
3−/Fe(CN)6

4− −1.43 51 6.600 0.560 3.950
Pt 0.4 M Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4−/5% cellulose −1.38 15 0.014

Pt 0.1 M Co2+/3+tris(bipyridyl)/MPN−[C2mim][B(CN)4] 2.01 70 0.880
Pt 4 mM α-CD-2,5 mM I3-/10 mM I- in 200 mM KCl 1.90 34
Pt 0.4 M Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4−/methanol −2.90 4.1 0.011 0.003 0.024

PEDOT-Tos 0.4 M Fe(CN)6
3−/Fe(CN)6

4− −1.43 30 0.417 0.024 0.260
activated carbon cloth 0.9 M Fe(CN)6

3−/Fe(CN)6
4− −1.50 84 12.000 0.065 0.300

Au/Cr 0.1 M Fe(CN)6
3−/Fe(CN)6

4 and 0.1 M Fe3+/Fe2+ −1.21 and 1.02 10 90 × 10−9

PEDOT-PSS 0.4 M Fe(CN)6
3−/Fe(CN)6

4− −1.43 30 0.410 0.023 0.256

Figure 62. Performance of thermogalvanic cells with various PEDOT-Tos and platinum thicknesses. (a) Power output and current density
(normalized with the geometric surface area) as a function of the device voltage. (b) Comparison of the maximum power for a cell with platinum
electrode to cells with PEDOT-Tos electrodes of different thicknesses. Reproduced with permission from ref 496. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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alone, a highly conducting polymer electrode made of PEDOT-
Tos (conductivity∼1000 S cm−1) was used.75,500−503 Thin films
of the PEDOT-Tos electrodes were fabricated on glass by
chemical polymerization, and the performance of the TGCs was
studied by using a 0.4 M K4Fe(CN)6/K3Fe(CN)6 redox
electrolyte. As shown in Figure 62a, the maximum power
generation of the TGC with a 223 nm thick electrode reached
178 mW m−2 (ΔT = 30 K), which was only three times lower
than that of flat platinum electrodes (438 mW m−2) under the
same conditions. Increasing the thickness of the PEDOT-Tos
electrodes led to the same power as that of flat Pt electrodes
(Figure 62b). The same authors further investigated the
interplay between the electrical conductivity of the polymer
electrode and the rate of electron transfer with ferro/
ferricyanide, as well as its impact on the performance of the
TGCs.504 PEDOT-PSS (PH1000) was modified with various
amounts of DMSO (up to 6 wt %) to tune its morphology by
inducing the demixing of excess insulating PSS, which resulted in
an increase in conductivity by more than 3 orders of magnitude
(Figure 63a). The rate of electron transfer from the

PEDOT:PSS electrode to the ferro/ferricyanide couple was
related to the percolation transport of the polymer electrode.
The power produced by the TGC increased by 4 orders of
magnitude after changing the morphology and electrical
conductivity of the PEDOT electrode (Figure 63b).
PEDOT:PSS films represent an attractive alternative to

platinum electrodes. Recently, Wang et al. demonstrated a
PEDOT:PSS-based thermo-electrochemical cell using ferricya-
nide/ferrocyanide as the electrolyte. This device delivered a
maximum power output of 300 μW, with a 1 Ω loading at a
temperature difference of 30 K; additionally, this device
powered an array of light-emitting diodes and Bluetooth
humidity/temperature sensors for wireless communication.505

Furthermore, they investigated the electrochemical properties of
insoluble redox couples such as Prussian blue (PB) analogue
compounds by hybridizing them with PEDOT:PSS via ball
milling, drop-casting on a polystyrene mold, and heating at 70
°C for 24 h. In this work, they combined nickel ferrocyanide
(NiHFC) with Fe2+/Fe3+ using a cation separator (Figure 64a)
and PB with K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6 using an anion separator

(Figure 64b). This electrochemical cell generated a maximum
power of 4 μW over a temperature range of 5−60 °C.

Li et al. demonstrated highly efficient cylindrical TGCs,
working in a wide operation window of cold temperatures down
to −40 °C.506 In parallel, they developed a eutectic electrolyte
composed of formamide and water, which exhibited high ionic
conductivities (between 10 and 100mS cm−1 in the temperature
range of−40 to 90 °C, as shown in Figure 65a), and an electrode
material based on an anisotropic porous graphene aerogel,
which had aligned sheets and pores (Figure 65b) and
demonstrated high ionic conductivity. These two materials
were then employed to create a device composed of 15
thermocells capable of delivering 2 V and 350 μW at an external
ΔT = 106 K (Figure 65c,d).
Recently, Ding et al. reported a hybrid photothermal

generator consisting of a pyroelectric generator and a TGC for
multiple situations, namely structured/unstructured, static/
dynamic, and day/night waste heat harnessing for continuous
operation.507 In this device, CNT-based nanocomposites served
as: (1) broadband solar absorbers, (2) good thermally/
electrically conductive electrodes, and (3) electrodes with a
high electrochemical specific surface area. The high photo-
thermal properties and electrical conductivity of the carbon
nanotube/cellulose nanocrystal nanocomposite, together with
the heat localization effect, resulted from the sponge-confined
electrolyte; thus, the simultaneously high thermogalvanic and
pyroelectric performances were achieved with maximum
outputs of 1.86 and 0.9 mW m−2, respectively (Figure 66). In
addition, a scaled-up hybrid photothermal generator was
successfully tested on both land and water surfaces under
natural sunlight, and the feasibility of nighttime operation was
verified.
Shin et al. demonstrated a hybrid photovoltaic thermogal-

vanic cell module (PV/T) by integrating a TGC directly into the
back of a solar panel (Figure 67), exploring the feasibility of the
module for practical implementation.508 Here, a fabricated
thermogalvanic cell consisting of an electrolyte with a ferric/
ferrous redox couple ([Fe(CN)6]

4− and [Fe(CN)6]
3−) and

SWCNT electrodes was integrated directly into the back of a
commercial solar panel array. The TGC in the fabricated PV/T
hybrid system performed both as a cooling system and produced
additional power output by converting the thermal energy
absorbed by the solar panel into useful electrical energy. Under
illumination with air mass (AM) of 1.5 G, using a solar simulator,

Figure 63. (a) Conductivity of PEDOT:PSS-DMSO electrodes (the
dashed red line demonstrates the trend in the electrical conductivity
with respect to the DMSO wt %). (b) Maximum power output of the
TGC as a function of the DMSO ratio and the maximum power output
of TGC as a function of the different thicknesses of PEDOT:PSS-5%
DMSO. The dashed black lines are guides for the eyes to show the trend
in those graphs. All measurements are taken at a ΔT of 30 °C.
Reproduced with permission from ref 504. Copyright 2018 National
Academy of Sciences.

Figure 64. Schematic of the charge-free TREC system combining (a)
PB-PEDOT:PSS with Fe(CN)6

3‑/4− and (b) NiHCF-PEDOT:PSS
with Fe2+/3+. Reproduced with permission from ref 505. Copyright
2020 Wiley.
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the conversion efficiency of the solar cell improved from 13.2%
to 15% by cooling the solar cell from 61 to 34 °C due to the
thermogalvanic cell and the additional harvested power of 3.53
μW cm−2.
Kim et al. combined n-type Fe-TECs with p-type FeCN-

TECs in series to produce output powers sufficient for large-
scale applications.509 They fabricated a TEC module consisting
of 32 pairs of Fe-TEC ClO4[0.5 M Fe(ClO4)2/Fe(ClO4)3] and
FeCN-TEC-NH4 [0.9 M K3Fe(CN)6/(NH4)4Fe(CN)6] (Fig-
ure 68c). The TEC module generated a Voc of 2.05 V and an Isc
of 0.2 A m−2, respectively, at a ΔT of 25 °C, which powered a
commercial light-emitting diode (Figure 68d).
Duan et al.469 demonstrated potential applications of their

optimized systems (previously discussed) for harvesting low-
grade thermal energy and fabricated a prototype module
containing 50 urea/guanidine chloride (UGdmCl) units (1
cm2 area, 0.5 cm thickness) connected by Cu wires in series
(Figure 69). This device generated a voltage of 3.4 V and a

current of 1.2mA at an appliedΔT = 18 °C and directly powered
an LED array. Furthermore, the module could harvest heat from
the human body, and a stable voltage of more than 0.3 V was
generated by a small temperature difference of approximately 1.3
K, as shown in Figure 69d. In addition, this module could harvest
waste heat in a cold environment.
An array of series-connected n-type and p-type TGCs that

provided an output voltage of 2 V were fabricated by Zhang et
al.468 Figure 70b−d describes this TGC array, which consists of
a K3Fe(CN)6/(NH4)4Fe(CN)6 couple for the p-type element
and a FeSO4/Fe2(SO4)3 couple for the n-type element. The low
voltage of the iron sulfate TGC limited the maximum output
current for the array. A TGC array containing 28 alternating,
series-connected half-cells is shown in Figure 70c,d, where the
cross-sectional areas of both legs are the same. The voltage
generated by the 28 half-cells was ∼27 mV K−1 (1.93 mV K−1 ×
14 cells), and four identical TGC arrays were connected in series
to obtain an open-circuit voltage of 2.18 V for a ΔT of 21 °C.
This TGC output was used to charge commercial capacitors
with capacitances of 47 to 1000 μF to 2 V during times ranging
from 1 to 20 min.
Yang et al. fabricated a wearable TGC system to harvest low-

grade body heat.23 The system consisted of two types of
thermogalvanic gel electrolytes with positive and negative
thermo-electrochemical Seebeck coefficients, corresponding to
the n-type and p-type elements of a conventional thermoelectric
generator, respectively. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was used as
the gel solution, with ferric/ferrous chloride or potassium
ferricyanide/ferrocyanide couples to obtain the thermogalvanic
gel electrolytes exhibiting positive and negative thermo-
electrochemical Seebeck coefficients. These gel electrolytes
exhibited both moderate thermoelectric performance and good
mechanical properties. The integrated wearable device con-
tained 59 n-type and 59 p-type TGC gel units (a height of 1 mm
and a diameter of 3 mm), with bridging Au/Cr interconnections

Figure 65. (a) Conductivity of the 0.4 M electrolyte at different temperatures. The inset is a photo measurement of the electrolyte temperature with a
thermocouple. (b) Illustration showing the ionic transport model in the ordered porous graphene channels. (c) Plots of the output voltage and power
versus the current of the 15-cylinder device for different temperature differences. (d)Output voltage versus time obtained fromΔT = 106 °C. The inset
in (d) is the photo of LED beads powered by the device. Reproduced with permission from ref 506. Copyright 2019 Wiley.

Figure 66. Schematic of the hybrid photothermal generator. The
mechanism of the photothermal pyroelectric generator (Pyro) and
thermocell (Thermo) are depicted in the upper and lower figures on the
right, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref 507.
Copyright 2019 Wiley.
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on a flexible PI substrate, as illustrated in Figure 71; this device

could generate a maximum output power of approximately 0.3

mW by utilizing body heat (Figure 71).
Finally, because of the thermocell voltage’s direct dependence

on the electrode’s surface temperature, the lack of thermal

contact resistance between the specimen and TGC makes the

thermal response of thermogalvanic cells fast (<300 μs).510 The

fast response to thermal variation, combined with the high

sensitivity linked to the high values of S, makes such devices an

attractive solution for sensing applications.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS

Solid-state inorganic semiconductors currently dominate
research on thermal-to-electrical energy conversion due to
their high performances and efficiencies. In this case, the
concept of electron-crystal/phonon-glass behavior has been the
driving force for developing newmaterials. However, despite the
impressive results that have been obtained, this technology has
been limited to niche applications such as space (e.g., powering
satellites) and scientific instrumentation (e.g., cooling detec-
tors) due to the high costs of materials and processing. In the last
20 years, carbon-based semiconductors have been scrutinized as
potential thermoelectric materials for low-temperature energy
harvesting because of the high abundance of their atomic

Figure 67. Fabrication and operation of the hybrid PV/T module: (a) schematic of the hybrid PV/T module and thermocell operation, (b) cell
components and their assembly in a thermocell, and (c) optical image of the fabricated PV/T module. Reproduced with permission from ref 508.
Copyright 2020 Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute.

Figure 68. (a) Long-term performance of Fe-TEC-ClO4 using 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M HClO4 for Tcold and Thot of 25 and 50 °C, respectively. (b)
Thermoelectrochemical performances of Fe-TEC-ClO4, FeCN-TEC-NH4, and TECs connected in series for Tcold and Thot of 25 and 50 °C,
respectively. (c) Schematic diagram of the series module and the (d) current vs voltage of the series module containing 64 units. The inset in (d) is an
image of LED powered by the series module. Reproduced with permission from ref 509. Copyright 2020 Elsevier Ltd.
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elements. Other advantages are linked to their low-costs and
large-area (low T) processing, using printing techniques.
Furthermore, their intrinsically lower thermal conductivity
represents a significant advantage in harvesting energy from
small temperature differences.
These materials can be divided into two main classes: carbon

nanostructures (e.g., carbon nanotubes and graphene) and
organic polymers/small molecules. Semiconducting single-

walled carbon nanotubes can be separated from their metallic
counterparts, using scalable solution processes through specific
complexation with specific polymers. While the thermal
conductivity is large along single nanostructures, in thin films
composed of a network of these elements, the thermal
conductance is significantly reduced by phonon scattering at
interfaces, thus making them viable candidates for thermo-
electric applications. Their Seebeck coefficients can be

Figure 69. Demonstration of low-grade heat harvesting by a prototype module. (a) Schematic of the structure and a photograph of the module. (b)
Voltage and current curves of the module corresponding to the applied temperature difference. (c) Image of the module directly powering an LED
array containing 29 red LEDs. Themodule was sandwiched by two aluminum heat exchangers with water as the heat transfer fluid. The temperatures of
the cold and hot water were controlled at approximately 278 and 333 K, respectively. Because of inevitable thermal conduction in the module and
thermal contact resistance between the module and heat exchangers, the ΔT of 18 K shown by the module at the steady state was smaller than the
nominal temperature difference between the two heat exchangers. (d) Harvesting heat energy from the human body. The module was placed on a steel
platform as a heat sink with a temperature of approximately 298 K and then covered by one hand. After several minutes, a stable temperature difference
of 1.3 K was observed, which induced an output of approximately 0.3 V by themodule. The temperature and voltage were measured by a thermocouple
(left) and multimeter (right), respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref 469. Copyright 2018 Nature.

Figure 70. Enhanced output voltage using interconnected thermocell modules. (a) Illustration of two series-connected p-type half-cells that both use
aqueous Fe(CN)6

4−/Fe(CN)6
3− as the redox mediator. (b) Illustration of a p-type half-cell (using aqueous Fe(CN)6

4−/Fe(CN)6
3− as the redox

mediator) and an n-type half-cell (using aqueous Fe2+/Fe3+ as the redox mediator) that are connected in series. (c) Photograph of alternating n-type
and p-type mediators for a thermocell array with 14 n−p cells. (d) Photograph of the sealed thermocell array for the redox couple array in (c), showing
the top plate that completes the electrical connections. (e) Voltage−time curves of different capacitors when charged by four series-connected
thermocell arrays. Reproduced with permission from ref 468. Copyright 2017 Wiley.
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controlled by tuning their structure (e.g., the nanotube
diameter) and doping level. One unique feature is that they
can be reduced by chemical means to display a stable negative
Seebeck coefficient in air and a power factor higher thanmany n-
doped conducting polymers. Conducting polymers are stable in
air in their oxidized form (p-doped) and reach impressive values
of power factor and zT (e.g., 0.52 for PEDOT:PSS), much
higher than that of their n-doped counterparts. The power factor
of conducting polymers can be controlled not only through their
doping level but also by tuning their morphology at various
scales because it affects the electronic properties and transport
regime of the charge carriers.
For both classes of materials, emerging processing techniques

enable the fabrication of thick layers necessary to utilize large
thermal gradients in a traditional vertical thermoelectric module.
Unfortunately, stable high thermoelectric performance is
challenging to achieve with thick layers. Thus, technical
solutions have been proposed to overcome this problem, for
example, employing new geometries based on printing lateral
thermocouples on flexible and foldable substrates. However,
even with this strategy, thick layers will be beneficial, and such a
structure prevents the actual integration of thermocouples in a
monolithic device.

Recently, the blending of high PF inorganic nanostructures
with conducting polymers, CNTs, and graphene matrices has
shown promising results, representing an innovative way to
process these novel materials. However, the thermoelectric
properties of the individual parts of the composite are not
additive, and they typically lead to decreased thermoelectric
performance because the nanocomposites cannot have higher
performance than the individual parts unless quantum effects
dominate. In this regard, one of the challenges is to avoid the
percolation of one phase of the composite because the phase
with the highest conductivity will then govern most of the
thermoelectric properties of the composite. In addition, the
transport of charge carriers across both phases is typically made
difficult by the presence of a potential barrier at the interface,
which can stem from an oxide layer on the inorganic filler or
equilibration of the Fermi levels of the two phases.
A less explored area of research on thermoelectricity is that of

the thermodiffusion of matter. The thermodiffusion of ions in
electrolytes yields large ionic Seebeck coefficients, in the range of
tens of mV K−1, opening new avenues for energy storage,
ultrasensitive heat sensors, and thermoelectronics. Unfortu-
nately, ionic thermoelectric energy storage devices are restricted
to discontinuous heat sources or need to be coupled with a
supercapacitor to work as energy harvesters.

Figure 71. (top) Schematic and image of the integrated gel-based thermocell. Both the PFC and PPF gels are sandwiched between two flexible
substrates (polyimide, PI). With alternating top and bottom interconnections, the PFC and PPF gels are connected in series. (bottom) Applications of
the wearable thermocell. (left) Voltage and current generated by the thermocell from body heat. The inset shows a photograph of the wearable
thermocell on a forearm. (right) Voltage−time curves of different capacitors charged by the thermocell utilizing human body heat. The inset shows the
energy stored in the capacitors, which is also the electrical energy harvested from body heat. Reproduced with the permission from ref 23. Copyright
2016 Wiley.
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Another type of thermoelectric effect is based on the entropy
of electron transfer during an electrochemical reaction, which
leads to thermogalvanic cells. Despite the low efficiency (only a
tiny fraction of the Carnot efficiency), several breakthroughs
have motivated research on these energy conversion devices,
e.g., redox couples with high Seebeck coefficients, high surface
area electrodes, and heat transport control in electrolytes and
complementary p-/n- thermoelectric modules. The use of gel
electrolytes is attractive because thermogalvanic cells can be
flexible and stretchable or elastic. These properties will open a
new unique research path compared to solid-state thermo-
electric materials for powering low-power electronics from body
heat. While the solvent’s chaotropic effect around charged
species is mainly understood for aqueous electrolytes in
biochemistry, these mechanisms are less understood for other
media. Therefore, through studies on thermogalvanic cell
optimization, new knowledge will be acquired for various
other organic, ionic liquid, and polymer gel electrolytes.
In conclusion, carbon-based materials represent a novel path

in the field of thermoelectricity and allow for the development of
a new generation of energy harvesters and sensors. This new
generation of thermoelectric devices will be available for some
niche applications and everyday life scenarios, from the IoT to
wearable and biomedical devices. In this regard, it is of
paramount importance to evaluate material toxicity when placed
in contact with biological media (tissues, cells, skin, and others).
Some materials, such as PEDOT:PSS, have already proven to be
biocompatible.511 However, for many other materials presented
in this review, not enough data are currently available. The use of
robust, biocompatible, and nondegradable capping/protection
layers (e.g., PDMS or parylene) could represent a solution to
material toxicity and enable the integration of TE devices with
biological tissues. In addition, the inherent flexibility of additive
manufacturing techniques has led to the development of new
geometries and devices that can adapt to many kinds of irregular
flexible and soft substrates (e.g., plastic or cloth) while still
maintaining most of the thermoelectric properties. Because of
this, organic materials represent the best choice for inexpensive
low-power, room-temperature TE devices. Unfortunately, the
development of scalable devices and fabrication processes has
lagged far behindmaterials development and is mainly limited to
simple demonstrators. As new carbon-based thermoelectric
materials continue to be discovered and the material perform-
ance continues to improve, additional focus will need to be
directed toward the integration of these materials into functional
devices. This will require consideration of the various materials
interfaces and the device/system architectures to successfully
translate lab-scale demonstrators into commercially relevant
products. Recently, however, more and more examples of
integrated, printed, and woven devices have been presented in
the literature, showing the possibility of commercializing OTEG
in a not-so-far future.
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